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I show that in the generic situations where a biological network, e.g. a protein interaction
network, is in fact a subnetwork embedded in a larger bulk network, the presence of the
bulk causes not just extrinsic noise but also memory eﬀects. This means that the dynam-
ics of the subnetwork will depend not only on its present state, but also its past. I use
projection techniques to get explicit expressions for the memory functions that encode
such memory eﬀects, for generic protein interaction networks involving binary and unary
reactions such as complex formation and phosphorylation, respectively. Remarkably, in
the limit of low intrinsic copy-number noise such expressions can be obtained even for
nonlinear dependences on the past. I illustrate the method with examples from a protein
interaction network around epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR), which is relevant
to cancer signalling. These examples demonstrate that inclusion of memory terms is not
only important conceptually but also leads to substantially higher quantitative accuracy
in the predicted subnetwork dynamics.
I also study how the presence of Michaelis-Menten reactions aﬀect the behaviour of the
subnetwork. While such reactions do not directly ﬁt into our framework of unary and
binary reactions, I demonstrate that our approach can be generalised to include them.
This is done by ﬁrst introducing enzyme and enzyme complex species and reactions,
then constructing the projected equations, and ﬁnally taking the limit of fast enzyme
reactions that gives back Michaelis-Menten dynamics. I show that this limit can be
taken in closed form, leading to a simple procedure that allows the projected equations
to be constructed without ever introducing the fast variables explicitly.
I then apply projection methods to the analysis of the eﬀects of perturbations in the
bulk network, e.g. from gene regulation processes. I show that the resulting behaviour
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of the linear response can again be decomposed according to a boundary structure, so
that the total linear response is split into the eﬀect of the bulk perturbation on the
subnetwork boundary and the propagation of the perturbation from there to the rest
of the subnetwork. I also use the projection method to ﬁnd the steady states of the
perturbed system in nonlinear response, which makes it possible to analyse biologically
relevant scenarios such as knock-down experiments.
Finally, I look at the statistics of the random force. I propose a simple approximation of
the random force made up of a persistent piece and a random change in the subnetwork
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Biological networks are often complex and models are required to try and understand
their behaviour [1]. This has stimulated an ongoing research eﬀort into the construction
of reduced models that allow one to focus on subnetworks of a larger system. Such
subnetworks may carry out biologically important functions, or be of interest because
they capture parts of the system where there is less uncertainty in the network structure
or dynamical parameters such as reaction rates. An understanding of the properties of
such subnetworks can be used to help rationalise the behaviour of a larger network [24].
The above considerations motivate the analysis of subnetwork dynamics by model re-
duction, where one starts from a description of a large network and reduces this to an
eﬀective description of the subnetwork. Further motivation comes from the fact that
almost any biological network that we choose to model is incomplete, and in reality
is a subnetwork embedded in a larger bulk network. It is then important to under-
stand what, in principle, is the appropriate way of describing the dynamics in such a
subnetwork.
There is a substantial literature on methods of model reduction that attempt to simplify
an initial large model down to a subnetwork description. The aim is to do this whilst
retaining the main features of the behaviour of the original system [5, 6]. These methods
are often based on (a) sensitivity analysis, (b) timescale separation, (c) splitting the
system into modules or (d) lumping together components to obtain a smaller number of
parameters or variables. A review of these methods is found in Chapter 2.
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A further important topic is the eﬀects of perturbations on a given subnetwork, e.g.
via gene regulation. This is important both for a general understanding of biological
function and more speciﬁcally to probe network structure and parameters like reaction
rates [7, 8].
Alongside systematic eﬀects from perturbations, the issue of ﬂuctuations in biological
networks has received much attention recently. Broadly these ﬂuctuations arise from
noise, which can be classiﬁed into intrinsic and extrinsic parts. In biochemical reaction
networks, the intrinsic noise is caused by the stochasticity of when individual reaction
events take place, causing ﬂuctuations in the copy number of each molecular species.
The extrinsic noise is due, for example, to ﬂuctuations in reaction rates or amounts
of other cellular components [911]. These noise components can be measured and
separated using ﬂuorescent proteins: for two identical copies of a gene, correlations in
the ﬂuctuations of the ﬂuorescent proteins indicate extrinsic noise, while the intrinsic
noise is obtained from the diﬀerence between the ﬂuorescence of the two genes [12].
The main questions this thesis addresses are as follows. Can so-called projection methods
be used to derive a systematic description of the dynamics of a subnetwork embedded
in a bulk network? If this is feasible, does the conceptual division of a network into
subnetwork and bulk also prove useful in understanding the response to perturbations?
And can projection approaches provide information about the properties and statistics
of extrinsic noise?
I ﬁnd that the answer to all three questions is yes, though with some small qualiﬁcations.
I construct explicit projected equations that describe the subnetwork; an important con-
ceptual result is that such equations must in principle always involve memory eﬀects, in
addition to the extrinsic noise caused by the presence of the bulk. The memory func-
tion describing these eﬀects can be expressed in closed form, though in a fully nonlinear
description one requires the limit of small copy number (intrinsic) noise for this to be
feasible. The projected equations also contain a contribution known as the random force
that represents a component of the extrinsic noise, and because this is expressed explic-
itly in terms of (bulk) network parameters, the approach can be used to understand the
statistics of this extrinsic noise component. In the analysis of perturbations I ﬁnd that
the projection approach allows for a natural separation of the response into two parts:
14
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an initial propagation through the bulk arriving at the boundary of the subnetwork
(those molecular species interacting directly with the bulk), followed by the response
of the subnetwork to this eﬀective boundary perturbation. This structure mirrors that
of the memory eﬀects, where only the dynamical equations of boundary species contain
memory terms.
The structure of this thesis is as follows. In Chapter 2, I discuss the background material
related to the later results. I will also discuss other methods of model reduction and
subnetwork analysis. Then in Chapter 3, I explain the projection approach and how
it can be applied to protein interaction networks. Remarkably, I obtain closed-form
expressions of the memory functions for dynamics linearised around a ﬁxed point in
Sec. 3.2.1 and then for the full nonlinear dynamics in Sec. 3.2.2 when there is small copy
number noise. In Sec. 3.2.3, I discuss and illustrate some of their properties, e.g. the
amplitudes and timescales. I apply the method to the EGFR protein signalling network
for short term signalling from Kholodenko et al. [13] and study the memory functions for
a chosen subnetwork in Chapter 4. I analyse the dominant contributions to the memory
functions and show that the projected equations with memory give a signiﬁcantly more
accurate description of the subnetwork dynamics than would be obtainable without
memory.
The projection method works with mass action kinetics and to include Michaelis-Menten
dynamics it is necessary to introduce additional species into the system to convert the
reactions into mass action form. In Chapter 5, I discuss how we can extend the projection
method so that it can be applied directly to reaction networks with Michaelis-Menten
reactions without ever having to introduce additional species. I ﬁnd that the closed
form elimination is both faster to evaluate computationally, and gives a more accurate
approximation to the original reaction equations.
I then extend the projection method further in Chapter 6 to include reactions that
represent gene regulation. This allows us to analyse the eﬀects of perturbations in the
bulk network. I show that the resulting behaviour can again be decomposed according
to a boundary structure, so that the total response is split into the eﬀect of the bulk
perturbation on the subnetwork boundary, and the propagation of the perturbation
from there to the rest of the subnetwork.
15
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The random force is a contribution to the projected equations that represents a compo-
nent of extrinsic noise. In Chapter 7, I will discuss random force statistics. I will look at
the accuracy of the projected equations when the bulk is not initially in steady state and
how the random force can be approximated for both linearised and nonlinear dynamics.





In this chapter I will discuss the methods used to describe biochemical networks. I will
derive the projection method and review other methods of model reduction.
2.1 Reaction Equations
There are many diﬀerent ways to model biochemical reactions [1416]. Here we consider
protein interaction networks where either two molecular species react to form a complex
i+ j → l (2.1.1)
or change conformation from one state to another
i→ j (2.1.2)
Complexes can also dissociate into two molecular species
l→ i+ j (2.1.3)
Let ni be the number of molecules of species i. Then we can write the chemical master
equation [17, 18] as
∂
∂t










f˜µ(n, V )P (n, t) (2.1.4)
where Ei is a step operator deﬁned such that E
−1
i = ni−1. S is the stoichiometry matrix
made up of integers Siµ, with i = 1, 2, . . . , N and µ = 1, 2, . . . , R, where R is the number
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of reactions. Each Siµ records by how much the molecule count of species i changes in
reaction µ. Speciﬁcally, Siµ is −1 if species i is a reactant in reaction µ and +1 if it is a
reaction product. For homodimer reactions one correspondingly has Siµ = ±2 when two
molecules of species i are used up or produced. Let kµ be the reaction rate for a reaction
Rµ then f˜µ(n, V ) denotes the reaction ﬂuxes which are kµni/V for a unary reaction,
kµninj/V
2 for a binary reaction between species i and j and (1/2)kµni(ni − 1)/V 2 for
a binary reaction between two of the same species i.
In the limit when the volume V is large enough so that stochastic calculations around
the mean value can be neglected we can write a set of deterministic reaction equations.
If the concentration of species i is xi = ni/V we can then write the reaction equations







The vector of reaction ﬂuxes f has entries fµ that give the reaction rate of reaction µ
multiplied by the concentrations of the proteins involved in that reaction.
The chemical master equation (2.1.4) is hard to analyse and therefore approximations
to the master equation are needed. The chemical Fokker-Planck equation is obtained by
truncating the Kramers-Moyal expansion of the chemical master equation [19] to include
at most second-order derivatives. Taylor expanding the step operator we ﬁnd
∂
∂t




































 f˜(n, V )P (n, t)




















 f(x)P (x, t)
and we can write the Fokker-Planck equation as
∂
∂t
P (x, t) = − ∂
∂x
(SfP (x, t)) + 
∂2
∂x2
(BBTP (x, t)) = LTP (x, t) (2.1.6)
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where  = 1/V is the inverse reaction volume. We deﬁne Sf as the drift vector and
BBT = Sdiag(f)ST (2.1.7)
is the diﬀusion matrix. This formulation is useful for us as we can continue to describe
each species concentration with a single variable xi, rather than having to treat its mean
time evolution and ﬂuctuations separately as would be done in a van Kampen system size
expansion [17, 20]. Moreover, a recent analysis [21] shows that (2.1.6) is more accurate
than the van Kampen description, capturing the mean and variance of the xi to higher
order in .
We will sometimes ﬁnd it useful to switch from the above Fokker-Planck description to
the corresponding chemical Langevin equation [18], which reads
∂
∂t
x = Sfx+ η (2.1.8)
The noise η is multiplicative as its statistics depend on x; adopting the Ito interpretation
[19], one has explicitly 〈η(t)ηT(t′)〉 = BBTδ(t− t′).
It is also possible to model chemical reactions using a path integral representation of
which there are a number of diﬀerent methods [2225]. This method uses the protein
concentrations x as well as a set of auxiliary variables xˆ. Discretising time so that ∆






ei∆ψi(t)xi(t) · eixˆi(t)[xi(t+∆)−xi(t)−∆Φi(x(t))−∆ηi(t)]P (η(t))
(2.1.9)
where Φi(x(t)) = Sfx. Then splitting both the x and xˆ into subnetwork and bulk
species we can integrate out the bulk variables which gives an eﬀective path integral
describing the subnetwork dynamics. This also allows us to explicitly keep the intrinsic
noise when calculating the subnetwork equations.
2.2 The projection method
The Zwanzig-Mori projection method is used to describe the time evolution of a set of
observables from a chosen subnetwork embedded in a larger network [2729]. Generally
mode-coupling approximations are applied to the projected equations [30]. This simpli-
ﬁes the projected equations allowing them to be analysed easily. Mode coupling theory
19
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is used to predict the features of the dynamics of liquids near the glass transition. Here
we use the projected equations to describe the dynamics of protein interaction networks.
Returning to the Fokker-Planck equation (3.1.2), the time evolution it encodes can be
thought of in terms of either an evolving P (x, t) or evolving observables a(x, t) of the
system; see e.g.[27, 29]. The time variation of P (x, t) is the solution of (3.1.2), which
can be written formally as P (x, t) = eLTtP (x, 0). Here the operator exponential in eLTt
is deﬁned as eLTt =
∑∞
n=0(LTt)n/n!, requiring in principle the application of successive
powers of LTt to P (x, 0).
Now let a(x) be an observable of the system, for example one of the protein concentra-
tions xi. Its time average evolves in time as
〈a(t)〉 =
∫






dx eLta(x)P (x, 0) =
∫
dx a(x, t)P (x, 0)
(2.2.1)
Here we have introduced L as the adjoint operator to LT, deﬁned by ∫ dx (La(x))b(x) =∫
dx a(x)LTb(x). We have also deﬁned
a(x, t) = eLta(x) (2.2.2)
As the last equality of (2.2.1) shows, this is the average value of a at time t conditional
on the system initially being in state x. Its time evolution is given by (2.2.2), and reads
in diﬀerential form
∂ta(x, t) = La(x, t) (2.2.3)
with initial condition a(x, 0) = a(x).
The Zwanzig-Mori projection method allows us to derive a set of equations describing the
time evolution of observables from a chosen subnetwork [2729]. The approach allows
one generally to derive such equations for the conditional averages aα(x, t) of any chosen
set of observables {aα(x)}. One ﬁrst deﬁnes a projection operator P that projects any










Here C is a correlation matrix with elements
Cαβ = (aα, aβ) (2.2.5)
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deﬁned in terms of an inner product (a, b). The latter is just an average over the steady
state distribution Pss(x) of x:
(a, b) = 〈ab〉ss =
∫
dx a(x)b(x)Pss(x). (2.2.6)
Once P is deﬁned, the orthogonal projection operator Q follows as Q = 1 − P. Then
Qb can be interpreted as the contribution to observable b that is uncorrelated in steady
state with any of the chosen observables aα.
To derive the projected equations we start be taking the Laplace Transform of equation
(2.2.3). Writing (z − L) = (z − PL−QL) we ﬁnd
zaα(z)− aα = (z − PL−QL)−1Laα







aβ(z)Mβα(z) + (z −QL)−1QLaα
where we have used the matrix equality
(A−B)−1 = (A−B)−1BA−1 +A−1 (2.2.7)













′)Mβα(t− t′) + rα(t) (2.2.8)









the elements of the rate matrix Ω; in other contexts, e.g. systems with inertial dynamics,
it is often referred to as the frequency matrix. The second term represents the memory
eﬀects, as an integral over past values of the observables weighted by a function of the












where ∆t = t− t′. The memory function Mβα determines how strongly the past values
of observable aβ aﬀect the present rate of change of aα; sometimes it will be useful to
think of the Mβα(∆t) as the elements of a memory matrix M(∆t) whose size is, as
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for the rate matrix, the number of observables aα. The third term in (2.2.8), ﬁnally, is
called the random force and is written
rα(t) = e
QLQtQLaα. (2.2.11)
The name comes from the fact that the value of rα(t) at any time t is uncorrelated
with the initial values of the observables aβ(0) ≡ aβ ; mathematically this property is
expressed as (aα, rβ(t)) = 0.
2.3 Subnetworks
In this thesis we use the projection method to obtain a set of equations for a subnetwork
embedded in a larger protein interaction network. Below we review other methods of
model reduction that attempt to simplify an initial large model down to a subnetwork
description.
Sensitivity analysis tries to determine which molecular species are insigniﬁcant to the
dynamic system of interest [31]. A parameter is classiﬁed as insigniﬁcant if it has a low
sensitivity, in that its precise value does not have a large eﬀect on the concentrations of
the rest of the species in the network. If we consider a reaction system
∂
∂t
x = Sfx = g(x) (2.3.1)









where j indexes the components of x. Then any species i with sensitivity Bi < B, where
B is a parameter reﬂecting the desired accuracy of the model, can be considered to have
a low sensitivity. Low sensitivity parameters are then eliminated or replaced by a smaller
number of eﬀective species. However, sometimes it is necessary to keep a low sensitivity
parameter to ensure the results are biologically valid. This approach will not work with
a predetermined subnetwork as that subnetwork may contain a mixture of low and high
sensitivity parameters and therefore the subnetwork found using sensitivity analysis is
eﬀectively chosen by the method.
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Timescale separation techniques are used to focus on the species that contribute most to
the long-time dynamics of a system, by removing molecular species whose dynamics takes
place on much shorter timescales. This is reasonable because biochemical processes occur
on a range of timescales; changes in gene expression levels, for example, may take place
over hours whereas protein signalling takes seconds. Timescale separation approaches
have been used by e.g. Gardiner [32] and Thomas et al. [33], with the subnetwork then
containing all the slow molecular species and the bulk the fast ones. Thus, while these
authors used projection techniques as we do, memory eﬀects did not arise: they become
negligible if the bulk is fast enough to respond eﬀectively instantaneously  on the
timescale of the subnetwork dynamics  to the state of the subnetwork. Here we consider
signalling networks where the timescales of the dynamics of the subnetwork and the bulk
are comparable, so that timescale separation methods are not directly applicable.
Another way to reduce the system is to split it into modules where each module has
a diﬀerent function and a limited number of interactions with the other modules [34].
Conzelmann et al. [35] split a network into modules with low retroactivity, where two
modules are connected without retroactive eﬀects if both the input and output are
unidirectional [36]. These modules can then be uncoupled from the larger network as
their behaviour only depends on inputs. They then apply dimensional reduction to the
modules so that the nonlinear modules have reduced complexity but show similar input
and output behaviour. To apply this method it is necessary to have a detailed knowledge
of the system dynamics and one must be able to decompose the model into modules
with low retroactivity. In general it may be possible to ﬁx a subnetwork and split the
subnetwork and bulk into modules; however if, for example, there is a subnetwork with
many species directly interacting with the bulk, then it may not be easy to separate the
ﬁxed subnetwork into modules containing no bulk species.
Lumping together variables with similar features also allows one to reduce the size of a
model [5, 37]; however, lumping components together may make it diﬃcult to interpret
the results because the lumped variables may not retain their original meaning. Sunnaker
et al. [37] split their system dependent on whether the variables are signiﬁcant for the
fast or slow dynamics. The lumped state variables, which are the variables of the reduced
model, correspond to clusters of fast variables that are associated to conservation laws.
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They then derive fraction parameters which link the reduced and original model. The
reduced model is used to analyse the dynamics of the system and then the lumped
variables are translated back into the original variables. Similarly Liebermeister et al.
[38] reduce the bulk surrounding a chosen subnetwork, whilst the subnetwork is kept
in its original form. They ﬁrst linearise the bulk around a steady state and then apply
balanced truncation to reduce the dimensionality of the linearised bulk. As one might
expect, accounting for the bulk in this way, i.e. considering the environment surrounding
the subnetwork, yields a reduced model that is more accurate than modelling just the
isolated subnetwork. Our work extends this result by showing that the inclusion of
memory eﬀects arising from the bulk gives a signiﬁcantly more accurate description of the
subnetwork dynamics. Apri et al. [39] remove or modify reactions and parameters based
on their eﬀect on the output behaviour of the system. They consider which parameters
can be removed or lumped together to obtain output data correct to within a certain
tolerance. Although no detailed prior biological knowledge of the system is needed, there
must be some qualitative understanding of the system dynamics to ensure no species





I now explain how the projection method can be applied to protein interaction networks.
I also illustrate the method with a simple example that already captures some general
properties of memory functions. Next, in Section 3.2, I derive the closed-form memory
functions for both the linearised dynamics and the full nonlinear dynamics. I then
discuss and illustrate some of their properties, e.g. the amplitudes, and what they tell
us about reactions between the subnetwork and the bulk.
3.1 Derivation of projected equations
3.1.1 Reaction equations
We consider a protein interaction network described using mass action kinetics. The
molecular reactions can be either binary or unary. In a binary reaction two molecules
react to form a molecule of a diﬀerent species (complex formation); the reverse process
is the dissociation of a complex into two molecules. In a unary reaction, one species
transforms into another via a conformational change like phosphorylation. In our setup
we do not restrict the nature of the molecules that come together in a binary reaction,
and in particular we include the possibility that a complex formed in some initial binary
reaction may react again with another molecule to form a higher order complex. As a
convenient notational shorthand we nevertheless refer generically to the two molecules
that join together in a binary reaction as proteins, and to the molecule that is formed
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as a complex.
The deterministic reaction equations for such a protein interaction network containing




































where xi is the concentration of species i. In our notation we follow to a large extent
the paper by Coolen and Rabello [40], which presented an average-case analysis using
generating functionals of the dynamics in large protein interaction networks. We denote
by k+ij,l the rate of formation of complex l from proteins i and j, and by k
−
l,ij the rate for
the reverse process of dissociation of complex l into proteins i and j. To avoid ordering






l,ji. The factor of 1/2 in
the ﬁrst line above is then needed to avoid double counting of reactions of two diﬀerent
molecular species. The second line describes homodimer formation and dissociation,
where two proteins of the same species i react. The extra factor of 2 arises because
dissociation of a homodimer l creates two molecules of species i. The factor 1/2 in the
term describing formation of i from two molecules of species j represents the reduction
in number of possible reaction pairs, compared to the case of formation of a heterodimer
where the two reacting species are diﬀerent. The unit prefactor of the k+ii,l term arises as
the combination of these two eﬀects. Finally, the last line of (3.1.1) accounts for unary
reactions, with λij the rate of species i changing into species j.
The reaction equations (3.1.1) can be written in terms of a stoichiometry matrix S and
vector of reaction ﬂuxes f in the compact form ∂txi =
∑
µ Siµfµ as shown in Section 2.1.
One beneﬁt of this formulation is that it shows transparently how conservation laws arise,
where the sum of a number of concentrations is constant in time. Quantitatively, the
number of conservation laws is given by the dimension of the left nullspace of S. If this
nullspace is spanned by the (column) vectors e(a), a = 1, 2, . . . then each such vector
obeys e(a)
T
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3.1.2 Stochastic Dynamics
The deterministic reaction equations (3.1.1) apply in the case where the number of
molecules of each species, xiV in a reaction compartment of volume V , is large enough
so that stochastic ﬂuctuations around the mean value can be neglected. In reality such
copy number ﬂuctuations are always present because the number of molecules of any
species is discrete, and when it changes over time it does so due to elementary reactions
that take place stochastically. The relative size of the ﬂuctuations in any xi will be
of order 1/
√
xiV , because any change in xi results from the cumulative eﬀect of many
reactions and the number of reactions occurring within any ﬁxed time interval grows
linearly with V .
We therefore next describe the stochastic extension of (3.1.1) to the case of small copy
number ﬂuctuations. The inverse volume of the system,  = 1/V , will be used to char-
acterize the strength of this intrinsic noise. We note that such a stochastic description is
also important for our use of the projection operator formalism [27] to derive subnetwork
dynamical equations, as this approach starts from the time evolution of a probability
distribution over states of the network.
For small , the appropriate stochastic version of (3.1.1) is a Fokker-Planck equation
for the time evolution of the probability density P (x, t) as derived in Sec. 2.1 where













= LTP (x, t) (3.1.2)
In Section 2.2 we then showed that the time evolution of an observable a(x) is given by
(2.2.2) and reads in diﬀerential form
∂ta(x, t) = La(x, t) (3.1.3)
and therefore to calculate the projected equations we need to write down the adjoint
Fokker-Planck operator.
Before we write down the adjoint Fokker-Planck operator, we make a change of variables.
For reasons explained further in Section 3.1.3 below, it will be useful to have variables
with a mean value of zero in steady state. We therefore deﬁne x = y+δx where y is the
mean steady state value of x, calculated as the ﬁxed point of the mass-action equations
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(3.1.1), and δx is the deviation away from this. Where the meaning is clear from the
context, we will often use the shorthand concentration for the concentration deviations
from steady state, δxi. We have deﬁned y to be the mean steady state value of x and
we therefore require our system to be monostable. Furthermore, y is the ﬁxed point of
the rate equations and therefore 〈x〉 = 0 is only true in the limit of small intrinsic noise.
The time-evolving probability distribution is now P (δx, t), and observables a(δx) are
















































All terms here except for the last describe deterministic evolution. To write the reaction
ﬂux prefactors from (3.1.1) we have replaced xi = yi + δxi and exploited the fact that
when x = y, i.e. δx = 0, the deterministic drift terms must vanish. Note that Lc = 0
for any constant c, so that from (2.2.3) the average of such an observable is constant
in time as it should be. Looking at (2.2.1), this property is equivalent to conservation
of probability in the original Fokker-Planck equation.
3.1.3 Projection
We next summarise the salient features of the Zwanzig-Mori projection method we use
to derive equations describing the time evolution of the concentrations in any chosen
subnetwork of a larger protein interaction network [2729]. For the full derivation see
Sec. 2.2. In this approach we obtain a set of equations for the conditional averages
aα(δx, t) of any chosen set of observables {aα(δx)}. In our case the {aα(δx)} will be a
set of observables from the system such as protein and complex concentrations from the
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This projects any observable b onto the space spanned by the chosen set of observables,
where the inner product (a, b) is an average over the steady state distribution of δx:
(a, b) = 〈ab〉ss =
∫
dδx a(δx)b(δx)Pss(δx). (3.1.6)
We see now explicitly that we need stochastic dynamics, i.e. nonzero , to be able to
deploy the projection formalism, even if we are interested in the limit of small . If we
were to set  = 0 directly, the steady state distribution would become a Dirac delta
function at the ﬁxed point δx = 0, giving for the covariance matrix Cαβ = aα(0)aβ(0).
As the outer product of a vector  with elements aα(0)  with itself this has rank one
and so is not invertible except in the case of a single observable, making the projection
operator (2.2.4) ill-deﬁned.
An orthogonal projection operator Q = 1 − P is then deﬁned. With the shorthand













′)Mβα(t− t′) + rα(t) (3.1.7)





















This represents the memory eﬀects and determines how strongly the past values of
observable aβ aﬀect the present rate of change of aα. Finally the third term is known
as the random force
rα(t) = e
QLQtQLaα. (3.1.10)
Note that this notion of randomness does not imply that the random force resembles
white noise as in e.g. Langevin equations. This is plausible given that it appears in the
time evolution of the aα(t), which are conditional averages over dynamical ﬂuctuations.
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In fact we will see later in (3.2.14) that the random force encodes primarily the initial
conditions of the bulk variables.
The projected equations (3.1.7) as written are exact, and have several remarkable fea-
tures. Firstly, they emphasize that memory terms must arise generically once we go from
a description of the full system, in terms of δx, to one in terms of a reduced number of
observables. Secondly, they provide an almost closed set of equations for the chosen
observables, with all non-autonomous eﬀects collected in the random force term. Specif-
ically, while the time evolution of each aα(δx, t) depends in principle on all details of
the initial system state δx, the projected equations (3.1.7) with the random force term
omitted can be solved knowing only the initial values of the chosen observables, aα(0).
To make use of the projected equations, we must be able to calculate the rate matrix
and the memory functions, and say something about the statistics of the random force.
Calculations of the rate matrix (3.1.8) and memory functions (3.1.9) are discussed in
more detail in Section 3.2. Here we note only two useful identiﬁes, which follow from







To ﬁnd Ωβα and Mβα(∆t) we can then ﬁrst evaluate the r.h.s. of these identities, and
identify the coeﬃcients of the diﬀerent aβ .
As regards the statistics of the random force, there is a simple scenario where all correla-
tion functions 〈rγ(t′)rα(t)〉 (for t ≥ t′) can be deduced from the memory functions. This
is the case where the operator L is self-adjoint with regards to the product (a, b), such
that (a,Lb) = (La, b) for any observables a and b. Using the fact that Q automatically














Setting t or t′ to zero shows that the memory function gives the correlations between the
random force at the initial time and its value some time later. The self-adjointness of L
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required here normally holds in physical systems: these obey detailed balance, meaning
that in the steady state there are no unbalanced probability ﬂuxes. Protein interaction
networks do not in general have this property1, so that random force statistics have
to be calculated separately. We therefore leave this matter as a point of investigation
in Chapter 7, and note here only that the random force has the biological meaning of
extrinsic noise acting on the subnetwork, arising from it being embedded in the bulk
network.
What speciﬁc projected equations one obtains from the framework summarised above
is of course largely dependent on the choice of observables aα. This is discussed in
more detail in Sec. 3.1.4. Here we just note that one useful convention is to employ
observables with vanishing steady state average, 〈aα〉 ≡ (aα, 1) = 0, which can always
be achieved by subtracting any nonzero average from aα. This convention has two
beneﬁts: ﬁrst, it guarantees that the matrix C deﬁned in (2.2.5) really is a correlation
matrix for ﬂuctuations around the steady state. Second, the projection operator then
obeys Pc = 0, hence Qc = c and QLQc = QLc = 0. The operator QLQ thus inherits
from L the property that its application to any constant gives zero. As argued above for
L, this is equivalent to saying that the adjoint operator (QLQ)T conserves probability
in the time evolution it generates. One can therefore think of the time-dependencies
in the memory function and random force as resulting from a projected evolution of
the system with this operator. In applications to physical systems, this is often used
to argue that as a ﬁrst approximation QLQ can be replaced by L [30, 41], though this
is not a path we follow here as we want to retain a quantitatively accurate projected
description.
In order to evaluate the rate matrix (2.2.9) and memory functions (2.2.10) we have to
calculate the various observable products (a, b) that occur, and from (2.2.6) these are
deﬁned in terms of the steady state distribution of δx. In our case the latter is a vector
of concentrations, shifted to zero mean. Our general strategy will be to consider suitably
large reaction volumes so that the noise strength  = 1/V is small. More speciﬁcally we
require that for typical concentrations of any species, the absolute number of molecules
1Note also that even if detailed balance holds for a system described fully in terms of discrete numbers
of molecules, it may be lost when going to our Kramers-Moyal expansion truncated at second order.
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be large, say V yi  1 for all i if we take the steady state concentrations as typical.2 The
steady state ﬂuctuations δx will then be small, and we can ﬁnd their distribution as the
steady state to an approximate Fokker-Planck operator, obtained from LT by linearizing
around δx = 0. We emphasise that this simpliﬁcation is used only for the steady state,
and does not restrict the deviations from the steady state δx that can be considered
in the projected equations, e.g. while the system evolves from some non-steady initial
state.
In the linearised version of L, the diﬀusion matrix BBT is evaluated at δx = 0, i.e. at
the steady state concentrations. The deterministic drift is linearised in δx so that it can
be written in terms of a drift matrix A and a vector δx as Sf = Aδx. The steady state
Pss(δx) of such a Fokker-Planck operator is a Gaussian distribution for the δx with zero
mean and a covariance matrix Σ that is a solution of the Lyapunov equation [44]
AΣ + ΣAT + BBT = 0 (3.1.13)
Once Σ is known, the inner products (2.2.6) in the projection can then be evaluated as
Gaussian averages.
One proviso with this approach to ﬁnding Σ, and hence Pss(δx), is that the solution
to the Lyapunov equation is not unique. This is because of the conservation laws: each
ﬁxed value of the conserved quantities leads to a diﬀerent steady state distribution, and
the generic solution for Σ represents a superposition of these distributions. In simple
networks that we have analysed one particularly simple solution of this type is the one
where each molecular species has independent Poisson ﬂuctuations at steady state. This
occurs for networks where the the conserved quantities are not ﬁxed because diﬀusion
overtakes the inﬂuence of ﬂuctuations due to reactions [45]. For small  the resulting
product of Poisson distributions becomes a Gaussian with a diagonal covariance matrix
Σ. Because under Poisson statistics the variance of the number of molecules for each
2In the EGFR network discussed in Sec. 4, steady state concentrations range from 0.05 to 1000nMol
[13]. If we estimate cells to have a diameter of 20µm and hence a volume of order (20µm)3, this gives
absolute steady state molecule numbers V yi in the range 240 to 4.8·106 and the criterion V yi  1 is
well satisﬁed. In separate large-scale studies in speciﬁc human cell lines [42, 43], protein abundances
of up to 2·107 molecules per cell have been reported, with a median number across species of 1.8·104.
The distribution of number of molecules is broad, but almost all (97.7%) species have more than 100
molecules per cell, so that a small noise approximation should again be justiﬁed.
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species, V xi, equals its mean V yi, one has 〈(V δxi)2〉 = V yi and hence Σii = 〈(δxi)2〉 =
yi/V = yi. For brevity we will call such a covariance matrix Poissonian.
The projection approach can be deﬁned using diﬀerent types of distribution; however we
will see below that having a steady state distribution with Poissonian covariance matrix
has a number of beneﬁts. The main one is that the rate matrix terms in the projected
equations will reproduce precisely those terms from the original evolution equations for
the full network that describe reactions within the chosen subnetwork. The memory
terms can then be interpreted directly as arising from the presence of the bulk. In view
of this, we will use the Poissonian choice of covariance matrix throughout. This means
that, depending on the network under study, our Pss(δx) will only be an approximation
of the true steady state distribution. However, this is not a serious obstacle: if one looks
at the derivation [27] of the projected equations (3.1.7), one sees that in principle any
distribution can be used to deﬁne the projection operator. (The exception is the detailed
balance property discussed around (3.1.12), but we do not rely on this in our analysis.)
The price we pay is that the random force is then random, i.e. uncorrelated with the
initial values of our chosen observables, under the Poisson distribution we have chosen,
while under the true steady state distribution it will generally have nonzero correlations.
This is a proviso that has to be born in mind, but it is easily outweighed by the fact
that the projected equations will be simpler to interpret.
In summary, while the Poissonian covariance matrix assumption does represent a valid
steady state in simple networks, more generally it should be viewed as an auxiliary
construct that produces the simplest form of the projected equations for the subnetwork
dynamics.
3.1.4 Choice of subnetwork observables
To calculate the projected equations we need to choose the set of observables {ai(δx)}
that we will project on. We assume that a set of molecular species has been chosen
as the subnetwork of interest, e.g. because of relevance to some biological function or
experimental accessibility. As before we will call the rest of the species in the network
the bulk. However, this division still leaves an element of choice as to which subnetwork
observables to use in the projection. To illustrate the issues, we consider a small exam-
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Figure 3.1: Sketch of a simple model protein interaction network. Protein 1 reacts
with protein 2 to form complex 3, and in reverse 3 can dissociate into 1 and 2. There
is an analogous reaction where 1 reacts with 4 to form 5, and the reverse dissociation.
We choose the subnetwork to be species 1, 2 and 3 and the bulk to be 4 and 5, as
indicated by the dashed line.
ple, represented graphically in Figure 3.1, with two complex formation and dissociation















3,12δx3 − k+12,3 (y2δx1 + y1δx2 + δx1δx2)





















14,5 (y4δx1 + y1δx4 + δx1δx4)− k−5,14δx5 + η5
(3.1.15b)
Here the terms ηi are the contributions from the (intrinsic) noise. As in the general form
of the adjoint Fokker-Planck operator (3.1.4), we have written concentration products
xixj from the original mass action form (3.1.1) in terms of δxi and δxj and removed
constant terms that cancel in steady state, giving yjδxi + yiδxj + δxiδxj .
We assume that the subnetwork of interest in this example consists of species 1, 2 and
3, and want to select observables for the projection method accordingly. The goal is to
keep the number of variables small, for computational and conceptual expediency, while
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retaining an explicit description of the subnetwork reactions (3.1.15a) in its original
form.
As a ﬁrst choice one could consider projecting onto only the protein concentrations in the
subnetwork, (δx1, δx2). Explicitly, this means we use only two observables, a1(δx) = δx1
and a2(δx) = δx2 where δx = (δx1, . . . , δx5)
T. When we write down the projected
equations (3.1.7), we should in principle write a1(t) and a2(t) and bear in mind that these
are the conditional averages  over the stochastic noise from copy number ﬂuctuations 
of δx1 and δx2. However, as we are interested throughout in the limit of small , where
the eﬀect of averaging over the noise becomes negligible, we write directly δx1 and δx2.
Deferring for now a discussion of how rate matrix and memory functions are calculated
in practice (see Secs. 3.2.1 and 3.2.2), we state directly the projected equation for δx1
that results from the above choice of subnetwork observables:
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∂t
































The terms from the rate matrix, which are the local-in-time contributions in the ﬁrst
line, are linear in δx1 and δx2 as expected from (3.1.7). They therefore do not capture
all terms from the complex formation and dissociation reactions within the subnetwork,
as written in the ﬁrst line of (3.1.15a).
To include nonlinear terms, one could consider adding a third observable, a3 = δx1δx2−
〈δx1δx2〉, giving a projection onto protein concentrations and products of protein con-
centrations. We have written the subtraction of 〈δx1δx2〉 here for clarity to emphasize
that also nonlinear observables must have zero mean, though for our chosen Poissonian
steady state this average vanishes. The projected equation for δx1 that results is similar
to (3.1.16), but now explicitly includes the δx1δx2 term from the ﬁrst line of (3.1.15a).
However, the complex dissociation term k−3,12δx3 still does not feature because the com-
plex, species 3, remains eliminated from the subnetwork description. Its contribution
is retained indirectly through the memory function, but not in a very transparent way.
The best option is therefore to project onto the protein concentrations, products of pro-
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tein concentrations and complex concentrations from the subnetwork. With the vector
of observables now (a1, . . . , a4) = (δx1, δx2, δx3, δx1δx2 − 〈δx1δx2〉), the projected equa-















All contributions relating to the subnetwork reaction 1 + 2 −⇀↽ 3 now appear directly
via the local-in-time rate matrix terms: compare the ﬁrst line of (3.1.17) to (3.1.15a).
The bulk, which here comprises just species 4 and 5, contributes an additional local-in-
time term because of the reaction of 4 with 1. The other bulk eﬀects are captured in
the memory terms: as expected from our general discussion, feedback eﬀects from the
subnetwork into the bulk and back at a later time lead to the evolution of δx1 being
coupled linearly to its own history, via a self memory term; there is also a memory
term that is nonlinear in concentration ﬂuctuations. The linear self-memory function





omit the full expression forM12,1(t−t′) for the sake of brevity. As expected, the reaction
rates k+14,5 and k
−
5,14 relating to the bulk protein and complex that are being projected
out from the description appear in the memory functions.
The upshot of the discussion so far is that we should project onto the concentrations of all
molecular species from the subnetwork  both proteins and complexes  and all products
of these concentrations. This gives projected equations where (a) all reactions taking
place within the subnetwork are represented in their original form, as if the subnetwork
was isolated, and (b) memory terms arise only from the presence of the bulk. One ﬁnal
choice left open here is which concentration products to include, only those occurring in





2, with nonzero averages subtracted as necessary). We will see below
that the latter choice has advantages in a general treatment, in so far as it leads to
smaller random force contributions.
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3.1.5 Memory functions: initial orientation
We conclude this section by using the simple example above to provide some initial
insights into the properties and intuitive meaning of memory functions.
We focus initially on the self-memory function M1,1(t − t′). Figure 3.2 shows a sketch
of this function, for a simple choice of reaction rates in appropriate dimensionless units.
The self-memory function is positive, and decays exponentially with the time diﬀerence
to the present. The sign implies that having a higher concentration of species 1 at some
previous time t′ (δx1(t′) > 0) will lead to more 1 being created at time t. To see why
this is so, note that if more 1 is present at t′, then more of species 5 will be created from
the reaction with 4; this will then dissociate back into 1 at a later time, increasing the
concentration of 1. This eﬀect weakens as the concentration of 5 reverts to its steady
state with time, explaining the decay of the memory function with the time diﬀerence
t− t′.












Figure 3.2: The coeﬃcient of the self memory function for δx1 with rate constants
k+12,3 = k
+




5,14 = 2, and steady state values y1 = y2 = y3 = 1.
Looking at the self-memory function more quantitatively, one recognises that it reﬂects
conservation laws of the proteins and complexes in the bulk, as it should. For the above
example there is one such conservation law: the total concentration of species 4 and 5
is conserved, implying that deviations away from steady state are equal and opposite:
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If we now drop the δx1δx5 term, which would contribute to the random force and to






(up to an initial condition-dependent term which would give another contribution to the
random force). Inserting into the equation for δx1 in (3.1.15a) and using δx4 = −δx5
then gives the linear memory term in (3.1.17), showing that this accounts for the bulk
conservation law as it should.
If we next look at the general structure of the memory terms in the projected equation
for (3.1.17), we notice that in the linear memory terms only the history of δx1 features,
not that of δx2. The same is true in the projected equation of motion for δx2, which
we have not given explicitly. As explained in more detail in Section 3.2.3, this is a
general property of linear memory terms: the only variables that appear in these are the
concentrations of boundary species. Here a boundary species is one that has a direct
reaction with a bulk species. In our example above, 1 is the only boundary species,
while 2 and 3 are in the interior of the subnetwork. The intuitive reason why their
histories do not appear in linear memory terms is that their eﬀects on the bulk can only
be transmitted indirectly via the time course of the concentration of species 1, rather
than directly.
Finally we demonstrate the quantitative accuracy of the projected equations, i.e. (3.1.17)
and the analogous equations for δx2 and δx3. We know that the equations are exact
in the small noise limit  → 0 that we have already taken, but the random force terms
cannot be expressed in closed form, as discussed in more detail below. Our interest is
therefore in assessing how accurate the projected subnetwork description is when the
random force terms are omitted but memory terms are retained. Fig. 3.3 compares the
solution of the resulting approximate projected equations with the solution of the full set
of reaction equations (3.1.15). The two sets of time courses are visually indistinguishable,
conﬁrming that the projected subnetwork equations give a highly accurate description of
the dynamics. The initial conditions were chosen so that concentrations of bulk species
were at their steady state values. This is the regime where we expect the omitted random
force terms to be smallest, as discussed in Sec. 4.4 below. We will also compare there to
alternative reduced descriptions of subnetwork dynamics.
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Figure 3.3: Concentration time courses for example (3.1.14), comparing the solution
of the full reaction equations (3.1.15) (solid lines) and the solution of the subnetwork
projected equations (3.1.17) (symbols). Note the excellent agreement even though
random force terms were omitted from the projected equations. The y-axis shows
fractional concentration deviations from the steady state, δxi/yi, so that a value of −1




14,5 = 1 and k
−
3,12 =
k−5,14 = 2; initial conditions δx1(0)/y1 = δx2(0)/y2 = 1/2, δx3(0)/y3 = −1, δx4(0) =
δx5(0) = 0.
3.2 Memory functions: explicit expressions and general prop-
erties
In this section we give explicit expressions for memory functions describing the dynamics
of protein interaction subnetworks. We study their general properties, in particular
with a view to how they encode subnetwork-bulk interactions. In Sec. 3.2.1 we consider
ﬁrst a simpliﬁed scenario, where the dynamical equations of the original large network
are linearised around the steady state. Applying the projection method to obtain a
description of the subnetwork dynamics, the memory functions can be found explicitly;
we validate the approach by comparing with the simpler approach of integrating out
the bulk degrees of freedom directly. In Sec. 3.2.2 we then demonstrate that, more
surprisingly, we can obtain the memory functions explicitly even for the full nonlinear
dynamics. Throughout we focus on the small noise, large reaction volume limit  → 0.
Finally, in Sec. 3.2.3 we discuss some generic properties of memory functions.
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3.2.1 Linearised dynamics
To get some insight into the general form of the projected equations we ﬁrst consider
a simpliﬁed problem, starting from a linearised description for the full network. The
linearised reaction equations including copy number noise are
∂tδx = Aδx+ η (3.2.1)
where A is as deﬁned just before (3.1.13) and the covariance matrix BBT of the
noise η, which normally is δx-dependent, is evaluated at steady state (δx = 0). The
















In Section 3.1.4 we showed that in general, the most appropriate choice of subnetwork
observables {ai} consists of the subnetwork concentrations and all their products. Now
that we are considering linearised dynamics, we will only want to project onto the
concentrations themselves, omitting the products. The linearised projected equations













′)Mji(t− t′) + ri(t) (3.2.3)
and our aim will be to ﬁnd explicit expressions for the rate matrix entries Ωji and
the memory functions Mji(t − t′). Note that, as it should be for a description of the
subnetwork dynamics, the sums over j above run only over subnetwork concentrations.
We assume here that these concentrations make up the ﬁrst entries of the vector δx,
i.e. δxj with j = 1 . . . N
s where N s is the number of subnetwork species. We will
denote the subnetwork part of δx by δxs, and the remaining bulk part by δxb, so that
δxT = (δxsT, δxbT). Here T denotes the transpose of a column vector.
To ﬁnd the rate matrix and memory functions from the general expressions (2.2.9) and
(2.2.10), or equivalently (3.1.11), we need to be able to ﬁnd the action of the operators L,
P and Q on the observables ai = δxi (i = 1, . . . , N s) and evaluate products of the form
(a, b). Starting with the latter, we choose for the (approximate) steady-state distribution
a Gaussian over δx with mean zero and Poissonian covariance matrix Σ. The elements
of this matrix then give the products (δxi, δxj) = Σij . More speciﬁcally, if we partition
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the covariance matrix depending on whether the relevant molecular species are in the





The Poissonian form for Σ forces zeros on the oﬀ-diagonal blocks as we have written. It
also implies that Σs,s and Σb,b are diagonal, although we will not need this property in
the following.
We can now write down the action of the projection operator (2.2.4) on a generic ob-






Here we have used the fact that the observable correlation matrix C, i.e. the covariance
of the subnetwork concentrations, is just the top left block Σs,s of Σ. For i = 1, . . . , N s
the ﬁrst product is simply Σs,sij so that Pδxi = δxi. Conversely for i = N s + 1, . . . , N
the product vanishes because of the block structure of Σ, and Pδxi = 0. If we collect



















These results are intuitively obvious: when we project onto the subnetwork, the only
observables that survive are those from the subnetwork. Similarly when applying the
orthogonal projection operator Q, only bulk observables remain.
Finally we can also write the adjoint Fokker-Planck operator in a similar matrix form.
Looking at (3.2.2), Lδxi =
∑
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then L = AT is the transpose of the dynamical matrix. This makes sense as the equation
of motion (2.2.3) for the conditionally averaged concentrations,
∂
∂t










We can partition the matrix L representing the adjoint Fokker-Planck operator L into





From the deﬁnition (3.2.8) one then sees that Lb,s, for example, contains the coeﬃcients
of bulk concentrations in the equations of motion for subnetwork concentrations.
Note that the matrix representations (3.2.6) and (3.2.8) have been deﬁned so that the
vector δx sits on the left, e.g. PδxT = δxTP . This has the advantage of maintain-
ing the ordering of the matrices when operators are composed, for example PLδxi =
P∑j δxjLji = ∑jk δxkPkjLji, or in vector form PLδxT = δxTPL.
This identity can now be employed directly to get the rate matrix terms in the projected
equations (3.1.7). We use (3.1.11), i.e.
∑
j=1 δxjΩji = PLδxi. This has to hold for all
i = 1, . . . , N s, so one reads oﬀ that Ω is the top left block of PL, which because of the
simple form of (3.2.7) is simply the top left block of L in (3.2.10), i.e.
Ω = Ls,s (3.2.11)
Similarly, the memory function obeys the identity (3.1.11):
Ns∑
j=1
δxjMji(∆t) = PLQeQLQ∆tQLδxi (3.2.12)
Exploiting the correspondence between operators and matrices again, the r.h.s. is the
i-th entry of the vector δxTPLQeQLQ∆tQL. Comparing with the l.h.s. shows that
the matrix of memory functionsM(∆t) is the top left block of PLQeQLQ∆tQL, where
eQLQ∆t is a matrix exponential. Inserting the block decomposition (3.2.10) of L and
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With this and (3.2.11) we have obtained the desired explicit expressions for the rate and
memory matrices of the projected equations (3.2.3). We note as an aside that, for the
linearised scenario we are considering here, an expression for the random force can also
be found. The deﬁnition (2.2.11) becomes ri(t) = e
QLQtQLδxi, which is the i-th entry
of the vector δxTeQLQtQL. If we gather the required entries for i = 1, . . . , N s into a
vector r(t), this can be simpliﬁed to
rT(t) = δxbTeL
b,btLb,s. (3.2.14)
We have gone through the application of the projection approach to the linearised dy-
namics to illustrate the steps involved in calculating the rate matrix and memory func-
tions. For this relatively simple setup one can obtain the projected equations also more
directly, by integrating out the bulk degrees of freedom. One starts from the equations
of motion for the (conditionally averaged) concentrations, which read ∂tδx
T = δxTL or
after decomposing into subnetwork and bulk terms
∂tδx
sT = δxsTLs,s + δxbTLb,s (3.2.15a)
∂tδx
bT = δxsTLs,b + δxbTLb,b (3.2.15b)







and substituting into the ﬁrst line of (3.2.15a) gives for the subnetwork concentrations
∂tδx






which is exactly (3.2.3) with the rate matrix (3.2.11), memory matrix (3.2.13) and
random force (3.2.14). This derivation shows explicitly how memory arises from bulk
degrees of freedom being inﬂuenced by past behaviour of the subnetwork, and then
feeding this inﬂuence back to the subnetwork at a later time. One also sees either from
this or from (3.2.14) that the random force terms account for the eﬀects of potentially
unknown bulk initial conditions δxb(0). When δxb(0) = 0, i.e. when the bulk is initially
in steady state, then the random force vanishes. The solution of the projected equations
for the subnetwork with the random force omitted will then match exactly the solution
of the original linearised reaction equations (3.2.9). This motivates the good agreement
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we observed between the two sets of solution in the simple example of Sec. 3.1.4, cf.
Fig. 3.1, although there we were dealing with the full nonlinear reaction equations. This
is the topic we consider next.
3.2.2 Nonlinear dynamics
The projection approach as exampliﬁed for linearised dynamics in the previous section
may seem formal and somewhat indirect, given that bulk degrees of freedom can be
eliminated directly. The method comes into its own, however, when we consider the full
nonlinear reaction equations (3.1.1), where a direct elimination approach is not feasible.
We show in this section that, non-trivially for a nonlinear case, explicit expressions for
the rate matrix and memory functions in the projected equations can be found. We
will appeal to the small noise limit  → 0 as before, and will need to examine carefully
what terms survive in this limit. Note that this was not necessary for the linearised
dynamics, where the noise drops out from the equations for the conditionally averaged
concentrations, whatever the value of . Guided by the discussion of the linear case, we
will again aim to ﬁnd a suitable matrix representation for the operators involved.
Regarding the choice of observables {aα} for the projection we follow the discussion in
Section 3.1.4 and include the concentrations of the subnetwork species and all products
of these concentrations, shifted to zero mean as necessary. The list of observables is then
aT = (δx1, . . . , δxNs , δx
2
1 − 〈δx21〉, δx1δx2 − 〈δx1δx2〉, . . . , δx2Ns − 〈δx2Ns〉), containing in
total N s + N s(N s + 1)/2 = N s(N s + 3)/2 distinct quantities. For the steady state
distribution we take again a zero mean Gaussian for δx, with a Poissonian covariance
matrix. The steady state averages 〈δxiδxj〉 are then O() and can be neglected against
terms of order unity. Applying this simpliﬁcation, the nonlinear projected equations for
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Here we have split sums over observables into linear and nonlinear observables to show
the structure more clearly. Accordingly there are now linear and nonlinear rate matrix
and memory contributions. The bracket on the subscript in the nonlinear terms Ωss,s(jk)i
and M ss,s(jk)i indicates the eﬀect of a concentration product δxjδxk on the time evolution
of δxi. As before we have not distinguished in our notation between the original con-
centration variables δxi or δxiδxj and their averages conditional on a given initial set of
concentrations across the network, because the two become identical for → 0. Finally,
all indices relate only to subnetwork variables and so lie in the range 1, . . . , N s.
Our goal in this section is to ﬁnd explicit expressions for the linear and nonlinear rate
matrix and memory functions in (3.2.18). To establish whether we can achieve this using
matrix representations of the relevant operators, we ﬁrst look at the terms we obtain
by applying the operators L,P and Q to concentrations and products of concentrations.
The adjoint Fokker-Planck operator L from (3.1.4) contains single derivatives for the
deterministic drift terms, multiplied by terms of order δx and δx2, and second deriva-
tives for the diﬀusion terms from copy number noise. The latter come with a factor 
and are multiplied by elements of the matrix BBT. From (2.1.7) these get their δx-
dependence from the reaction ﬂuxes f and thus contain terms of up to quadratic order
in δx. Applying then L to any linear concentration observable gives
Lδxi = δx+ δx2 (3.2.19)
because the diﬀusion piece does not contribute. The symbolic shorthand on the r.h.s.
indicates a linear combination of terms of the form δxi and δxjδxk. The analogous
statement for a product of concentrations is
Lδxiδxj = δx2 + δx3 +O() (3.2.20)
because in the deterministic piece of L the ﬁrst derivative now leaves one power of δx.
The terms generated by the diﬀusion part are of order ,  δx and  δx2, and we denote
such terms summarily by O(). To summarize the last two relations, deﬁne z as a vector
containing all concentrations δxi from the entire network as well as all concentration
products δxjδxk: z
T = (δx1, . . . , δxN , δx
2
1−〈δx21〉, δx1δx2−〈δx1δx2〉, . . . , δx2N −〈δx2N 〉).
Note that this is diﬀerent from the vector a, which only contains the elements of z that
relate exclusively to the subnetwork. We can now write (3.2.19) and (3.2.20) together
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where α and β lie in the range 1, . . . , N(N + 3)/2 and Lβα is a suitably deﬁned matrix.
Finally we have for the action of L on an n-th order product of concentrations
Lδxn = δxn + δxn+1 +O(), n ≥ 3 (3.2.22)
where the ﬁrst two terms on the r.h.s. again come from the deterministic drift.
The projection operators P and Q have similar properties as we show next. From the
deﬁnition (2.2.4), we need the correlations (aα, aβ) to get the projector. Fortunately,
these are diagonal for our choice of a Poissonian covariance matrix Σ. Firstly, because
odd moments of a zero mean Gaussian vanish, there are no correlations between linear
and quadratic observables. Correlations among linear observables are diagonal as before,
(δxi, δxj) = Σij = yiδij . The correlation among quadratic variables can be worked out
using Wick's theorem [46]
(δxiδxj − 〈δxiδxj〉, δxkδxl − 〈δxkδxl〉) = 〈δxiδxjδxkδxl〉 − 〈δxiδxj〉〈δxkδxl〉
= 〈δxiδxk〉〈δxjδxl〉+ 〈δxiδxl〉〈δxjδxk〉
(3.2.23)
The surviving ﬁrst term is nonzero only if i = k and j = l, and similarly for the second
one. Taking the indices as ordered (i ≤ j and k ≤ l) then shows that the only nonzero
correlations are the diagonal ones:
(δxiδxj − 〈δxiδxj〉, δxiδxj − 〈δxiδxj〉) = (1 + δij)〈δx2i 〉〈δx2j 〉 = (1 + δij)2yiyj (3.2.24)
where the δij accounts for the fact that the last term in (3.2.23) contributes only when
i = j.
The projection operator now becomes, if we collect the above results for the observable
correlation matrix Cαβ = (aα, aβ) and split the sum over observables in the general




















For linear observables it follows that Pδxi = δxi for subnetwork concentrations (i =
1, . . . , N s) and = 0 for bulk concentrations (i > N s). Similarly, Pδxiδxj = δxiδxj when
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both indices are in the subnetwork range, and = 0 otherwise. The only exception is the
case of two equal indices (i = j) in the subnetwork, where Pδx2i = δx2i − yi. Using
again the vector z collecting all linear and quadratic observables from the network this





We also need to know the action of P on higher order observables b = δxn with n ≥ 3.
If n is odd, then only the linear terms in (3.2.25) contribute, with 〈δxib〉 proportional to
(n+1)/2 from the scaling of the covariances. Thus Pδxn is of order (n−1)/2δx, which is
O() as n ≥ 3. For even n, we get only the quadratic terms from (3.2.25); the products
with b are proportional to n/2+1 and so Pδxn is order n/2−1[δx2 +O()], hence again
O() as the smallest even value of n is 4. Thus
Pδxn = O(), n ≥ 3 (3.2.27)
The analogous properties of the orthogonal projectorQ follow directly from the deﬁnition





while higher order terms remain of higher order:
Qδxn = δxn +O(), n ≥ 3 (3.2.29)
We can now summarise the matrix representations for the nonlinear case. These matrices
are deﬁned by the action of the operators on linear or quadratic observables, up to terms

















On the other hand for higher order observables, only terms of the same or higher order
are created, or ones proportional to :
Lδxn = O(δxn) +O(), n ≥ 3 (3.2.31)
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and similarly for P and Q. Terms of order  also remain of order  or higher when
one of the three operators is applied. It then follows that, as in the linear case, the
product (composition) of any two operators has the same properties, and its matrix










zγLγβQβα +O(δx3) +O() (3.2.32)
This is the key result, which extends by induction to products over any number of
operators.
It will be useful later to have the explicit forms of the nonlinear matrix representations:
P =

1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0




Ls,s Ls,b 0 0 0
Lb,s Lb,b 0 0 0
Lss,s Lss,b Lss,ss Lss,sb Lss,bb
Lsb,s Lsb,b Lsb,ss Lsb,sb Lsb,bb
Lbb,s Lbb,b Lbb,ss Lbb,sb Lbb,bb

(3.2.33)
Here the ﬁve rows and columns of the block structure relate to: linear subnetwork ob-
servables (s), linear bulk observables (b), product of subnetwork concentrations (ss),
mixed subnetwork-bulk products of concentrations (sb) and products of bulk concentra-
tions (bb). The fact that the top right blocks of L vanish comes from the statement
(3.2.20): application of L to quadratic observables does not give linear terms. The ma-
trix representation Q of Q is analogous to that of P , with the roles of zero and identity
matrices in the diagonal blocks interchanged.
We can proceed at this point to ﬁnd the rate matrix for the nonlinear projected equa-
tions. Using (3.1.11), we need to apply ﬁrst the adjoint Fokker-Planck operator L to
an observable, and then the projector P. The matrix representation of this product of
operators is PL, thus
PLzα = (zTPL)α +O() (3.2.34)
where there are no O(δx3) terms because the projector satisﬁes not just (3.2.30) but
in fact the stronger (3.2.27). The O() term can furthermore be dropped when  → 0.
We now only need to choose for α the indices that give us the subnetwork entries from
z, and can then read from (3.1.11) the rate matrix entries. The relevant indices are
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those in the ﬁrst and third block columns of the matrices in (3.2.33). Writing out those
columns of PL shows that the linear rate matrix, whose elements are written Ωs,sji in the
projected equations (3.2.18), is simply the block Ls,s of L:
Ωs,s = Ls,s (3.2.35)
As one might have expected, this is the same result as for the linearised dynamics
discussed in Sec. 3.2.1. Similarly the nonlinear rate matrix is the block
Ωss,s = Lss,s (3.2.36)
The same logic can now be applied to the calculation of the linear and nonlinear memory
functions, starting from (3.1.11). The required operator involves an operator exponen-







Every term in the sum is a product of operators, whose matrix representation will be
the product of the matrices for the individual operators. Adding the series back up gives
a matrix exponential, so that
PLQeQLQtQLzα = (zTPLQeQLQtQL)α +O() (3.2.38)
As before O(δx3) terms are absent because the leftmost operator is the projector P, and
we can drop the O() terms when  → 0. The remainder of the reasoning is as for the
rate matrix: the linear memory functions M s,sji (t) are the elements of the top left (s,s)
block of PLQeQLQtQL, while the nonlinear memory functions M ss,s(jk)i(t) are those of
the (ss,s) block.
Also for the memory functions one can show that the linear contributions are the
same as for the linearised dynamics. To see this, one can write the building blocks
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of PLQeQLQtQL in block form:
PL =

Ls,s Ls,b 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
Lss,s Lss,b Lss,ss Lss,sb Lss,bb
0 0 0 0 0




0 0 0 0 0
0 Lb,b 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 Lsb,b 0 Lsb,sb Lsb,bb




0 0 0 0 0
Lb,s Lb,b 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
Lsb,s Lsb,b Lsb,ss Lsb,sb Lsb,bb
Lbb,s Lbb,b Lbb,ss Lbb,sb Lbb,bb

(3.2.39)
If we momentarily think of the sb and bb columns and rows as one, denoted ∗bbelow,
then QLQ has a lower triangular block structure. It follows that eQLQt has the same
structure, with the diagonal blocks the exponentials of those of QLQ. In particular
the (b,b) block of eQLQt is eL
b,bt. Multiplying by PL and QL from the left and right
respectively, one then ﬁnds a matrix with (s, s) block equal to
M s,s(∆t) = Ls,beL
b,b∆tLb,s (3.2.40)
in agreement with the result from the linearised dynamics.
The nonlinear memory matrix can be obtained similarly with a bit of algebra. Writing
E(∆t) = eQLQ∆t, the result has the form
M ss,s(∆t) = Lss,bEb,b(∆t)Lb,s +Lss,∗bE∗b,b(∆t)Lb,s +Lss,∗bE∗b,∗b(∆t)L∗b,s (3.2.41)
We comment ﬁnally on the random force terms ri(t) in the nonlinear projected equations
(3.2.18) for the subnetwork dynamics. From (2.2.11) we have ri(t) = e
QLQtQLδxi.
Given that the δxi make up the ﬁrst N
s components of the vector z, we apply the same
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argument as for the memory function:
eQLQtQLzi = (zTeQLQtQL)i +O(δx3) +O() (3.2.42)
For → 0 the last term can again the dropped, but the O(δx3) terms remain as we do
not have a projection operator P applied last that would remove them. The random
force can therefore not be calculated in closed form from the matrix representations we
have introduced.
The linear and quadratic contributions to the random force ri(t) are known explicitly,
and given by the i-th entry of zTeQLQtQL. We look brieﬂy at which concentrations δxi
enter here. Expanding out the matrix exponential, one sees that all terms in eQLQtQL
contain Q as the leftmost factor. From (3.2.33) together with Q = 1−P , only the block
rows labelled b, sb and bb of this matrix are nonzero. Thus zTeQLQtQL involves only
linear terms δxi from the bulk, and quadratic terms δxjδxk with one or both factors in
the bulk. All linear and quadratic terms in the random force therefore vanish when the
bulk initial conditions are at steady state, δxi = 0 for i > N
s. Only third order and
higher terms remain, so we expect the random force to be small or negligible in this
case, consistent with the results of Fig. 3.3 above.
We can now also see why it is useful to include all products of subnetwork concentra-
tions among our set of observables for the projection. These products are then removed
from the random force by the orthogonal projector Q, ensuring it vanishes to linear
and quadratic order for a bulk initially in steady state. If we choose only to include
some subnetwork concentration products, e.g. those that appear in the original reaction
equations (3.1.1), then the remaining ones can and generically will appear in the ran-
dom force, giving non-vanishing quadratic random force terms even for an initial bulk
steady state. As we normally want to use the projected equations in the approximated
form where random force terms are omitted, including all subnetwork products in the
projection is preferable as it will lead to smaller random force contributions.
3.2.3 Properties of memory functions
We next discuss some generic properties of memory functions, based on the explicit ex-
pressions for linear and nonlinear memory functions obtained in the previous section.
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Considering which memory functions are nonzero shows that the nonzero memory func-
tions appear in the equations for molecular species on the boundary of the subnetwork
to the bulk (Sec. 3.2.3.1). For the nonzero memory functions we then discuss what sets
their amplitude, i.e. the value at zero time diﬀerence (Sec. 3.2.3.2) and the timescale of
their decay as this time diﬀerence increases (Sec. 3.2.3.3).
3.2.3.1 Boundary structure
Before discussing which memory functions can be nonzero, we need to agree some con-
ventions for how molecular species can be divided between a subnetwork and bulk. We
will assume that a subnetwork complex can only be created by two subnetwork proteins,
whereas a bulk complex can be created by either two bulk proteins or a bulk and a
subnetwork protein. This is a reasonable biological assumption: we are generally inter-
ested in subnetworks that are small, e.g. to aid interpretability of the dynamics, and
contain molecular species that are well understood in the sense that they do not form
unknown complexes that we would assign to the bulk. Similarly for complexes retained
in the subnetwork description we can expect that it is known how they are formed, and
that the constituent proteins are included in the subnetwork.
To see the consequences for the (nonlinear) matrix representation of the adjoint Fokker-
Planck operator in (3.2.33), recall that the equation of motion for linear and quadratic
observables is, from (2.2.3) and (3.2.21), ∂tzα =
∑
β zβLβα + δx
3 + O(). Thus the
second index in Lβα determines which equation of motion we are considering, while the
ﬁrst index labels the variables featuring in this equation. Our assumptions above then
mean that some of the blocks of L are zero. This applies to Lss,b, which encodes con-
tributions quadratic in subnetwork concentrations to the equation of motion for a bulk
concentration. Looking back at the equations of motion (3.1.1), such contributions could
arise only from a bulk complex being formed from two subnetwork proteins, which we
have excluded. Similarly, as subnetwork complexes can only be formed from subnetwork
proteins, Lbb,s must vanish; in Lsb,s only elements where the ﬁrst and second index refer
to the same subnetwork species can be nonzero, which then correspond to formation
rates for bulk complexes from a subnetwork and a bulk protein.
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where the Lij are the linear-linear entries of L. The quadratic-quadratic blocks of L,
such as Lss,ss, can then be obtained directly from the linear-linear ones. Because all
terms on the r.h.s. of (3.2.43) contain a factor of either δxi or δxj , one then sees that
the blocks Lss,bb and Lbb,ss are generically zero.
We summarize the discussion of the block structure of L brieﬂy. Eq. (3.2.43) implies
generically that all linear-quadratic blocks vanish as already shown in (3.2.33), and
that Lss,bb = Lbb,ss = 0. Our assumptions on the subnetwork-bulk division imply fur-
ther that Lss,b = 0 (bulk complex never formed from two subnetwork proteins) and
Lbb,s = 0 (subnetwork complex always formed from two subnetwork proteins). Most
entries of Lsb,s are also zero except for those of the form L(sb),s, where the same sub-
network species s appears in the quadratic ﬁrst index and the linear second index. Here
and in the following we use indices b, c, c′ etc for bulk species and s, s′, s′′, u etc for sub-
network species to make the distinction obvious from the notation. These constraints
then simplify the expression (3.2.41) for the nonlinear memory matrix considerably:
M ss,s(∆t) = Lss,sb[Esb,b(∆t)Lb,s +Esb,sb(∆t)Lsb,s] (3.2.44)
Before looking at the consequences for the memory terms in the nonlinear projected
equations of motion, we comment brieﬂy on the local-in-time terms from the linear and
nonlinear rate matrices, as shown in the ﬁrst line of (3.2.18). The discussion above im-
plies that reactions within the subnetwork contribute terms to the equations of motion
for subnetwork concentrations only via Ls,s and Lss,s. As these just give the rate ma-
trices, cf. (3.2.35) and (3.2.36), one deduces that all subnetwork reactions are captured,
in their original form, in local-in-time terms. This was one of the desiderata for our
projected description of the subnetwork dynamics.
More importantly, for the memory functions we can now deduce which can be nonzero
in a given subnetwork. Let us term boundary species the molecular species from
the subnetwork that interact directly with any bulk species, and interior species the
others. Given our assumptions above, the interaction of a boundary species with the
bulk could be a unary reaction, where a subnetwork species s is transformed into a bulk
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species b (by phosphorylation, say). This would give nonzero entries in the blocks Lb,s
and Ls,b, speciﬁcally Lbs and Lsb, while such entries will be zero for interior species i.
More commonly, a boundary subnetwork protein s and a bulk protein b can form a bulk
complex c, contributing in addition to Lsb,s, via the element L(sb),s, and to L
sb,b via
L(sb),b and L(sb),c.
The ﬁrst statement we can deduce about memory functions is that memory terms ap-
pear only in the equations of motion for boundary species. Mathematically, M s,ss′s(t) =
M ss,s(s′s′′),s(t) = 0 when s is an interior species. This follows directly from (3.2.40) and
(3.2.44) because, from the discussion above, the s-th columns of Lb,s and L∗b,s vanish
for an interior species s.
Turning now to boundary species s, we can further narrow down what memory functions
can be nonzero. For the linear memory M s,ss′s(t) to be nonzero, the index of the species
s′ inﬂuencing the evolution of s must be such that Ls′b is nonzero for some bulk species
b, giving a nonzero entry in the s′-th row of (3.2.40). As we saw above, this is possible
only if s′ is itself a boundary species, taking part in a unary or binary reaction with
the bulk. The conclusion is that linear memory functions are nonzero only for boundary
species inﬂuencing other boundary species.
There are similar restrictions on the entries of the nonlinear memory matrix M ss,s(t)
for the time evolution of a boundary species s. Looking at (3.2.44), this matrix is
proportional to Lss,sb, so that M ss,s(s′s′′),s(t) can be nonzero only if there is a nonzero
element of the matrix L of the form L(s′s′′),(ub) with b a bulk index. As s
′ and s′′ are
both in the subnetwork, then also u must be in the subnetwork (as Lss,bb = 0). Our
question then becomes: which subnetwork products δxs′δxs′′ appear in the equation of
motion for a subnetwork-bulk product δxuδxb? Looking at (3.2.43), one has
∂t(δxuδxb) = δxu∂tδxb + . . . =
∑
u′
Lu′bδxuδxu′ + . . . (3.2.45)
where u′ is a subnetwork index and the dots indicate terms that are irrelevant here
because they do not involve the product of two subnetwork concentrations. One reads
oﬀ that
L(s′s′′),(ub) = δs′uLs′′b + δs′′uLs′b (3.2.46)
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when s′ < s′′, while for s′ = s′′
L(s′s′),(ub) = δs′uLs′b (3.2.47)
Therefore one of s′ and s′′ must equal u, and the other index must be a reaction partner
of the bulk species b, hence a boundary species. As u is an arbitrary subnetwork species,
this means that the only concentration products aﬀecting the evolution of a boundary
species via memory terms are products involving at least one boundary species.
3.2.3.2 Memory function amplitudes
We next want to analyse the amplitudes of the memory functions at zero time diﬀerence,
to see what they can tell us about the structure of the bulk and its interactions with the
subnetwork.
Linear amplitudes: Self-memory. The linear memory matrix at zero time diﬀerence
is, from (3.2.40), simply Ls,bLb,s because the exponential Eb,b(∆t) = eL
b,b∆t reduces
to the identity matrix for ∆t = 0. To calculate these amplitudes we can look at the
possible structure of interactions between the subnetwork and bulk and then identify
the terms in Ls,bLb,s that relate to these interactions. Initially we consider self memory
functions M s,ss,s(0), which give the coeﬃcient of δxs(t
′ = t) in the memory term of the
equation for δxs(t). As discussed above, only boundary species in the subnetwork will
have a nonzero self memory function.
Consider the self-memory for the subnetwork species s. By considering all possible








(k−b,sc − k+sb,cys) + λbs
(3.2.48)
and hence for the self-memory amplitude








(k+sc′,byc′ − k+sb,c′yb) + λsb
][∑
c
(k−b,sc − k+sb,cys) + λbs
]
(3.2.49)
The ﬁrst bracket here is a coeﬃcient in the equation of motion for species b, so encodes
the initial eﬀect of a deviation δxs of the concentration of s on the concentration δxb,
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Figure 3.4: Sketch of interaction patterns for self-memory terms. The subnetwork
species s reacts with (a) c in the bulk to make b; (b) b in the bulk to make c; (c) c and
c′ in the bulk to make b in the bulk; (d) b in the bulk to make c and c′; (e) c in the
bulk to make b, which reacts again with s to produce c′.
while the second bracket gives the subsequent (after an inﬁnitesimal time diﬀerence t−t′)
feedback eﬀect from b back to s. The diﬀerent combinations of terms then correspond
to diﬀerent interaction patterns.











This is a contribution only from reactions where bulk species b is a complex formed from
subnetwork protein s and another bulk protein c or c′. For the simplest case where there
is only one such reaction involving b and s, this is sketched in Fig. 3.4(a). Intuitively, an
increase in the concentration of s means that more b will be formed from the reaction
with c. The bulk complex b will then dissociate again into s, thus increasing the rate of
change of the concentration of s. This produces a positive self-memory amplitude.
The product of the second terms in each bracket in (3.2.49) also give a positive contri-
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For the simplest case (c = c′) this is sketched in Fig. 3.4(b). Here the bulk species b that
transmits the instantaneous memory forms a complex c′ together with the subnetwork
species s. An increase in the concentration of s then means that more of b will be used
in the formation of c: the concentration of b is reduced. Consequently there will be less
b to react with s, giving overall a positive eﬀect on the rate of change of s.
If the subnetwork species s only takes part in one complex formation reaction with the
bulk, then the two terms (3.2.50) and (3.2.51) give the total self-memory amplitude,
which will be positive. The same is true if s reacts with the bulk in several ways but
none of these reactions share bulk species.
If s is involved in several overlapping complex formation reactions with the bulk then
one still gets the positive self-memory amplitude contributions (3.2.50) and (3.2.51), but
now c and c′ can be diﬀerent as sketched in Figs. 3.4(c) and 3.4(d). In addition, however,
there can be negative memory contributions where a positive initial eﬀect from s on b
combines with a negative subsequent eﬀect, cf. Fig. 3.4(e), or vice versa. These are the

























The ﬁrst product accounts for the fact that an increase in s means that there will be
more of it to react with c′ to form b; b then reacts with s to make c, having a negative
eﬀect on the concentration of s. The second product corresponds to s reacting with b to
form c′ (negative eﬀect) and then b dissociating into s and c (positive eﬀect). Because
such negative self-memory contributions rely on a single bulk species being both formed
in one complex reaction and acting as reaction partner in a further complex formation,
they necessarily involve ternary subnetwork-subnetwork-bulk complexes. On this basis
one would expect that positive linear self-memory amplitudes are the norm and negative
ones, where contributions of the type (3.2.52) would have to dominate, the exception.
We have not yet discussed the unary reaction contributions to the self-memory ampli-
tude. Where such reactions do not overlap with other subnetwork-bulk reactions, they
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Figure 3.5: Interaction patterns for cross-memory amplitudes. See text for discussion.
make a positive contribution of λbsλsb to the amplitude (3.2.49). Negative contributions
would result only from overlap, where a unary reaction partner b of a subnetwork species
s is also a reaction partner in a complex formation reaction with s.
Linear amplitudes: Cross-memory. All other linear memory function amplitudes
M s,ss′s(0), where the concentration of s
′ inﬂuences the rate of change of that of s, can be










(k+s′c′,byc′ − k+s′b,c′yb) + λs′b
][∑
c
(k−b,sc − k+sb,cys) + λbs
]
(3.2.53)
Leaving aside unary reactions, there are four possible cases as shown in Figure 3.5. A
positive contribution to the amplitude is obtained when the subnetwork species s and
s′ have a shared product or a shared reactant b as in Figures 3.5(a) and 3.5(b), and
a negative amplitude contribution is obtained when the shared species b is a reactant
in one reaction and a product in the other reaction as in Figures 3.5(c) and 3.5(d).
As before this relies on the existence of ternary subnetwork-subnetwork-bulk complexes
and so positive contributions would generically be expected to dominate. For example in
EGFR we only have two negative cross-memory amplitudes, in the cross terms between
Grb2 and SOS as shown in Sec. 4.2.
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Nonlinear amplitudes: Self-memory. We can look similarly at the amplitude of
nonlinear memory functionsM ss,s(s′s′′),s(0). These are the elements of the matrixM
ss,s(0),
which from (3.2.44) is given by Lss,sbLsb,s because E(0) is the identity matrix. Recall











as can be read oﬀ from the equation of motion for δxs.
We look at the simpler case s′ = s′′ ﬁrst, which gives the quadratic self-memory ampli-
tude. Inserting (3.2.47) into (3.2.54) and using the explicit form of L(sb),s and Lsb (cf.














Pairing the ﬁrst and second term in the ﬁrst bracket with the second factor corresponds
to the interaction patterns shown above in Figs. 3.4(e) and 3.4(d), respectively. The
sign of each contribution to the quadratic self-memory amplitude is the same as the
corresponding contribution to the linear self-memory. Explicitly, the second pairing















where an increase in s means that it will be used up in the reaction with b to form c′.
There will then be less s to react with b to form c subsequently, having a positive eﬀect
on the rate of change of s. Note that such a contribution to the quadratic self-memory
amplitude will be present for any boundary species, with the restriction c = c′ if it
participates only in non-overlapping bulk reactions.
The ﬁrst combination from (3.2.56) corresponds to Fig. 3.4(e) with c and c′ swapped
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Here, an increase in s allows more b to be formed from s and c′. The b then reacts with
s, having a negative eﬀect on the rate of change of s.
Nonlinear amplitudes: Cross-memory. One can discuss nonlinear cross-memory
amplitudes, where s′ < s′′, in a similar fashion. Starting from (3.2.46) one ﬁnds












+ (s′ ↔ s′′)
(3.2.59)
The shorthand (s′ ↔ s′′) indicates that the analogous term with s′ and s′′ swapped has
to be added, to account for the two alternative cases s′ < s′′ = s and s = s′ < s′′. The
delta function prefactor indicates that we get nonzero amplitudes only for concentration
products where one factor equals δxs, the concentration of the boundary species being
inﬂuenced; the other factor has to relate to a boundary species. More generic products,
constrained only by the fact that one factor has to relate to a boundary species, can
thus contribute to memory terms only at nonzero time diﬀerence.
As before one can combine each of the ﬁrst two terms in the ﬁrst factor in (3.2.59)
with the second factor and then sees that these correspond to the interaction patterns
sketched in Fig. 3.5(d) and 3.5(b), respectively. The signs of the amplitude contributions
are again the same as for the linear cross-memory.
3.2.3.3 Memory function timescales
So far we have discussed the amplitude of the memory functions. Equally important for
the overall eﬀect of the memory terms is the timescale on which the memory functions
decay. For a generic memory function M(t) we will identify this timescale by dividing
its time integral by the amplitude: τ = [1/M(0)]
∫∞
0 dtM(t). If M(t) decays as a single
exponential, M(t) = M(0)e−t/τ , this would give back the decay time τ . Alternatively
we could deﬁne τ by asking when the function has decayed to some fraction of its
initial value, say M(t)/M(0) = 1/e for t = τ. However, because M(t) is in general
a superposition of many exponentials, it is diﬃcult to get closed form expressions for
timescales with this deﬁnition.
Applying this deﬁnition to the linear self-memory M s,sss (t) and using (3.2.40) gives an
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Qualitatively, one sees from this that each τs is a weighted average of elements of
(Lb,b)−1. As the elements or Lb,b are all proportional to reaction rates within the
bulk, this shows that generally the memory function timescales will scale with the in-
verse of these rates: memory functions decay more quickly the faster the dynamics in
the bulk. One can check this explicitly by scaling up all bulk reaction rates by a certain
factor; the timescales τs will then decrease by the same factor. One proviso here is that
the steady state concentrations yi must be maintained because contributions of L
b,b
from complex formation reactions are of the form k+, y. In the example (3.1.14), one
would need to keep the ratio of k+14,5 and k
−
5,14 constant while scaling up both rates.
In practice the reaction rates have to be treated as given so the scaling argument does
not necessarily help to understand the order of magnitude of the memory timescales τs.
One concept that can provide quantitative insight is to think of the memory functions
as decomposed according to source and receiver channels. The (linear) memory matrix
(3.2.40) is proportional to Ls,b and Lb,s. Both of these can be seen as a superposition
of contributions from individual reactions between boundary species and bulk. If we
identify each such contribution as a source channel (for Ls,b) or a receiver channel (for
Lb,s), then the memory function is a sum of all possible contributions of source and
receiver channels. Here the source tells us via which boundary reaction a concentration
ﬂuctuation in the past initially propagated into the bulk, and the receiver channel deﬁnes
by which route it feeds back into the subnetwork. We will explore this decomposition of
memory functions in the concrete example that is the subject of the next section.
Each combination of source and receiver will have a speciﬁc propagation timescale in
the bulk, which will consist of combinations of entries of (Lb,b)−1. The overall memory
timescale τs from (3.2.60) can then be viewed as a weighted average of these propagation
timescales, but bearing in mind that the weights can be both positive and negative.
The memory functions are dominated by the reactions that have larger contributions in
the blocks Ls,b and Lb,s. For example, if we consider a reaction of the form s+b→ b′ then
this will dominate if either the steady state concentration yb or the complex formation
rate k+sb,b′ are large enough for the product k
+
sb,b′yb to be signiﬁcantly larger than for any
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competing reaction.
A very similar decomposition can be performed for nonlinear memory functions, using

















The source channels are identiﬁed by grouping the contributions to Lss,sb, which are
given explicitly in (3.2.46) and (3.2.47), according to reactions between boundary and
bulk species. The terms in Lb,s and Lsb,s, cf. (3.2.55), can be grouped analogously into
receiver channels.
3.3 Summary
In this Chapter I have shown how to apply the projection method to protein interaction
networks. In Section 3.2, I showed how to calculate the memory functions for both
linearised and nonlinear dynamics. I then looked at diﬀerent properties of memory
functions (Sec. 3.2.3). We ﬁnd that the only species with memory functions are boundary
species that interact directly with the bulk. Analysing the timescales and amplitudes of
the memory functions provides insights on how the subnetwork interacts with the bulk.
The full projected equations are calculated in the limit of  → 0 and therefore deﬁne a
subnetwork based on the rate equations only. The projection approach can also capture
noise eﬀects via the random force terms. This noise is the component of the extrinsic
noise that comes from the bulk initial conditions, not the more general extrinsic noise




I now apply the projection method to a model for the signalling network of epidermal
growth factor receptor (EGFR) developed by Kholodenko et al. [13], see Figure 4.1. It is a
relatively small and well-studied network [48, 49] and contains a number of subnetworks,
such as Src homology and collagen domain protein (Shc) and Shc-interacting proteins.
The EGFR network is part of the family of protein-tyrosine kinase receptors that regulate
cell growth and diﬀerentiation and is relevant to cancer signalling [50].
4.1 Setup of EGFRmodel for application of projection tech-
nique
We use the mass action rate parameters from [13]. Most of these ﬁt directly into our
setup of unary and binary reactions. The network also involves three Michaelis-Menten
reactions transforming a substrate into a product. We incorporate these by adding to
the description one enzyme and one enzyme-substrate complex species per reaction, with
the rates for formation and dissociation of the complex large enough in order to force
the two added species to be in equilibrium at any time with the prevailing substrate and
product concentrations [51]. Initial conditions for the added species are then also derived
from those of the substrate according to this equilibrium criterion. We choose the above
method of incorporating Michaelis-Menten reactions as it allows direct application of
the framework developed so far. We report in Chapter 5 on an alternative approach
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Figure 4.1: Factor graph of EGFR network as described in Kholodenko et al. [13]
adapted to include enzyme reactions. Three added enzyme reactions with enzymes
denoted E1-3 and enzyme-substrate complexes enzyme-R (denoted ER), enzyme-
PLCγ (denoted EP), enzyme-Shc (denoted ES) are also shown to capture Michaelis-
Menten contributions to the dynamics. The purple nodes denote subnetwork species
while the bulk species are shown in green. See Appendix A for a full list of abbreviations
for each network component.
where the enzyme reactions do not need to be represented explicitly.
To apply the projection method we need to ﬁrst select a subnetwork and bulk from
the EGFR network. We have chosen the bulk to be the protein Src homology and
collagen domain protein (Shc) and any complexes that include Shc, consistent with
our convention that if a protein is in the bulk, any complexes containing that protein
will also be in the bulk. Shc and its complexes interact directly with four subnetwork
species, which therefore form the boundary of our subnetwork; they are phosphorylated
EGFR (denoted RP), growth factor receptor-binding protein 2 (Grb2), Son of Sevenless
homolog protein (SOS), and protein complex Grb2-SOS (denoted GS; see Appendix A
for a full list of abbreviations for network components). We then apply the projection
method to obtain a set of equations for the subnetwork species. For the interior species
these will have the original mass action form, while the boundary species will acquire
additional memory (and random force) terms.
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To avoid having to carry around concentration units in the following, we will switch to
dimensionless concentrations deﬁned as
δx˜i = δxi/yi (4.1.1)
The δx˜i are dimensionless because the steady state concentration yi and the diﬀerence
δxi between the actual concentration and the steady state value both have dimensions
of concentration. Intuitively, the δx˜i are fractional concentration deviations from the
steady state. The lowest value is −1, corresponding to a concentration of zero (100%
below steady state), while e.g. δx˜i = 2 indicates that the concentration of i is three
times that in steady state.
























































The rescaled rate matrix entries and random forces have dimensions of rate, i.e. inverse
time, while the rescaled memory functions have dimensions of rate squared. The rate
matrices and memory functions are calculated by ﬁrst constructing the matrix L for
the network, then using (3.2.35), (3.2.36), (3.2.40) and (3.2.44), and ﬁnally switching to
dimensionless concentrations as explained above.
We will ﬁrst discuss qualitative features of the memory functions themselves. Quanti-
tative tests of the projected equations are presented next; as before, we will drop the
random force terms so that the equations are a closed system determining the time-
courses of the subnetwork concentrations for any given initial condition. To solve this
numerically, we implement a solver for systems of integro-diﬀerential equations [52]. The
enzyme reactions are much faster than the remainder of the kinetics and this causes the
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system of equations to become what is known as stiﬀ. This can be handled by convert-
ing enzyme reaction terms in the subnetwork back into Michaelis-Menten form before
using the numerical solver, or by transforming the projected equations into an enlarged
set of diﬀerential equations (see Appendix B) that can then be integrated using standard
methods for stiﬀ systems [53].
4.2 Memory function properties
We will now look at how general properties of the memory functions described in Sec-
tion 3.2.3 manifest themselves in the EGFR network. We ﬁrst analyse the amplitudes
of the memory functions as in Section 3.2.3.2, to see how these reﬂect the structure of
the network.
Figure 4.2 shows two of the linear memory functions in the equation of motion for
the concentration of Grb2, one the self-memory and the other the cross-memory that
determines the inﬂuence of past concentration values of SOS. The amplitudes are given
by the intercepts with the y-axis (∆t = 0): one sees that the self-amplitude of Grb2 is
positive. To understand why, we note that Grb2 has two diﬀerent reactions with bulk
species:
Grb2 + ShP ShG
Grb2 + RShP RShG
(4.2.1)
As these do not overlap, each reaction gives separate contributions to the self-memory
amplitude of the form shown in Figs. 3.4(a) and 3.4(b), which are always positive.
The amplitude of the cross-memory of δx˜GRB to δx˜SOS, on the other hand, is negative
as Figure 4.2 shows. To rationalise this, note that there are two bulk species that are
shared between the bulk reactions of SOS and Grb2, namely ShG (ShP-Grb2) and RShG
(RP-Shc-Grb2). The reaction patterns involving these species both have the structure
of Fig. 3.5(c), and hence both give negative contributions.
Next we look at the time-dependence of the memory functions, and in particular the
channel decomposition described in Sec. 3.2.3.3. For the self-memory of Grb2, there are
two source and receiver channels, namely the two bulk reactions (4.2.1). The memory
function can be decomposed into four pieces according to the combination of these four
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Figure 4.2: Memory functions in EGFR network: coeﬃcients of Grb2 and SOS in the
linear memory term for Grb2. The self memory function of Grb2 is compared to the
contribution coming only from the reaction with phosphorylated Shc (ShP) as source
and receiver channel. Contributions from other channels are no larger than 8 ·10−4s−2.
channels, e.g. out via ShP (source) and in via RShP (receiver). It turns out in this
case that the channel via phosphorylated Shc (ShP) dominates entirely. This is shown
in Fig. 4.2, which compares the total memory function with its out and in via ShP
contribution.
Note that the rates for both reactions (4.2.1) between Grb2 and the bulk are the same;
however the steady state concentration of phosphorylated Shc (ShP) is much larger than
the steady state value of RShP and therefore the reaction between Grb2 and phospho-
rylated Shc (ShP) to make ShP-Grb2 (ShG) is the one that dominates the self memory
function of Grb2. Therefore it may be useful to study interactions between Shc and
Grb2 to help understand why this reaction dominates the memory.
For the self-memory of phosphorylated EGFR (RP), which has four interactions with
the bulk, the channel decomposition is richer because there are now 16 combinations
of the four source and receiver channels. None of the k+sb,cyb values for the interactions
with the bulk proteins is large enough to be entirely dominant and accordingly there are
several channel combinations that give signiﬁcant contributions to the memory. Fig. 4.3
shows the four that are largest: in and out via Shc; in and out via ShP; and in via
Shc and out via ShP and vice versa. The combination of these gives a good account
of the overall shape of the memory function, indicating that two channels (Shc and
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phosphorylated Shc (ShP)) are dominant over the other two (ShP-Grb2 (ShG) and
Shc-Grb2-SOS (ShGS)). Looking at the ﬁgure closely one sees that the cross-channel
contribution between Shc and ShP is positive for short time diﬀerences but becomes
negative (and small) for longer time diﬀerences. In contrast the two other terms, for
which the source and receiver channel is the same, are always positive.

















Figure 4.3: Comparison of self memory function of phosphorylated EGFR (RP) with
dominant terms from the channel decomposition: in and out via Shc; in and out via
phosphorylated Shc (ShP); and in via Shc and out via phosphorylated Shc (ShP) and
vice versa, shown together.
An analogous channel decomposition can be performed for (linear) cross memory and
nonlinear memory functions as explained in Sec. 3.2.3.3. As for the linear self memory
functions above, we ﬁnd that often only a few channels provide the dominant contri-
bution. This occurs for all the memory functions of EGFR. Fig. 4.4 shows that the
nonlinear self memory of Grb2 is dominated by the reaction Grb2 + ShP→ ShG acting
as source and receiver, i.e. by the channel combination in and out via phosphorylated
Shc (ShP). This is not unexpected as the same combination dominates the linear self
memory (see Fig. 4.2).
The channel decomposition can also be used to analyse self memory function timescales
τs as deﬁned in (3.2.60). In particular, if there is a single channel that dominates the
memory function then the memory function contribution from this channel will have a
similar timescale to the full memory function. For example, we ﬁnd that the self memory
of Grb2 has a timescale τGrb = 5.31 s. The contribution from the phosphorylated Shc
(ShP) channel as source and receiver, shown in Fig. 4.2, has a timescale that is very
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of nonlinear self memory function of Grb2 with the contri-
bution from the channel combination in and out via phosphorylated Shc (ShP).
close to this, namely 5.25 s.
The memory function of phosphorylated EGFR (RP) has a faster timescale, τRP = 1.68 s.
The contributions to the memory function which come from the in and out via Shc and
in and out via phosphorylated Shc (ShP) channel combinations, on the other hand,
have timescales of 1.08 s and 2.86 s, respectively. The timescales of the contributions from
the dominant channels are therefore suﬃcient to give an order-of-magnitude estimate of
the overall memory function timescale.
The dominance of certain channels encourages us to look at how the system behaves if
species or reactions that do not appear to contribute to the behaviour of the system are
removed. The reaction between Grb2 and RShP does not make a signiﬁcant contribution
to the memory functions of Grb2. Excluding this reaction does not cause many changes
to most of the memory functions involving Grb2, but some memory functions including
M˜RP,Grb have large diﬀerences. The change in M˜RP,Grb occurs because removing the
reaction between Grb2 and RShP means that phosphorylated EGFR (RP) and Grb2
only share interactions through phosphorylated Shc (ShP) and ShP-Grb2 (ShG). On
the other hand, the channel decomposition shows that in via Shc and out via RP-
Shc-Grb2 (RShG) and in via phosphorylated Shc (ShP) and out via RP-Shc-Grb2
(RShG) are the dominant reactions in this memory function and therefore removing
this connection between phosphorylated EGFR (RP) and Grb2 will have a large eﬀect
on the memory behaviour. Therefore because all the channels are connected one cannot
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necessarily remove channels that look weak in one memory function, as this will generally
have an eﬀect on the other species.
One beneﬁt of our analysis is that we can characterise explicitly also the nonlinear mem-
ory functions, and in particular assess the relative size of their contribution compared
to the linear memory terms. Figure 4.5 shows the nonlinear self memory functions of
the boundary species and Table 4.1 lists the amplitudes and timescales of the linear and
nonlinear self memory functions. It is easy to see that the nonlinear self memory ampli-
tudes are all smaller than their respective linear amplitudes. Similarly the nonlinear self
memory functions decay faster than their respective linear contributions as shown by
their shorter timescales. This suggests that, where it is desirable to capture nonlinear
memory terms only approximately, relatively simple approximations like short-timescale
exponentials could be considered. The nonlinear self memory of RP is a special case: the
memory function changes sign (see Fig. 4.5) and the positive and negative contributions
to the integral deﬁning the timescale (see Sec. 3.2.3.3) cancel almost exactly, giving a
notional timescale that is much shorter than for the other boundary species.
There are at least two ways one could use information from the memory functions to
estimate the values of the dimensionless concentrations where nonlinearities become
important. Concentrating on the self memory functions as above, the linear and non-
linear instantaneous (small ∆t) contributions become comparable when M˜ s,s(0)δx˜s =
M˜ ss,s(0)δx˜2s, leading to the estimate δx˜
c,1
s = M˜ s,s(0)/M˜ ss,s(0) for the size of the linear
regime. More relevant for the long-time dynamics is to consider the total memory terms








ss,s(t) would delimit the
extent of the linear regime, i.e. the ratio of amplitude times timescale for the linear and
nonlinear self memory.
The two estimates δx˜c,1s and δx˜
c,2
s deﬁned above are shown in Table 4.1 alongside the
memory amplitudes and timescales. We see that e.g. for Grb2-SOS (GS) δx˜c,2 = 29.92
whereas for Grb2 δx˜c,2 = 9.37; this suggests that for Grb2 nonlinear memory functions
have a larger eﬀect. To conﬁrm this, we have run numerical experiments on time courses
starting in steady state except for a perturbation in one of the four boundary species
(see Table 4.1). We then compared the time courses for this species as predicted from
the projected equations with and without the nonlinear memory terms, respectively,
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measuring the deviation between them as in Eq. (4.4.1) below. We ﬁnd that these
deviations are ordered among the four species in inverse proportion to their δx˜c,2, i.e.
the larger this measure of the size of the linear regime, the smaller the nonlinear memory
eﬀects. Among the three species other than phosphorylated EGFR (RP) we also ﬁnd
quantitatively that deviations observed for an initial perturbation δx˜s(0) chosen as some
constant fraction (say 1%) of δx˜c,2s are of similar magnitude. This indicates that values
of δx˜c,2 can give not just qualitative but also quantitative information. Our tests show
it to be superior to δx˜c,1 in this regard. For phosphorylated EGFR (RP), where because
of the small notional nonlinear self memory timescale the value of δx˜c,2s is unrealistically
large, we ﬁnd that it still retains qualitative signiﬁcance: the deviations that we measure
due to the omission of the nonlinear memory terms are the smallest (by a factor of 100
compared to the next largest) among the four species tested.
















Figure 4.5: The nonlinear self memory functions of Grb2-SOS (GS), SOS, Grb2 and
phosphorylated EGFR (RP).
4.3 Changing the subnetwork
If we take the EGFR network and choose a diﬀerent subnetwork then we will have a
diﬀerent set of boundary nodes and memory functions. Although the memory functions
will be quantitatively diﬀerent, their behaviour will still adhere to the general principles
derived above. Let us take the EGFR network and change the subnetwork so that the
bulk consists of Grb2 and all complexes that include Grb2. The boundary species of the
subnetwork are now phosphorylated EGFR (RP), SOS, RShP and phosphorylated Shc
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amp. τ amp. τ
RP 0.13 1.68 0.034 −2.16 · 10−6 3.82 2.97·106
Grb2 0.036 5.31 0.01 2.04 3.6 9.37
SOS 0.12 4.61 0.056 0.82 2.14 12.05
GS 0.23 5.23 0.06 0.67 3.83 29.92
Table 4.1: The amplitudes (in s−2) and timescales (in s) of linear and nonlinear
self memory functions. Also shown are the estimates for the size of the linear regime




(ShP). Figure 4.6 shows the linear self memory function of phosphorylated Shc (ShP) in
the equation for ShP. ShP has two reactions with bulk species
ShP + Grb2 ShG
ShP + GS ShGS
(4.3.1)
As with the self memory function of Grb2 in Sec. 4.2 each reaction gives a separate
positive contribution to the self-memory amplitude.


















Figure 4.6: Comparison of self memory function of phosphorylated Shc (ShP) with
dominant terms from the channel decomposition: in and out via Grb2; and in and out
via Grb2-SOS (GS), shown together.
Next we consider the cross-species eﬀects in the memory term for the evolution of ShP.
The amplitude of the memory to past values of δx˜SOS is negative, whereas the amplitudes
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for memory to δx˜RP and δx˜RShP is positive, as shown in Fig. 4.7. This last amplitude
is made up of two reaction patterns with the structure of Fig. 3.5(b) and hence has
to be positive as we ﬁnd. The cross memory functions of SOS and phosphorylated
EGFR (RP) consist of a mixture of diﬀerent reaction patterns from Fig. 3.5, and the
sign of their amplitude is therefore determined by the relative sizes of the contributions
of diﬀerent signs. The amplitude of the cross memory function of SOS (M˜SOS,ShP) is
negative, whereas the amplitude of the cross memory function of phosphorylated EGFR
(RP) (M˜RP,ShP) is positive but approximately ten times larger in size than the amplitude
of the memory function for SOS.

















Figure 4.7: Memory functions in EGFR network: coeﬃcients of phosphorylated
EGFR (RP), SOS and RShP in the linear memory term for phosphorylated Shc (ShP).
Also for the current changed subnetwork one can decompose the self memory functions
into channels to understand the relative important of the latter. Fig. 4.6 shows that
the two channels out and in via Grb2 and out and in via Grb2-SOS (GS) both give
similar contributions to the memory function of ShP. This is in line with the earlier
analysis in Sec. 4.2: the k+sb,cyb values for both interactions are of the same order and
therefore one would expect that neither channel will dominate the other.
Looking ﬁnally at the memory function timescales, the self memory function of phos-
phorylated Shc (ShP) has a timescale of τShP = 0.97s. The in and out via Grb2 and in
and out via Grb2-SOS (GS) channels have timescales of 2.84s and 0.54s, respectively,
and one sees that these can again be used to give an order of magnitude estimate of the
full memory function timescale.
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4.4 Quantitative tests
We conclude our discussion of the EGFR network by analysing the quantitative accuracy
of the projected equations. As before we focus on the limit of low copy number noise
(→ 0) and drop the random force terms to have a closed description of the subnetwork
dynamics. Our baseline is the solution of the full set of reaction equations for the entire
network, consisting of both subnetwork and bulk. We compare the performance of the
projected equations, including memory terms, to two simpler approximations without
memory. In the ﬁrst one we treat the subnetwork as isolated, i.e. all subnetwork-bulk
reactions are ignored. In the second one we assume the bulk dynamics is fast enough
for the bulk to be in steady state with respect to the speciﬁc subnetwork concentrations
at any given time [37]. In practice, this means we solve the steady state conditions
for the bulk concentrations at every time step and substitute them into the evolution
equations for the subnetwork. All three approximation methods (projected equations
without random force, isolated subnetwork, steady state bulk) come in two versions, one
derived from the linearised dynamics and one for the full nonlinear dynamics.

























Figure 4.8: Plots of time courses of some selected molecular species from the EGFR
network. The fractional concentration deviations (4.1.1) are deﬁned so that 0 repre-
sents steady state concentration, which is approached for long time, and −1 represents
zero concentration. The solutions to the nonlinear projected equations are visually in-
distinguishable from those of the full reaction equations. Initial conditions were chosen
as explained in the text.
Figure 4.8 compares the solutions of the nonlinear projected equations to the baseline,
the nonlinear reaction equations for the entire network. Time courses for phosphorylated
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EGFR (RP), Grb2 and SOS are shown. Here and in the following, the subnetwork
initial conditions were chosen to maximise nonlinear eﬀects: speciﬁcally we maximised∑
s[δx˜s(0)]
2 subject to the constraint that all conserved concentrations have the same
value as at the steady state given by δx˜i = 0, and of course that all concentrations are
non-negative (δx˜s(0) ≥ −1). The bulk was assumed to be in steady state initially, i.e. we
set δx˜b(0) for all bulk species. As the ﬁgure shows, the agreement between the nonlinear
projected equations and the full dynamics is excellent, with the two sets of time courses
being visually indistinguishable.

























Figure 4.9: Comparison of time courses obtained from full reaction equations with
time courses for isolated subnetwork. Initial conditions chosen as in Fig. 4.8.
To demonstrate the importance of accounting for the interactions of the subnetwork with
the bulk, we contrast in Fig. 4.9 the solutions for the isolated subnetwork to those of
the full reaction equations: substantial diﬀerences appear, with the relaxation to steady
state predicted to occur over a much larger timescale than in the full description.
The approximation of retaining information on the bulk network but assuming the bulk
dynamics is fast would be expected to provide a more accurate description. This is
borne out by Fig. 4.10, though deviations from the baseline are still larger than for the
nonlinear projected equations, emphasizing the importance of keeping track of memory
eﬀects.
To develop a more quantitative picture of the performance of the various approxima-
tions for the subnetwork dynamics, we consider the same initial conditions as above but
now scale down all the δx˜s(0) by a constant factor to tune the initial deviation of the
subnetwork from steady state. The magnitude of this deviation will be quantiﬁed via
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Figure 4.10: Comparison of time courses obtained from full reaction equations with
time courses found by assuming the bulk dynamics is fast enough for the bulk to be at
steady state. Initial conditions chosen as in Fig. 4.8.
the initial root mean squared deviation, δ =
({∑s[δx˜s(0)]2}/N s)1/2, where N s is the
number of subnetwork species as before. The accuracy of any approximation δxˆs(t) for












This is the absolute deviation in the dimensionless concentration of each subnetwork
species, averaged over species and also a time interval T that we choose as T = 150s to
capture the interesting transient regime, i.e. the approach to the steady state.
If we now consider ﬁrst the linear projected equations and compare them to the full
nonlinear reaction equations, we would expect the error to increase quadratically with
the size δ of the initial deviations from steady state, at least for small δ, because we
are missing the nonlinear terms but are correctly capturing all linear terms including
the memory. Fig. 4.11 veriﬁes this expectation, showing that the average deviation ∆
grows only as δ2. By contrast, the simpler approximations derived from the linearised
dynamics, where we treat the subnetwork as isolated or the bulk as fast, should show
deviations from the true time courses already at order δ because they neglect linear
memory terms. Fig. 4.11 is consistent with this. It demonstrates in addition that the
errors made by the memoryless approximations are substantially larger in absolute terms
than for the projected equations. This demonstrates that memory terms are essential
even to describe the linearised dynamics correctly.
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Figure 4.11: Plot of approximation error vs initial deviation from steady state in
log-log representation, for three approximation methods derived from the linearised
dynamics: linear projected equations, i.e. incorporating memory terms; steady state
bulk approximation, i.e. without memory; and isolated subnetwork approximation.
Dotted line is proportional to δ2 to demonstrate that the approximation error of the
linear projected equations is only quadratic in δ.













Figure 4.12: Plot of approximation error vs initial deviation from steady state in
log-log representation, for three approximation methods derived from the nonlinear
dynamics: nonlinear projected equations, i.e. incorporating memory terms; steady state
bulk approximation, i.e. without memory; and isolated subnetwork approximation.
Dotted line is proportional to δ3 to demonstrate that the approximation error of the
nonlinear projected equations grows only cubically in δ. The dashed blue line indicates
the estimated size of the error in the projected equations in the region where it is too
small for the given initial conditions to calculate accurately.
In Fig. 4.12 we show an analogous comparison for the nonlinear approximation meth-
ods. The memoryless approximations, isolated subnetwork and steady state bulk, still
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fail to catch memory contributions that are present already in the linearised dynamics,
and accordingly give an approximation error that grows linearly in δ. For the nonlinear
projected equations, on the other hand, the approximation error comes only from the
neglected random force terms. As explained in Section 3.2.2, when the bulk is initially
in steady state then the random force will scale cubically with the initial deviations of
the subnetwork from its steady state. One therefore expects an approximation error
that is only of order δ3, and the results shown in Fig. 4.12 are consistent with this.
Importantly, the ﬁgure shows also that the approximation error is very much smaller in
absolute terms, by four orders of magnitude at the largest initial deviations from steady
state and more for smaller δ. We regard this as conclusive evidence that a quantitative
description of subnetwork dynamics must include memory terms. The signiﬁcant reduc-
tion in error over the linear projected equations, cf. Fig. 4.11, also emphasises that for
quantitative accuracy nonlinearities in the memory have to be accounted for. By con-
trast, the memoryless approximations are hardly improved by the inclusion of nonlinear
terms, which tells us that memory eﬀects are crucial to get right ﬁrst.
4.5 Summary
We have applied the projection method to a subnetwork embedded in the Shc-centred
bulk of an EGFR signalling model. We illustrated how subnetwork-bulk interactions
are illustrated in memory function amplitudes. We also analysed the timescales of the
memory functions and how the memory function can be split into channels with diﬀerent
source and receiver channels dominating the memory eﬀects. In Sec. 4.4 we showed
the importance of the memory function in reducing the approximation error of the
projected equations. The importance of memory functions in providing an accurate





In Chapter 3, I derived the projected equations for protein reactions, which requires
mass action kinetics. Reaction involving enzymes are a common type of biochemical
reaction and are usually represented by Michaelis-Menten kinetics. If we are given a
reaction system containing enzyme reactions and want to apply the projection method
we therefore need to write the Michaelis-Menten dynamics as mass action dynamics.
To do this we need to create enzymes and reaction rates that enable us to convert
the Michaelis-Menten reactions into mass action form. This gives us a mass action
system of equations to which we can apply the projection method, but is inconvenient
both conceptually  we need to include extra species not present in the original system of
reaction equations  and numerically, because the fast rates of enzyme reactions typically
create a stiﬀ system that has to be integrated using small timesteps. The aim of this
chapter is, therefore, to ﬁnd a way to derive the projected equations directly for the
original reaction equations, without added enzyme species.
In Section 5.1.1, I give a summary of Michaelis-Menten dynamics and Section 5.1.2
explains in more detail under what conditions mass action enzyme kinetics can be ac-
curately represented in Michaelis-Menten form: in essence these conditions are that the
enzyme reactions must be fast, and the enzyme concentration low. Section 5.2 details our
approach to obtaining projected equations for systems of reaction equations including
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Michaelis-Menten reactions: we temporarily add enzymes to represent these reactions,
derive the projected equations, and then take the limit of fast enzyme rate and low
enzyme concentration. In this limit, I show that the added enzyme species can be elim-
inated in closed form. This leads to a simple procedure for constructing the projected
equations without ever having to introduce additional species. I describe the approach
separately for linearised (Sec. 5.3) and nonlinear (Sec. 5.4) dynamics, as the nonlinear
case is more complicated technically but follows the same conceptual route as the linear
one. Remarkably, even though Michaelis-Menten terms are generally nonlinear, I ﬁnd
that in the memory terms that are characteristic of the projected equations no additional
nonlinearities appear, i.e. the memory terms involve linear concentration ﬂuctuations for
linearised dynamics, and linear and quadratic concentration ﬂuctuations for nonlinear
dynamics. Finally, in Section 5.5, I compare predictions from the original reaction equa-
tions with Michaelis-Menten dynamics to the projected equations with either enzymes
explicitly retained or eliminated in closed form using the method derived in this paper.
I ﬁnd that the closed form elimination is both faster to evaluate computationally, and
gives a more accurate approximation to the original reaction equations.
5.1 Michaelis-Menten dynamics
Many biochemical reactions are catalysed by enzymes. Generally each enzyme will
enable a particular reaction without being consumed. A simple model of an enzyme





k2−→ e+ p (5.1.1)
where u is a substrate (we use u not s here as we use the letter s to denote sub-
network), e is an enzyme, c is an enzyme-substrate complex and p is a product. The
reaction rates are denoted k1, k−1, k2. These reactions describe the binding of a free
enzyme with a substrate to form a substrate-enzyme complex. This complex can then
dissociate into enzyme and a product. In the traditional model substrate binding is re-
versible but product formation is not; we will consider also the more general case below,
where both reactions are reversible.
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5.1.1 Derivation of Michaelis-Menten equations




xu = k−1xc − k1xuxe
∂
∂t
xe = k−1xc − k1xuxe + k2xc
∂
∂t





From these equations it is easy to see that there is a conservation law between the






xc = 0 =⇒ xe + xc = xtote (5.1.3)
The Michaelis-Menten description of the dynamics is obtained by exploiting the fact
that enzyme reactions are typically fast. This allows one to reduce the system (5.1.1) to
a simpler description where the enzyme and enzyme complex no longer appear explicitly.
Here we consider two diﬀerent assumptions for achieving this simpliﬁcation. The ﬁrst
is the rapid equilibrium assumption [55], which assumes that the rates k1 and k−1
are both large while k2 is smaller. Explicitly, we require k−1  k2 [56] so that the
complex is much more likely to dissociate into enzyme and substrate than enzyme and
product. The complex can then be taken to be in quasi-steady state with the substrate
concentration at any given time, such that
k1xuxe = k−1xc (5.1.4)





where Kd = k−1/k1 is known as the dissociation constant. The reaction ﬂux for the
system (5.1.1) is determined by the rate of product formation and is therefore v = k2xc.
















is the maximum reaction ﬂux that can be achieved. The simpliﬁed description of the
system (5.1.1) is then just −(∂/∂t)xu = (∂/∂t)xp = v.
The more common and less restrictive approach to simplifying the system of enzyme
reactions is the general quasi-steady state assumption [57], where the dissociation of
enzyme complex into enzyme and product is no longer taken as slow compared to dis-
sociation into enzyme and substrate. Assuming all enzyme reaction rates are fast, the
enzyme complex is then still in quasi-steady state at any time, but this steady state
now depends on the concentrations of both substrate and product. Fig. 5.1 shows that
the complex concentration rapidly reaches the quasi-steady state so that the assumption
holds except for an initial transient when the enzyme concentration equilibrates. (For
this and the other illustrative examples, we do not specify units explicitly but assume
that times are measured in seconds and and concentrations in nMol per litre.) As before,
we can then set the r.h.s. of the reaction equation for the enzyme complex to zero:
0 = −k−1xc + k1xuxe − k2xc (5.1.8)
Substituting in the enzyme conservation law (5.1.3) and solving we ﬁnd that the steady
state of the complex is
xc =
xtote xu
(k−1 + k2)/k1 + xu
(5.1.9)















the Michaelis constant. As before, the simpliﬁed description of the original reaction
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Figure 5.1: (a) Time courses of substrate, product, enzyme and complex found by
solving the set of mass action equations (5.1.2) and the enzyme and complex time-
courses found by applying the quasi-steady state assumption. We use the reaction
rates k1 = 20, k−1 = 1, k2 = 10 as given in [58]; (b) shows the time courses with time
and concentration on a log scale. The mass action time courses for the enzyme and
complex are similar to the timecourses found from the quasi-steady state assumption
except initially where the enzyme and complex have fast dynamics.
Fig. 5.2 illustrates the relationship between the reaction ﬂux v and the substrate con-
centration.
We note that the assumption of a steady state with substrate and product is clearly more
general than the rapid equilibrium assumption, and includes the latter as a limiting case:
if k−1  k2, then Km ≈ Kd and the results for the two approximations will be the same.
5.1.1.1 Reversible Michaelis-Menten dynamics
We discuss brieﬂy how the above analysis is modiﬁed when there is a back reaction from
the enzyme and product to the complex. In such cases one will need to use a somewhat








where the diﬀerence to the case discussed so far is the nonzero rate k−2. The equation
for the enzyme complex now has an extra contribution k−2xexp, while the equations for
enzyme and product contain the same additional term with a negative sign. Using the
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Figure 5.2: The relationship between the reaction ﬂux and substrate concentration for
a single Michaelis-Menten reaction. Vmax is the maximum reaction ﬂux obtainable from
substrate to product. Km is the concentration that produces half this ﬂux. Km = 4
and Vmax = 1 as taken from [58].
quasi-steady state assumption one then obtains a reaction ﬂux of the form
v =
Vuxu/Ku − Vpxp/Kp
1 + xu/Ku + xp/Kp
(5.1.14)
where Vu and Vp are the maximum reaction rates for the forward and reverse reactions
respectively and are given by
Vu = k2x
tot
e , Vp = k−1x
tot
e (5.1.15)
Similarly Ku and Kp are the Michaelis constants for the forward and reverse reactions








5.1.2 Quantitative accuracy of Michaelis-Menten approximation
We have shown above the assumptions used to obtain Michaelis-Menten dynamics (5.1.12)
 or its generalisation (5.1.14)  and now want to look at the quantitative accuracy of
these descriptions. In particular, we want to understand under what conditions on the
mass action parameters the Michaelis-Menten approximation becomes exact, so that
we can later take an appropriate limit for these parameters in the construction of the
projected equations.
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We follow the work of Segel and Slemrod [59] who found a small parameter that is needed
to allow the quasi-steady state assumption to hold. They calculate this parameter by
using a singular perturbation approach on a dimensionless form of the reaction equations.
We focus ﬁrst on the traditional case of no back reaction from enzyme and product
to complex. Here we have four mass action parameters k1, k−1, k2 and xtote . These
are linked by the two parameters appearing in the Michaelis-Menten description: the
maximum reaction ﬂux Vmax (5.1.7) and the Michaelis constant Km (5.1.11). Hence
there are two free parameters that we want to choose to make the Michaelis-Menten
representation of the enzyme reaction exact.
One condition for exactness is that the enzyme reactions are fast enough to justify the
quasi-steady state assumption for the enzyme and enzyme complex. More precisely,
the rate of change of the concentration of the enzyme complex needs to be much faster
than the rate of change of the substrate and product concentrations. Substituting the
conservation law (5.1.3) into the mass action equation for the complex we ﬁnd that
∂
∂t
xc = −k−1xc + k1xu(xtote − xc) + k2xc
= −(xc − x∗c)(k1xu + k−1 + k2)
(5.1.17)
where x∗c is the quasi-steady state value of xc as given in (5.1.9). On the other hand the
substrate equation evolves, if the Michaelis-Menten description is accurate, according to
(5.1.12). Written out explicitly this reads
∂
∂t
xu = − k1xux
tot
e k2
k1xu + k−1 + k2
(5.1.18)




















This ratio needs to be small to ensure that the quasi-steady state approximation is
reasonable; the approximation will be exact in the limit when the ratio tends to zero.
We can see that xtote /(xu + Km) is the small parameter from Segel and Slemrod [59].
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where both terms on the right hand side are less than 1 and therefore the ratio for the
change of substrate over the rate of change of complex is small provided that xtote /(xu +
Km) is small.
We also note that in writing down (5.1.12) one implicitly assumes a conservation law
of the form xu + xp = const. However, the corresponding true conservation law of the
mass action kinetics (5.1.2) is xu + xc + xp = const. The Michaelis-Menten description
therefore requires a small concentration of enzyme complex. From (5.1.9) this is of the
order of xtote , more speciﬁcally we require that x
tot
e xu/(Km + xu)  xu. This implies
that xtote /(Km + xu)  1 which is again the condition given by Segel and Slemrod
[59] to ensure that the quasi-steady state assumption is valid. From the constancy of
Vmax = k2x
tot
e in (5.1.7), it then follows that k2 must be large in inverse proportion to
xtote being small.
The above considerations suggest that we should rewrite the enzyme reaction rates and
total enzyme concentrations as
k1 = k¯1γ, k−1 = k¯−1γ, k2 = k¯2γ, xtote = x¯
tot
e /γ (5.1.21)
where γ is a fast rate parameter. To ﬁx the scale of this parameter, we choose k¯2 = 1 in
the following, so that γ is just the reaction rate k2. The deﬁnitions of Vmax (5.1.7) and





As expected we now have two variables, k¯−1 and γ, that parameterise the possible mass
action kinetics underlying a given Michaelis-Menten reaction. Our reasoning above sug-
gests that the Michaelis-Menten description will become exact for γ → ∞, irrespective
of the value of k¯−1 [60].
To test this statement numerically, we vary k¯−1 and γ to see when the substrate and
product concentrations xˆ(t) predicted by the Michaelis-Menten equation give good ap-
proximations to the values x(t) from the underlying mass action kinetics. Let us deﬁne
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where here the sum runs over i = u, p (N = 2) and the total time interval for the error
measurement is chosen such as to capture the transient dynamics in the approach to the
overall system steady state. Then Fig. 5.3 shows that for the simple model of enzyme
interaction deﬁned in (5.1.1) with rate parameters Km = 4 and Vmax = 1, the Michaelis-
Menten description does indeed become increasingly accurate when we increase γ, with
∆ decreasing as ∼ γ−1. Changing k¯−1, on the other hand, has only a very weak eﬀect
on the quality of the approximation. This was expected, as the condition given by
Segel and Slemrod [59] for the quasi-steady state condition to hold is both necessary
and suﬃcient and is not dependent on the size of k−1. Note also that k¯−1  1 means
that k−1  k2, which is the condition required for rapid equilibrium (between enzyme
complex and substrate) as discussed in Section 5.1. For ﬁnite k¯−1, on the other hand,
the dissociation rates of the enzyme complex into enzyme and substrate or enzyme and
complex are comparable so one has the more general quasi-steady state (between enzyme
complex, and substrate and product) scenario.










Figure 5.3: Plot of total error obtained from comparing the timecourses of the orig-
inal Michaelis-Menten reaction equations from example (5.1.1) with the mass action
description obtained from varying the value of the fast rate γ. Reaction rates are
Km = 4 and Vmax = 1 and initial condition xu(0) = 10, with error measured over the
time interval T = 100.
We comment brieﬂy on how realistic the requirement of large γ is for enzyme reactions.
The reaction rate k2 is also known as kcat and from (5.1.7) represents the turnover
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number of an enzyme. This is the number of substrate molecules converted into product
by an enzyme molecule in a unit time when the enzyme is fully saturated with substrate.
The turnover numbers of most enzymes range from 1 to 104 per second [61] and certainly
at the upper end of this range are signiﬁcantly larger than typical reaction rates for
protein reactions, which are of the order of 1 per second or less. For example, for the
reactions in Kholodenko et al. [13] the reactions range from 0.6 to 1.5 · 10−3s−1. In
Fig. 5.3, the slow reaction rate is the one for the substrate. Deﬁning this as before as
(∂xu/∂t)/xu, we ﬁnd the slow protein rate is of the order of  in fact bounded by 
Vmax/Km. In the ﬁgure we see small approximation errors from Michaelis-Menten for γ
above ca. 103, which is ∼ 104 times larger than the slow rate.
The above considerations apply where there is no back reaction from product and enzyme
to form an enzyme complex. In the more general case where such a reaction is possible
with rate constant k−2, one can again argue that the enzyme reaction rates must be large
and the enzyme concentration small, and so write these parameters in terms of a fast
rate γ exactly as in (5.1.21). The diﬀerence is that because we now have one more mass
action rate, but two more Michaelis-Menten parameters for the back reaction, there is
only one free parameter in the mass action parameters, namely γ. If we again let k¯2 = 1











One then expects that the Michaelis-Menten description will be an accurate approxima-
tion of the mass action kinetics when γ is large enough, and this is indeed what we ﬁnd
in numerical tests (not shown).
5.2 Enzyme reactions in the projected equations
The projection method as applied to protein interaction networks [62] works with mass
action kinetics. Therefore if we are given an interaction network that includes enzyme
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reactions in Michaelis-Menten form, then a priori we need to represent these reactions in
explicit mass action form to allow us to compute the projected equations. As explained
in the introduction, this is a disadvantage both conceptually and computationally. Our
aim here is to implement this approach analytically instead: we add enzyme species to
the network to get mass action kinetics and take the large enzyme rate and low enzyme
concentration limit in which the mass action dynamics becomes exactly identical to
Michaelis-Menten dynamics. The challenge is to understand what happens in this limit
to the projected equations, which will then give us a method for constructing the limiting
equations directly, without ever representing enzymes explicitly.
The aim of the projection method generally is to provide a description of the dynamics
of a protein interaction subnetwork embedded in a bulk network. The Zwanzig-Mori
projection method [27] can be used to obtain such a description, speciﬁcally equations
for the time evolution of the protein concentrations in a chosen subnetwork. Full details
of the projection method applied to protein interaction networks are given in Chapters 2
and 3. We summarise below the features necessary for the analysis of enzyme dynamics.
The time evolution of any observable a(δx, t) is given by (∂/∂t)a = La, where L is the
adjoint Fokker-Planck operator, whose drift term contains information from the mass
action equations. We showed in Chapter 3 that if we focus on a set of observables z
containing δx and all products like δx21 and δx1δx2, then the operator L can be written












Ls,s Ls,b 0 0 0
Lb,s Lb,b 0 0 0
Lss,s Lss,b Lss,ss Lss,sb Lss,bb
Lsb,s Lsb,b Lsb,ss Lsb,sb Lsb,bb
Lbb,s Lbb,b Lbb,ss Lbb,sb Lbb,bb

(5.2.2)
where, for example, Lb,s contains the linear coeﬃcients of bulk concentrations in the
equations of motion for subnetwork concentrations, while the coeﬃcients of subnetwork-
bulk products in these equations are in the block Lsb,s.
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If we now let {aα(δx)} be a set of observables from the subnetwork, the projected













′)Mβα(t− t′) + rα(t) (5.2.3)
We choose speciﬁcally as subnetwork observables all the subnetwork concentrations and
their products, i.e. the entries of z only involving the subnetwork. We denote these col-
lectively by S, and the remaining species  all bulk concentrations (b) and concentration
products involving the bulk (sb and bb)  by the letter B. Then the rate matrix Ω in
(5.2.3) is simply [62]




It contains terms from the subnetwork dynamics that are local in time. The memory
function (matrix) can be written as [62]
M(∆t) = LS,BeL
B,B∆tLB,S (5.2.5)
where ∆t = t − t′. The entries of this matrix are the memory functions Mβα(∆t) and
determine how strongly the past values of the observable aβ aﬀect the present rate of





One important property of the memory functions is their boundary structure: if we deﬁne
a boundary species as a subnetwork species that directly interacts with the bulk, then
among the projected equations for subnetwork concentrations only those of boundary
species contain memory terms.
The ﬁnal term in (5.2.3), r(t), is what is known as the random force. It accounts for the
fact that because of the interaction between subnetwork and bulk, the time evolution of
the subnetwork observables cannot be closed.
Our analysis starts from a given reaction network involving unary and binary protein
reactions, and enzyme reactions described by Michaelis-Menten terms. We assume for
simplicity that all enzyme reactions are reversible; the irreversible scenario can be ob-
tained from this as the limiting case where the rate of dissociation into enzyme and
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product is much larger than the rate for formation of enzyme complex in the reverse di-
rection. Using the conservation law δxe + δxc = 0 we can eliminate the enzyme complex
from the description of each enzyme reaction, and write the mass-action kinetics as
∂
∂t
δxu = −fue,c + . . .
∂
∂t
δxe = −fue,c − fpe,c
∂
∂t
δxp = −fpe,c + . . .
(5.2.7)
where the dots indicate ﬂuxes from other reactions. The reaction ﬂuxes from substrate
and enzyme to complex, and from product and enzyme to complex, read respectively
fue,c = k
−
c,ue(−xtote + ye + δxe) + k+ue,c(yu + δxu)(ye + δxe)
fpe,c = k
−
c,pe(−xtote + ye + δxe) + k+pe,c(yp + δxp)(ye + δxe)
(5.2.8)
where k−c,ue is the rate of dissociation of the complex into substrate and enzyme while k+ue,c
is the rate of complex formation from substrate and enzyme, with analogous deﬁnitions
for the rates involving the product. In writing the ﬂuxes we have used the enzyme
conservation law (5.1.3) to eliminate the complex concentration via xc = x
tot
e − xe =
xtote − ye − δxe. The enzyme steady state concentration ye can be found by requiring
that in the steady state δxe = δxu = δxp = 0, the two ﬂuxes must sum to zero to ensure





k−c,ue + k−c,pe + k+ue,cyu + k+pe,cyp
(5.2.9)
We now write the enzymatic reaction rates in terms of a fast rate γ as in (5.1.21), and
similarly the steady state enzyme concentration, which from (5.2.9) must scale as the
inverse of γ, i.e. ye = y¯e/γ, like the total enzyme concentration x
tot
e . This gives
fue,c = k¯
−
c,ueγ(−x¯tote /γ + y¯e/γ + δxe) + k¯+ue,cγ(yu + δxu)(y¯e/γ + δxe)
fpe,c = k¯
−
c,peγ(−x¯tote /γ + y¯e/γ + δxe) + k¯+pe,cγ(yp + δxp)(y¯e/γ + δxe)
(5.2.10)
The scaled rates and steady state enzyme concentration are related to the Michaelis-
Menten parameters as explained after (5.1.13), i.e.
Vu =
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In the above representation it is not obvious which terms have to be regarded as fast in
the remainder of the analysis, and which as slow. We therefore switch to dimensionless
concentration variables δx˜i = δxi/yi. In terms of these we have
∂
∂t
δx˜u = −fue,c/yu + . . .
∂
∂t
δx˜e = −γ(fue,c + fpe,c)/y¯e
∂
∂t





c,uey¯e(−x¯tote /y¯e + 1 + δx˜e) + k¯+ue,cyuy¯e(1 + δx˜u)(1 + δx˜e)
fpe,c = k¯
−
c,pey¯e(−x¯tote /y¯e + 1 + δx˜e) + k¯+pe,cypy¯e(1 + δx˜p)(1 + δx˜e)
(5.2.13)
Here one sees clearly that the enzyme evolution equation contains only fast terms that
scale with γ, while the equations for substrate and product only contain slow terms. We
will therefore use dimensionless concentrations throughout, and to lighten the notation
we will in the following drop the tildes, as well as the bars indicating rescaling with γ.
Note also that as at steady state (δx = 0) the total ﬂux into or out of any molecular
species must be zero, we can drop the constant pieces from fue,c and fpe,c: in the equation
for δxe they have to cancel against each other, and against the other steady state ﬂuxes













Figure 5.4: The three possible cases we are considering are (a) enzyme reactions
fully contained in the subnetwork; (b) enzyme reactions fully contained in the bulk;
(c) enzyme reactions on the boundary, with the substrate in the subnetwork and the
enzyme, complex and product in the bulk.
Our task now is to take a mass-action reaction system where every enzyme reaction is
represented as in (5.2.13), and to ﬁnd closed form expressions for the rate matrix and
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memory functions in the limit γ →∞ where we know that this mass-action description
becomes identical to Michaelis-Menten dynamics. The eﬀect of the enzyme reactions
depends on where they are located relative to subnetwork and bulk, with three poten-
tially distinct cases as shown in Fig. 5.4. Enzymes in the subnetwork (Fig. 5.4a) are
by deﬁnition away from the boundary of the subnetwork. We will therefore ﬁnd fast
equations of motion for them without any memory terms. Such enzymes can then be
kept explicitly in a ﬁrst stage of our analysis, and eliminated in a second stage following
the standard logic that leads to the Michaelis-Menten description.
Bulk enzyme reactions (Fig. 5.4b) sit entirely within the bulk, contributing fast reaction
rates to LB,B. Accordingly we will ﬁnd that they only give contributions to the memory
functions, not the rate matrix.
The third case is the one where the substrate is on the boundary and the enzyme is
in the bulk. Such enzyme reactions, whose rates appear in LS,B, LB,B and LB,S, will
contribute fast terms in the memory functions that decay on a timescale of order 1/γ.
In the limit γ →∞ these terms become local in time and so turn into contributions to
the rate matrix.
5.3 Linearised Dynamics
In linearised dynamics we only consider terms in the mass-action kinetics up to linear
order in δx. The dimensionless scaled reaction equations for a reversible Michaelis-
Menten reaction are then, from (5.2.12) and (5.2.13),
∂
∂t
δxu = −k−c,ue(ye/yu)δxe − k+ue,cye(δxu + δxe) + . . .
∂
∂t
δxe = −γ[(k−c,ue + k−c,ep)δxe + k+ue,cyu(δxu + δxe) + k+ep,cyp(δxp + δxe)]
∂
∂t
δxp = −k−c,ep(ye/yp)δxe − k+ep,cye(δxp + δxe) + . . .
(5.3.1)
Let us partition the matrix form of the adjoint Fokker-Planck matrix operator (5.2.2)
so that the bulk species are split into fast and slow blocks. If e′ and e represent the
collection of subnetwork and bulk enzymes respectively and s and b represent the other
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where w are slow terms and f are fast terms; the top left block denoted m contains a
mixture of fast and slow terms. In writing the last equality above we have grouped s
and e′ together; the resulting speciﬁc 3× 3 block structure of slow and fast terms is one
that we will ﬁnd again in the case of the full nonlinear dymamics. Note that because
subnetwork enzymes only have interactions with subnetwork species (s and e′), Lb,e′
and Le,e
′
are zero. Similarly, because bulk proteins or enzymes do not interact with
subnetwork enzymes, Le
′,b and Le
′,e vanish. This means that subnetwork enzymes do
not feature at all in the calculation of the memory function (5.2.6), which makes intuitive




is important also as these blocks contain rates
for the time evolution of (subnetwork) enzymes, which by our construction scale with
γ: if these blocks were nonzero, it would change the character of w2 and w4 from slow
to fast.
To analyse the memory function (5.2.5) that results from (5.3.2), we note that LB,B
has both slow and fast sub-blocks. As a result the memory function should have both
slow contributions that decay on O(1) timescales, and fast contributions that decay
for time diﬀerences of O(1/γ). As the memory function appears as a weight in an
integral over the past (5.2.3), the fast contributions only matter for γ → ∞ if their
amplitude is proportional to γ so that the integral over all time diﬀerences remains
ﬁnite. Accounting also for subleading terms in the amplitude dependence then suggests
the following decomposition of the memory function:
M(∆t) = (γM0f (∆t¯) +M
1





M1w(∆t) + . . .) (5.3.3)
where ∆t¯ = γ∆t. In principle an arbitrary constant can be added to e.g. M1f (∆t¯) and
subtracted from M0w(∆t); we ﬁx this constant by requiring that all fast contributions
decay to zero for large ∆t¯. Fig. 5.5 shows an example of the above decomposition.
The leading fast and slow contributions can now be extracted relatively simply from the
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Figure 5.5: Example plots of a memory function when the enzyme is on the boundary
for diﬀerent values of γ. (a) The memory has a slow and a fast part, with the fast part
moving to shorter and shorter timescales as γ increases. (b) Scaled plot of the fast part:
if the fast memory is divided by γ we see that a scaling plot is approached for large γ.
This shows that the amplitude of the fast part of the memory grows proportionally to
γ.
Laplace transform of the memory function (5.2.6), which has the decomposition
Mˆ(z) = (Mˆ0f (z¯) +
1
γ





Mˆ1w(z) + . . .) (5.3.4)





= Mˆ0f (z¯) (5.3.5)
because the subleading fast terms are down by powers of 1/γ, and in the slow terms
z = γz¯ → ∞ so that the Laplace transforms Mˆ0w(z) etc. vanish. The leading slow part








We could have equivalently written Mˆ0f (z¯) inside the square brackets, as z¯ = z/γ → 0
when γ →∞ at ﬁxed z.
Using the method above, we can now ﬁnd the fast and slow pieces of the memory
function derived from the adjoint Fokker-Planck (matrix) operator in equation (5.3.2).
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)z − w3 −f2




and after using the Woodbury identity [63] and simplifying we obtain
Mˆ(z) =
(
w1 − f1(z − f3)−1(−w5)
) (
z − w3 + f2(z − f3)−1w5
)−1 (
w2 + f2(z − f3)−1w4
)
+ f1(z − f3)−1w4
(5.3.8)
If we now write all fast blocks as f = γf¯ , we can see that application of (5.3.5) identiﬁes
the fast part of the memory function as
Mˆ0f (z¯) = f¯1(z¯ − f¯3)−1w4 (5.3.9)
while (5.3.6) gives for the slow part
Mˆ0w(z) = (w1 − f¯1(f¯3)−1w5)(z − w3 − f¯2(f¯3)−1w5)−1(w2 − f¯2(f¯3)−1w4) (5.3.10)
Here we have used the fact that in the combination z − γf¯3, the ﬁrst term can be
neglected when γ →∞ at constant z.
The fast part of the memory decays on an ever shorter timescale ∼ 1/γ as γ increases.
In the limit, when it is used inside a memory function integral, it becomes equivalent
to a delta function δ(∆t) multiplied by the area under the fast piece, which is just
Mˆ0f (0) = −f¯1(f¯3)−1w4. The rate matrix that we obtain from (5.3.2) for γ → ∞ is
therefore
Ω = m− f¯1(f¯3)−1w4 (5.3.11)
while the memory function in the same limit is given by (5.3.10). We can now compare
to the rate matrix and memory function that would result from an adjoint Fokker-Planck





This would give Ω = m and Mˆ(z) = w1(z −w3)−1w2. Looking at (5.3.10) and (5.3.11),
we conclude that the large-γ limit gives results that can equivalently be obtained by
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using an adjoint Fokker-Planck matrix without the fast bulk variables that is modiﬁed






This is the key result of our ﬁrst stage of elimination, which has removed the fast bulk
variables.
5.3.1 Bulk enzyme elimination as quasi-steady state method
Before moving on to the second stage of also eliminating the subnetwork enzymes, we
pause brieﬂy to give a simpler form of our last result. While (5.3.13) gives a closed form
for the eﬀective L-matrix L\e +∆L\e we obtain after eliminating the bulk enzymes, this
form is not very intuitive. We show next that there is a much simpler statement of the
result, namely that Leff = L\e + ∆L\e can be obtained by treating all bulk enzymes as
in quasi-steady state with the other molecular species.
To see this, we reinstate in the generic 3×3 block structure of (5.3.2) the speciﬁc notation












where as before S collects all subnetwork variables, i.e. subnetwork proteins s and sub-















































Substituting this back into the equations of motion for the subnetwork species and the
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This is exactly the dynamics that is deﬁned by the eﬀective L-matrix Leff = L\e +∆L\e
derived above (see (5.3.12) and (5.3.13)), hence proving our claim that this matrix can
be constructed by imposing a quasi-steady state condition for the bulk enzymes.
5.3.2 Michaelis-Menten terms as eﬀective unary reactions
The above bulk enzyme elimination can be carried out in closed form, and gives a simple
result for the eﬀective L-matrix. Looking at (5.3.1), each bulk enzyme can be eliminated
by setting the time derivative of its concentration to zero. Here and throughout we
assume that each enzyme only catalyses one reaction. (In the matrix formulation, this
implies that the block Le,e is diagonal.) This gives for the equations of its substrate and
product the following form:
∂
∂t
δxu = −λupδxu + λpu(yp/yu)δxp + . . .
∂
∂t














k−c,ue + k−c,pe + k+ue,cyu + k+pe,cyp
(5.3.19)
are the rates for eﬀective unary reactions converting substrate to product and back,
respectively. The factors of (yp/yu) in (5.3.18) arise because we are using dimensionless
concentration variables.
The bulk enzyme elimination thus has the simple eﬀect of replacing all bulk Michaelis-
Menten reactions by unary conversion reactions with constant rates. From (5.2.11) one
sees that these eﬀective rates can be expressed directly in terms of the Michaelis-Menten
parameters, as
λup =
Vu/Ku + (Vu + Vp)/Ku(yp/Kp)
(1 + yu/Ku + yp/Kp)
2
λpu =
Vp/Kp + (Vu + Vp)/Kp(yu/Ku)
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Comparing with (5.1.14) shows that the rates are obtained simply by linearising the
Michaelis-Menten reaction ﬂux around the steady state concentrations of substrate and
product. This is the closed-form procedure for bulk enzyme elimination we were after:
it only requires as input the Michaelis-Menten parameters of the original network, and
its steady state.
Note that the above discussion includes enzyme reactions both entirely in the bulk, or on
the boundary of subnetwork and bulk (cf. Fig. 5.4b and c). The only diﬀerence between
these two cases is that for the latter group of enzymes, the eﬀective unary reactions
we have derived are between a subnetwork boundary species and a bulk species and so
will contribute to the rate matrix, while for enzyme reactions entirely in the bulk the
eﬀective reactions only aﬀect the memory function.
5.3.3 Elimination of subnetwork enzymes
So far we have described how bulk enzymes can be eliminated, replacing them by eﬀective
unary conversion reactions. This allows the rate matrix and memory functions to be
calculated from an eﬀective L-matrix Leff = L\e + ∆L\e. These quantities determine
the projected equations of motion for the subnetwork proteins s and the subnetwork
enzymes e′.
The second, ﬁnal stage of the elimination procedure is now to eliminate the subnetwork
enzymes. We claim that elimination of the bulk enzymes does not aﬀect the equations
of motion for the subnetwork enzymes, i.e. these do not acquire memory terms nor are





 (f¯3)−1 (w4 w5) = −
 LS,e
Lb,e
 (Le,e)−1 (Le,S Le,b) (5.3.21)












 (Le,e)−1 (Le,s 0 Le,b)
(5.3.22)
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This shows that both the e′ block row and block column of ∆L\e vanish: intuitively,
the eﬀective unary reactions from bulk enzymes do not couple to subnetwork enzymes.
Speciﬁcally, ∆Lb,e
′
\e = 0, and since also in the original dynamics the subnetwork enzymes
do not interact with bulk species (Lb,e
′
= 0), one has Lb,e
′
eff = 0. Looking at the general
formula (5.2.5) for the memory function, read in terms of the eﬀective L-matrix, then
conﬁrms that the equations for the e′ species do not contain memory terms. This makes
sense: the subnetwork enzymes are not boundary species to start with, and this is not
changed by the eﬀective unary reactions from bulk enzymes.
To sum up so far, the projected equation for each subnetwork enzyme looks exactly
as the original equation in (5.2.12). Because of the fast rate γ in this, in the limit
γ → ∞ each subnetwork enzyme will be in quasi-steady state with its substrate and
product. Substituting the quasi-steady state enzyme concentration into the equations
for substrate and product then gives again eﬀective unary conversion reactions, with
rates as given in (5.3.20) for the case of bulk enzymes.
5.3.4 Summary of enzyme elimination procedure for linearised dy-
namics
The ﬁnal procedure we have arrived at for constructing projected equations for reaction
systems with Michaelis-Menten terms, within linearised dynamics, is remarkably simple:
replace each Michaelis-Menten term, whether in the subnetwork, the bulk or on the
boundary, by its linearisation around the steady state. This gives eﬀective rates for
unary conversion reactions among each substrate-product pair (see (5.3.19)).
5.4 Nonlinear Dynamics
We want to extend the above approach to eliminate enzymes from the projected equa-
tions for the full nonlinear dynamics. Directly transplating the results from the linearised
dynamics is not possible, however: if we use the quasi-steady state assumption for the
enzymes as in Section 5.3, then we get back the full Michaelis-Menten nonlinearities.
As these go beyond second order in δx, they cannot be used directly in our construc-
tion of the projected equations, which starts from reaction equations with only linear
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and quadratic terms, as appropriate for a mass action description of unary and binary
reactions. We want to ﬁnd a solution that is compatible with a mass action system of
equations.
We take as our starting point the nonlinear L-matrix, as shown in equation (5.2.2), but
subdivide this into smaller blocks below to single out contributions from enzymes. Fo-
cussing though for now just on the distinction between linear and quadratic observables,
we have two new kinds of entries. Firstly, mixed linear-quadratic elements as contained
in e.g. Lss,s: these are coeﬃcients of quadratic terms in equations of motion for the
concentrations (linear observables), so can be read oﬀ directly from the mass action
equations. The quadratic-quadratic elements as in Lss,ss are coeﬃcients from equations











Because we are only considering terms up to quadratic order on the r.h.s., we need to
insert only the linearised equations of motion for (∂δxi/∂t) and (∂δxj/∂t). All quadratic-
quadratic elements of the L-matrix are therefore inherited from the linearised dynam-
ics. In particular, the above structure of the equations of motion for quadratic observ-
ables means that the time evolution of any product containing at least one enzyme factor
will contain fast terms.
For the purpose of eliminating the fast degrees of freedom, the nonlinear L-matrix can be






















The blocks are deﬁned so that s contains the observables s and ss which have no bulk or
fast factors, b contains the observables b, sb and bb which have at least one bulk factor
but no fast factors, e consists of e, se, be, be′, ee and ee′ which contain at least one
bulk factor and one fast factor - where the fast and bulk factor can be identical - and
e′ contains e′, se′ and e′e′ where there are no bulk factors but at least one fast factor.
Therefore the subnetwork block S consists of slow and fast blocks in the form of s and
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e′ respectively and similarly the bulk block B contains slow and fast contributions from
b and e.
The block structure of the L-matrices for the linearised and nonlinear dynamics is there-
fore the same; however, there are some diﬀerences. The block ee contains some slow as
well as fast entries, but the slow entries can be neglected in comparison in the large γ
limit. The ee′ block is not zero as in the linear case due to the fact that the equation of
motion for se′ involves products of the form be′ and ee′; importantly for our reasoning
below these terms are slow, however, because of the time evolution of s in the se′ prod-
ucts. Similarly the e′e block is not zero because the equation of motion for be′ involves
slow se′ contributions; also in the equation for ee′ there are fast contributions from se′.
The blocks be′ and e′b remain zero, on the other hand.
We can go back to the same 3 × 3 structure for the L-matrix as in the linear case, by
partitioning into blocks S (s and e′), b and e. This 3 × 3 matrix can then be split into












Using the method of Sec. 5.3 we can then ﬁnd the slow and fast parts of the memory
expressed in terms of these blocks, using exactly the same formulae as shown for the
linearised dynamics in equation (5.3.8). As before the result can be thought of as arising
from a modiﬁed L-matrix where all the fast bulk species and products contained in e
are eliminated:
Leff =
 m− f¯1(f¯3)−1w4 w1 − f¯1(f¯3)−1w5
w2 − f¯2(f¯3)−1w4 w3 − f¯2(f¯3)−1w5
 (5.4.4)
The form of Leff can be derived by eliminating the fast observables in e directly, by
assuming that they are in steady state with respect to the fast contributions from their
equations of motion. We turn next to the task of actually carrying out this elimination,
which is more involved than in the linear case.
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5.4.1 Elimination of fast bulk variables
We can simplify matters somewhat by noting that to ﬁnd the correct rate matrix and
memory function with enzymes eliminated, we require the equations of motion  and
hence the relevant columns of Leff  for the bulk observables b and the linear subnetwork
observables s and e′ with enzymes eliminated. We only need the linear observables s and
e′ because to calculate the rate matrix and memory function we do not need blocks of
the form L·,ss, as explained in Sec. 5.2 above. A further simpliﬁcation comes from the
fact that the original equations of motion for b, s and e′ do not depend on ee or ee′ and
therefore we do not need to consider these observables further and can focus on how to
eliminate the remaining fast observables se, be, be′ and e.
We consider ﬁrst the product observables se, be and be′. The equation of motion for a
generic observable of type se, i.e. a product of the concentration of a subnetwork species















δxe + slow (5.4.5)
where we have used that (∂/∂t)δxs only contains slow terms. In ﬁnding the solution
of the quasi-steady state condition (∂/∂t)δxse = 0, these slow terms can be neglected
compared to the fast terms from (∂/∂t)δxe. Writing the latter in the form
∂
∂t
δxe = Aδxu +Bδxp − Cδxe (5.4.6)







δxe = Aδxsu +B δxsp − C δxse (5.4.7)
Setting this to zero shows that the quasi-steady state solution is
δxse = (A/C)δxsu + (B/C)δxsp (5.4.8)
Comparing with the (linear) quasi-steady state solution for the enzyme concentration
itself, which is δxe = (A/C)δxu + (B/C)δxp, we arrive at a simple product elimination
rule: products of the form se are eliminated by using the linear elimination of the enzyme,
multiplying by a factor of δxs, and then identifying δxsu = δxsδxu and δxsp = δxsδxp.
It is straightforward to check that the same rule applies to the elimination of observables
of type be and be′.
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The only remaining fast observables that we need to eliminate are the linear bulk enzyme







ue,cyuye(δxu + δxe + δxue)
+ k−c,peyeδxe + k
+
pe,cypye(δxp + δxe + δxpe)
]
(5.4.9)
These contain product variables of the form se and be, which can now be eliminated
using the method above, giving expressions in the form of equation (5.4.8). Substituting
these and solving the quasi-steady state condition (∂/∂t)δxe = 0 then gives
δxe = −
k+ue,cyu






























We can now compare to the standard Michaelis-Menten elimination of the bulk enzyme,
which treats products like δxue not as separate observables but identiﬁes them with
δxuδxe and then solves (∂/∂t)δxe = 0. It is straightforward to check that our above
elimination formula is just this Michaelis-Menten result expanded to quadratic order.
We will therefore call this result quadratic quasi-steady state elimination.
The result of the ﬁrst stage of elimination is therefore that we can construct equations
of motion for s, e′, b, sb and bb by quadratic quasi-steady state elimination of the
bulk enzymes. The full quadratic elimination is not needed for all observables as the
equations of motion for sb and bb only contain quadratic observables: in these we use
linear enzyme elimination to replace products as explained above.
We can now write down explicitly what the eﬀective contributions to the equations of







ue,cyuye(δxu + δxe + δxue)
]
+ . . . (5.4.11)
and substitutes in the elimination formulae for δxe and δxue. After a little algebra,
the eﬀective equation of motion for the substrate, and analogously the product, can be
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written in terms of unary reactions, as was the case for the linearised dynamics:
∂
∂t
δxu = −λˆupδxu + λˆpu(yp/yu)δxp + . . .
∂
∂t
δxp = −λˆpuδxp + λˆup(yu/yp)δxu + . . .
(5.4.12)
The diﬀerence is that the reaction rates λˆup and λˆpu are now linearly dependent on
substrate and product concentrations. In terms of the (constant) reaction rates λpu and
λup deﬁned in (5.3.20), we can write this concentration dependence in the simple form
λˆup = λup
(
1− δxuyu/Ku + δxpyp/Kp




1− δxuyu/Ku + δxpyp/Kp
1 + yu/Ku + yp/Kp
) (5.4.13)
Representing every Michaelis-Menten term in the bulk or on the boundary in this form,
we thus obtain a set of equations from which all bulk enzymes have been eliminated. The
coeﬃcients in these equations then deﬁne the eﬀective L-matrix Leff (or more precisely
those columns of it that we use to obtain the rate and memory matrix.
5.4.2 Elimination of fast subnetwork observables
The result of the ﬁrst stage of elimination is a rate matrix and memory matrix for the
projected equations of the subnetwork variables s and e′. The second and ﬁnal stage in
the elimination of fast observables is now to remove the subnetwork enzymes e′.
This second stage is relatively simple because the projected equations of motion for
e′ observables are in fact just the original mass action equations. This is because the
equations of motion for e′ observables only contain fast contributions from e′ and se′, so
do not couple to any variables that were eliminated in the ﬁrst stage. Furthermore, e′
observables are interior subnetwork species and do not couple to the slow bulk variables.
Therefore their equations of motion cannot acquire memory terms. Eliminating subnet-
work enzymes is then trivial: in the limit γ → ∞ the quasi-steady state assumption
will become exact for them. Solving this gives exactly the standard Michaelis-Menten
expression for the enzyme concentrations.
The ﬁnal question is then where the subnetwork enzymes e′ feature in the projected
equations for slow subnetwork species s. They appear in the rate matrix and substituting
them there simply produces the usual Michaelis-Menten terms; note though that these
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appear in their full nonlinear form rather than being expanded to second order as for
bulk enzymes.
In the memory function e′ cannot appear linearly as subnetwork enzymes are not on the
boundary. Such enzymes could then only appear in the memory via se′ terms. For this






eff , which are
the relevant pieces of the leftmost factor LS,B in (5.2.6). The block Lse
′,b
eff contains the
nonlinear se′ contributions in the equation of motion for a bulk observable; however such
an equation cannot involve any se′ products because subnetwork enzymes do not interact
with the bulk. Therefore there are no contributions to Lse
′,b
eff . Similarly L
se′,bb
eff must be
zero as from the product rule of diﬀerentiation in (5.4.1) there would have to be a shared
species in the ﬁrst and second product index in order to obtain a nonzero contribution.
For the block Lse
′,sb
eff to have nonzero entries there must be a shared index, which in this
case must be s. This means that nonzero elements could come only from the linearised
equation of motion for the b observable; however, there are no contributions from e′ in
the equations of motion for bulk observables and therefore Lse
′,sb
eff must also be zero. In
summary, this means that there are no contributions from subnetwork enzymes to any
memory function.
5.4.3 Summary of enzyme elimination procedure for nonlinear dynam-
ics
The ﬁnal procedure we have arrived at for constructing projected equations for reaction
systems with Michaelis-Menten terms, for nonlinear dynamics, can be split into two
simple steps. The ﬁrst is to construct the reduced L-matrix Leff by expanding all the
Michaelis-Menten terms to second order around the steady state. From this matrix we
are then able to calculate the rate matrix and memory function. Once this is done, we
simply reinstate the full nonlinear form of the Michaelis-Menten terms from enzymes in
the subnetwork.
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5.5 Numerical Comparisons
The EGFR network model as shown in Fig. 5.6 has two subnetwork Michaelis-Menten
reactions and one bulk Michaelis-Menten reaction. Here we choose the bulk to be the
protein Shc and all complexes that include Shc as explained in Chapter 4. In this section
we want to compare two versions of the projected equations: the ones obtained by adding
enzyme species explicitly and ﬁnite but large enzyme reaction rates, and the ones we
get by eliminating enzymes explicitly as explained above. We will also compare both
projected descriptions with the dynamics of the full EGFR network [13], i.e. tracking
explicitly the bulk degrees of freedom, to see which represents the true time courses
better. The bulk is assumed to be at steady state initially and therefore the random
force is set to zero and the subnetwork initial conditions are chosen to maximise nonlinear
eﬀects subject to the constraint that all conserved quantities are zero at steady state.
We again use ∆ as deﬁned in (5.1.22) to measure the diﬀerence between time courses
where T = 150.
5.5.1 Explicit enzyme reactions
For the projected equations with enzymes represented explicitly, we need to convert the








into mass action form. For each we use the relevant Km and Vmax values together with a
suitable value of the fast rate γ to create a set of mass action reaction rates. The relevant
mass action terms are then added to the equations for substrate and product, and we
add a mass action equation for the concentrations of enzyme and enzyme complex, as
in (5.1.2). The steady states of the enzyme and enzyme complex, which we require for
the construction of the projected equations, can then be found by solving the relevant
equations for the substrate, enzyme and enzyme complex. We note that to solve the full
system of equations, the steady state values of the enzyme-substrate complexes must
be added to the relevant conservation laws to ensure that the correct steady state is
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Figure 5.6: Factor graph of EGFR network as described in Kholodenko et al. [13]
adapted to include enzyme reactions. Three added enzyme reactions (highlighted)
with enzymes denoted E1-3 and enzyme-substrate complexes enzyme-R (denoted
ER), enzyme-PLCγ (denoted EP), enzyme-Shc (denoted ES) capture the Michaelis-
Menten contributions to the dynamics.
reached, with the same concentrations as in the Michaelis-Menten description. From
this explicit expanded mass action system we can then construct projected equations,
either linearised or nonlinear, in the standard manner explained in Sec. 3.2.
5.5.2 Enzyme elimination in linearised dynamics
The elimination procedure for the linearised dynamics as described in Section 5.3 is
applied before we calculate the projected equations. We write the enzyme reactions as a
conformational change between substrate and product and construct from the resulting
Leff a set of projected equations for the subnetwork observables; this construction now
no longer makes explicit reference to enzymes. Fig. 5.7 compares the linearised projected
equations with enzymes eliminated to the projected equations with explicit enzymes, as
a function of the fast enzyme reaction scale γ used in the explicit case. We can see that
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as the size of γ increases the mass action system with explicit enzymes approaches the
system with enzymes eliminated. This is exactly what we expect, because we constructed
the method of enzyme elimination to be exact in the large γ limit.







Figure 5.7: Errors between linearised projected equations with explicit enzymes and
with enzymes eliminated, as a function of the fast enzyme rate γ.
5.5.3 Enzyme elimination in nonlinear dynamics
We apply the elimination method from Section 5.4 to the full nonlinear reaction sys-
tem. We compare the resulting projected equations where enzymes have been eliminated
to the (nonlinear) projected equations derived from the expanded mass action systems
where the enzymes are represented explicitly. Figure 5.8 shows that the deviation be-
tween the time courses predicted by the two sets of equations again decreases towards
zero with increasing γ as it should. We now need a substantial value of γ, of order
104s−1, to make the deviation quantitatively small. We also note that computation
times required to integrate the system of projected equations derived by enzyme elim-
ination are shorter by roughly a factor of 2 than those for the case where enzymes are
represented explicitly; this is due to the appearance of stiﬀ terms in the latter case,
which the enzyme elimination avoids. Fig. 5.9 compares the full Michaelis-Menten reac-
tion equations to the projected equations with enzymes eliminated and with enzymes in
mass action form. We can see that to model Michaelis-Menten reactions we should not
be using ﬁnite γ as this is the main cause of errors.
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Figure 5.8: Deviation between time courses predicted by nonlinear projected equa-
tions with explicit enzymes and with enzymes eliminated, as a function of enzyme rate
scale γ.

















Figure 5.9: Plot of approximation error vs initial deviation from steady state in log-
log representation, for the nonlinear projected equations with enzymes eliminated and
projected equations with enzyme rates dependent on diﬀerent values of γ. Red dotted
line is proportional to δ3 to demonstrate that the approximation error of the projected
equations grows cubically in δ.
5.6 Discussion
We have considered the problem of describing subnetwork dynamics in protein interac-
tion networks. The projection approach we have previously developed gives accurate
results in this regard, but can be applied directly only to systems with unary and binary
reactions. Our aim in this chapter was to extend it to systems involving enzymatic
reactions represented as Michaelis-Menten terms.
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We started with a careful discussion of the conditions under which enzyme reactions
represented in mass action form become equivalent to Michaelis-Menten kinetics. The
result is a convenient scaling, of fast enzyme reaction rates and simultaneously low
enzyme concentrations, that exactly reproduces Michaelis-Menten equations in the limit
where the relevant fast rate parameter γ grows large.
Applying this construction, one can map a protein interaction network with Michaelis-
Menten reactions to one with only unary and binary reactions; the main task is then
to understand what limit is approached in the projected description when γ → ∞. By
analysing what the fast enzyme degrees of freedom feature in the rate matrix and memory
functions that deﬁne the projected equations, we showed that it is possible construct the
projected equations directly in the large γ-limit, both linearised and nonlinear dynamics,
using a quasi-steady state elimination. This gives us eﬀective unary reaction contribu-
tions to represent the Michaelis-Menten dynamics, with concentration-dependent reac-
tion rates in the nonlinear case, and so allows one to constuct the projected equations
without ever introducing enzymes explicitly.
The resulting method signiﬁcantly widens the range of biochemical reaction systems to
which the projection approach can be applied; as one example we showed an application
to a subnetwork of the EGFR reaction network of Kholodenko et al. [13]. Our general
approach to constructing projected equations for networks of nonlinear reaction equa-
tions should be more widely applicable still, and we hope in future work to consider e.g.





To gain a better understanding of biochemical networks it is often necessary to use
models that can incorporate experimental data. Therefore we need models that can
capture the response of cells to perturbation. One of the most prevalent methods used
to understand linear response is response analysis [6466]. This is used to analyse the
responses by perturbing each species in turn and then calculating response coeﬃcients
for all the species in the system with respect to the perturbed species. I now look at
how the projection method can be used to analyse the response to perturbations.
In Chapter 3, I applied the Zwanzig-Mori projection method [27] to the problem of
understanding subnetwork dynamics of protein interaction networks. Here I extend the
approach for unary and binary protein interactions described in Chapter 3 to include
creation and destruction rates that represent gene regulation. One of the main results
in Chapter 3 is that there are memory eﬀects describing the strength with which past
subnetwork concentration values aﬀect the present rate of change. These memory eﬀects
only act on the boundary species. I now consider the eﬀects on the subnetwork found by
perturbations of bulk species. One of our primary aims will be to understand whether
the response to such perturbations has a similar boundary structure.
In Section 6.1, I summarise our method for obtaining projected equations for systems
of unary and binary reactions and how the approach can be extended to include cre-
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ation and destruction terms that represent gene regulation. Section 6.2 shows how we
calculate the projected equations to linear order in the perturbation, which then allows
one to describe linear response behaviour. We focus our analysis on the eﬀects of bulk
perturbations on the subnetwork and we show that the overall response can be split
into an initial propagation of the perturbation from the perturbed bulk species to the
boundary of the subnetwork, and a response of the subnetwork to this boundary per-
turbation. Both these terms can also be split into transient and persistent contributions
depending on whether or not they decay in time. I illustrate this with a small exam-
ple in Sec. 6.2.4 and then apply the formalism to the EFGR network in Sec. 6.2.5. In
Section 6.2.6, I study brieﬂy the connection between the memory function and response
functions. Finally, in Sec. 6.3, I look at how the projection method can be extended to
account for nonlinear response and show that this is necessary to obtain qualitatively
accurate results for larger perturbations.
6.1 Methods
The aim of the projection method generally is to provide a description of the dynamics of
a protein interaction subnetwork embedded in a bulk network. Speciﬁcally, the method
can be used to obtain equations for the time evolution of the protein concentrations in
a chosen subnetwork. Full details are explained in Chapter 3.
6.1.1 Extending the projection method
To understand the eﬀects of perturbations we extend the list of possible protein reactions
to include creation and destruction terms which represent gene regulation. Let θi be the
rate of creation of a species i and γi be the rate of degradation of species i. The
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(λjiδxj − λijδxi) + [θi − γi(yi + δxi)]
(6.1.1)
where k+ij,l is the rate of formation of complex l from proteins i and j. The rate of the
corresponding complex dissociation is denoted k−l,ij . The reaction rate λij represents the
rate of species i changing into species j.
The extra contribution to the reaction equations representing a perturbation is
[θi − γi(yi + δxi)] = (hi − γiδxi) (6.1.2)
where hi = θi − γiyi. Protein reactions typically have a timescale of seconds whereas
gene regulation typically occurs on a slower timescale [67, 68]. Therefore the values for
θi and γi will generally be smaller than the other reaction rates.
There are other methods of modelling gene regulation. We have mostly followed the
approach in [66]; however they assume that the rates θi and γi are themselves fast
(corresponding to typical proteomic timescales of the order of seconds) and that the
slower nature of gene regulation is represented in separate slow evolution equations for
the θi. Barenco et al. [69] use a set of diﬀerential equations to model the gene transcript
concentration. As well as creation and degratation rates they have a time dependent
term representing the transcription. There are also stochastic models of gene regulation,
for example, Ozbudak et al. [70] and Berg [71] use Langevin equations to model the
dynamics of mRNA concentration.
We then use the reaction equations (6.1.1) to obtain a modiﬁed adjoint Fokker-Planck
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operator that contains terms relating to γi and hi.

















































(hi − γiδxi) ∂
∂δxi
(6.1.3)
We then deﬁne L0 as the original adjoint Fokker-Planck operator (3.1.4) that contained
only unary and binary reactions together with the contribution from the destruction








If h is zero then L0 represents the eﬀects of both creation and destruction rates being
present, but in exactly the ratio that is required in order not to aﬀect the steady state.
The new adjoint Fokker-Planck operator (6.1.3) will then be used in the construction of
the projected equations.
To simplify the calculations for the rest of this work we will be using dimensionless
variables δx˜i = δxi/yi and we have then dropped the tildes from the dimensionless
variables.
6.1.1.1 Subnetwork perturbations
We ﬁrst brieﬂy consider the results of perturbing a subnetwork protein. The only eﬀects
will be in the rate matrix, from the destruction term γ, and the random force, from
the perturbation term h. We are able to use the projected equations to analyse the
timecourse of the reactions; however there will be no change to the memory functions.
We therefore focus our analysis on the eﬀects of perturbing bulk species.
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6.2 Linear Response
For simplicity we ﬁrst consider linear response around the steady state. Here we are
considering linearised dynamics so that from L deﬁned in (6.1.3) we retain only the
terms that are linear in δx. Correspondingly we choose as the set of observables to
project onto simply the concentration deviations δxi in the subnetwork.
6.2.1 Projected equations with gene regulation
We want to look at the eﬀect on the subnetwork dynamics of regulation driving a change
in concentration of a bulk species. The memory function M(t) and random force r(t)
both contain the exponential operator eQLQt, where the adjoint Fokker-Planck operator
L now has an extra contribution from the perturbation. A small perturbation of an
operator exponential can be written to linear order in the form [72]





This is essentially the ﬁrst term in the Dyson series in quantum mechanics and the
identity with the full L rather than L0 in the rightmost exponential is exact and can be
veriﬁed by diﬀerentiation.
The construction of the memory function for the projected equations is given in equation
(5.2.5). Applying the relevant operators to a set of subnetwork species δxi and using
the exponential expansion (6.2.1) we ﬁnd that











We now show that the various occurrences of δL here only give vanishing contributions.
For the rightmost one, because we are considering bulk perturbations but the observables
δxi we project are in the subnetwork, then δL δxi = 0. Moving left we have a δL inside
the integral. The operators to the right of this can produce only linear concentration
ﬂuctuations, O(δx), because we are looking at linearised dynamics; when we apply the
operator δL we then obtain zero or (if bulk terms are present) a constant. But while
Q leaves a constant unchanged [62], the other operators P, L0 and δL all annihilate it,
so the leftmost P in (6.2.2) ensures a vanishing overall contribution. The same logic
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applies to the δL in the second factor from the left. Therefore there are no changes to
the structure of the memory function from the presence of the perturbation δL in the
adjoint Fokker-Planck operator (6.1.3); however, compared to the entirely unregulated
networks we had considered previously, there will be additional contributions in QLQ
of O(γ) from the destruction rates. We treat these here as part of the unperturbed
baseline.
Applying the same analysis to the random force we ﬁnd that
eQ(L0+δL)QtQ(L0 + δL)δxi











where the ﬁrst term in the last line is the original random force and the second term is the
exta contribution to the random force from the perturbation. The factorQeQL0Q(t−t′)QL0δxi






Applying δL to this gives a constant, and the next factor Q to the left has no eﬀect on
this. In the exponential eQL0Qt′ , every term in the power series expansion 1 +QL0Qt′+
. . . except the zeroth order contains a factor L0, which will annihilate the constant.
The exponential thus reduces to an identity and overall the extra contribution to the









where the contribution is O(h) due to the operator δL.
















dt′ hkRki(t− t′) + ri (6.2.6)
Here we have expressed the perturbation term (6.2.5) explicitly as
R(t− t′) = eLb,b(t−t′)Lb,s (6.2.7)
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in terms of subblocks of the matrix representing the linearised L. Running through





dt′ hk(t′)Rki(t− t′) (6.2.8)
This shows the expected time-translation invariance. It also tells us that the intuitive
interpretation of Rki is as an impulse response function: it represents the perturbation
eﬀect of quickly raising hk to a nonzero value and then decreasing it again to zero. Having
clariﬁed this we go back to focussing on the case where h is constant in time, and are







Overall, we see that when the creation and destruction rates balance such that h = 0,
there is no change to the structure of the projected equations. Though compared to an
unregulated system, also the random force, like the memory functions, will be changed
quantitatively by the terms in L0 involving the destruction rates γi. A nonzero h, on
the other hand, provides a systematic addition to the random force and this will change
the steady state of the system in response to the perturbation.
In the following we will use the impulse and step response functions introduced above to
analyse the subnetwork response to bulk perturbations. In so doing we will ignore the
perturbation-independent piece of the random force, written as ri above. The results
then apply directly to the case where the bulk is initially in its unperturbed steady, as
then ri(t) = 0 at all times in linearised dynamics [62]. They also apply more generally
if we think of δx as the diﬀerence between its value at nonzero and zero h. Due to
the linearity of (6.2.6), this diﬀerence obeys the same equation but with the ri-term
removed, which can be written compactly as
∂
∂t
δx = δxTΩ +
∫ t
0
dt′ δxT(t′)M(t− t′) + hTχ(t) (6.2.10)
6.2.2 Perturbed steady state and time dependent response
To understand how a nonzero perturbation h causes a change in the steady state con-
centrations, we will assume that any species with a non-zero perturbation hi acting on
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it has a nonzero destruction rate γi. Otherwise the relation hi = θi − γiyi would imply
that the species is created with nonzero rate θi but cannot be destroyed (γi = 0), which
is a biologically unrealistic scenario.
We ﬁrst sketch a naive approach to ﬁnding the new steady state of the subnetwork con-
centrations, without directly solving the projected equations for perturbed timecourses.
One considers (6.2.6) in the limit t → ∞ when δxi(t) becomes constant; hi is constant
by assumption. These factors can then be pulled out of the time integrals, so that at






HereM is the memory M(∆t) integrated over ∆t = 0 . . .∞, while χ∞ = limt→∞χ(t)
is the long time limit of the step response. Solving this equation predicts the perturbed
steady state concentrations as
δxT = hTχ∞
(−Ω−M)−1 (6.2.12)
Here χ∞ gives the eﬀect of the perturbation on the boundary: it only contains infor-
mation from the matrices Lb,b and Lb,s and therefore represents the propagation of the
perturbation in the bulk until it reaches the subnetwork species that directly interact
with the bulk, i.e. the boundary. The factor
(−Ω−M)−1 then gives the eﬀect of the
resulting boundary perturbation on the subnetwork.
The analysis above is oversimpliﬁed because, in general, there will be subnetwork con-
servation laws that make the matrix
(−Ω−M) singular, hence its inverse is a priori
undeﬁned. We therefore next look at the full time course of the system transitioning
from the unperturbed steady state to the perturbed one.
Let us deﬁne U(t) as the Green's function for (6.2.10). Its deﬁning property is that,
when hTχ(t) is replaced by an arbitrary perturbation vTδ(t−t0) at time t0, the solution
of the equation starting from δx(0) = 0 is vTU(t − t0) for t > t0. Then the full time
dependent response to the perturbation h, starting from the same initial condition, is




dt′ hTχ(t′)U(t− t′) (6.2.13)
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The interpretation of the two factors is as in the naive steady state analysis above: χ(t)
describes the propagation of the perturbation to the boundary, assuming the subnet-
work stays at steady state, while U(t) then determines how this boundary perturbation
propagates through the subnetwork.
The convolution structure of the time dependent response suggests that for further
analysis one should split both χ and U into two parts, one transient and one permanent,








U∞ + ∆U(t− t′)
)
(6.2.14)







χ∞U∞ + ∆χ(t′)U∞ + χ∞∆U(t− t′) + ∆χ(t′)∆U(t− t′)
)
(6.2.15)
The last contribution will vanish in the long time limit t → ∞ because whatever t′, at
least one of the factors is always evaluated at large time argument. We will also argue
more generally in Sec. 6.2.2.1 that we cannot have a contribution from the ﬁrst term.
Indeed the integral of this term is directly proportional to t so if it was nonzero then
the perturbed system would not have a steady state. Therefore we are left with two
terms that contribute to a ﬁnite steady state δx(t → ∞) as shown in Figure 6.1. The
top line shows the case where one only gets the combination of transient perturbation
(Fig. 6.1(a)) and persistent response (Fig. 6.1(b)), while the bottom line displays the
opposite combination of a persistent perturbation (Fig. 6.1(c)) together with a transient
response (Fig. 6.1(d)). In general both scenarios combine to give the overall response.








dt′ hTχ∞∆U(t− t′) (6.2.16)







Here ∆χ is the integral of ∆χ(t′) over t′ = 0 . . .∞ and similarly for ∆U . We deduce that
the naive steady state obtained by integrating the projected equations in the long time
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Figure 6.1: The diﬀerent components of χ and U . (a) Transient perturbation; (b)
Persistent response; (c) Persistent perturbation; (d) Transient response. The contribu-
tions to the steady state are from (a) and (b), and (c) and (d).
limit (6.2.12) eﬀectively assumed that the response is transient, as it only gave the term
corresponding to χ∞∆U . Indeed, (−Ω−M) becomes non-invertible precisely when the
response has a persistent part U∞; this arise from conservation laws. Analysis of the full
time dependent response has allowed us to obtain the additional contribution ∆χU∞ due
to the persistent subnetwork response. We will see in Section 6.2.4 that this additional
contribution ∆χU∞ is in fact present quite generically, while the contribution χ∞∆U
only appears under certain conditions.
6.2.2.1 Laplace transform analysis
Before applying the insights developed above, we show in this section explicitly that the
ﬁrst term in (6.2.15) does indeed vanish, which is what lead us to the separation of the
late time response into two contributions as in (6.2.16), and the corresponding result
(6.2.17) for the perturbed steady state.
Let χˆ(z) be the Laplace transform of χ(t) and similarly Uˆ(z) the Laplace transform of
U(t). Rewriting equation (6.2.13) in Laplace space then gives the Laplace transform of
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the time time dependent response δx(t) as
δxˆ(z) = hTχˆ(z)Uˆ(z) (6.2.18)
Now U(t) was deﬁned as the Green's function of the unperturbed projected equations,
involving the rate matrix and memory function. Therefore we can write the Laplace






Inserting then explicitly the Laplace transform of the memory function from (5.2.6) gives
Uˆ(z) =
(
z −Ls,s −Ls,b(z −Lb,b)−1Lb,s
)−1
=








Intuitively, then, Uˆ(z) just gives the subnetwork block of the full network dynamics.
Similarly taking the Laplace Transform of R(t) and χ(t) from (6.2.7) and (6.2.9) we
ﬁnd






We are interested in the long time limit, corresponding to z → 0. In Uˆ(z), the most





U∞ + ∆Uˆ(z) (6.2.22)
where ∆Uˆ(z) stays ﬁnite for z → 0. An analogous decomposition can be made for Rˆ(z).







χ∞ + ∆χˆ(z) (6.2.23)
Here χˆlin corresponds to a contribution to χ(t) increasing linearly in t, but we will argue
below that hTχˆlin = 0 so that this term can be removed. Once this is done, χ∞ and
U∞ are the long time limits of χ(t) and U(t) respectively while ∆χˆ and ∆Uˆ are the
(Laplace transforms of the) transient parts.
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The long-time limit δx(t → ∞) is obtained by taking limz→0 zδxˆ(z). Inserting the








hTχ∞U∞ + hT∆χˆ(z)U∞ + hTχ∞∆Uˆ(z) +O(z)
)
(6.2.24)
We show below that the ﬁrst term vanishes. This then leaves in the brackets precisely
the Laplace-domain version of the two-contribution split (6.2.16) that we wanted to
demonstrate. The corresponding decomposition for the perturbed steady state (6.2.17)
follows directly for z → 0 because ∆Uˆ(z → 0) = ∆U and similarly ∆χˆ(z → 0) = ∆χ.
To complete the arguments above, we need to show that hTχˆlin and h
Tχ∞U∞ are both
zero. We will need the assumption set out above, namely that any bulk species i that is
being perturbed (hi 6= 0) also has a nonzero destruction rate γi. Our reasoning rests on
the fact that such species can then not form part of any conserved densities.
We will need to be able to write down the divergent (for z → 0) and ﬁnite contributions
to χˆ and Uˆ . Starting with the former, let r¯ and l¯ be the right and left eigenvectors
and µ be the eigenvalues of the matrix Lb,b. Indexing both by β, we write the Laplace




































































To argue our ﬁrst desired result, hTχˆlin = 0 it then suﬃces to show that h
Tr¯β = 0
whenever µβ = 0. This is true because L
b,b describes the linearised dynamics of the
bulk when the subnetwork variables are clamped to δx = 0. The r¯β with µβ = 0 deﬁne
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conserved densities δxbTr¯β under this dynamics. But perturbed species cannot feature
in conservation laws, so their coeﬃcients in such eigenvectors r¯β must vanish, hence
hTr¯β = 0.
For our second claim hTχ∞U∞ = 0 we need a similar decomposition of Uˆ as given
in (6.2.20). Let then rs and ls be the subnetwork components of the right and left











































































































which is our desired result. We have ﬁrst used the fact that Lb,srsα + L
b,brbα = 0 for
any right eigenvector of L with eigenvalue λα = 0. This identity allows one to eliminate
Lb,s in favour of Lb,b, which can then be used to simplify µ−1β l¯
T
βL
b,b = l¯Tβ . In the
next step we added terms involving the Lb,b-eigenvectors with vanishing eigenvalue µβ ,





β is then the identity matrix. Finally h
Trbα = 0 for L-eigenvectors
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with λα = 0, because again such eigenvectors contain coeﬃcients deﬁning conserved
species  this time of the full dynamics deﬁned by L  and perturbed species cannot
appear in conservation laws.
6.2.3 Single versus multiple perturbed species
The result (6.2.17) decomposing the perturbed steady state into two separate contribu-
tions works generally, whether we are dealing with perturbations from gene regulation
to a single or multiple species. There is an additional consideration, however, in that we
would like to be able to relate the size of the perturbation(s) hi to the changes of the
concentration of bulk species i, as that is a convenient way of characterizing the strength
of a perturbation in e.g. knockdown experiments.
To make this task simple we will focus primarily on systems where only one species, say
i, is regulated while all others have hj = γj = 0. The perturbed steady state density of





To see why this is so, consider the unregulated system, i.e. (6.1.1) without hi − γiδxi.
We assume that species i features in at least one conserved density X in this unregu-
lated system; this is not something we can prove in general but it should hold in any
biologically reasonable system of unary and binary reactions. In the unregulated system,
then, ∂X/∂t = 0. The regulated (and perturbed) system only diﬀers by the addition
of the term hi − γiδxi in the equation of motion for δxi. This changes the evolution
equation for X to ∂X/∂t = c(hi − γiδxi) where c is the stochiometric coeﬃcient with
which δxi features in the conserved density X (e.g. c = 1 in the simplest case). But in
the perturbed steady state we have to have ∂X/∂t = 0 again, and so (6.2.32) follows.
One sees from the above also why the case of multiple perturbed species is more com-
plicated: here ∂X/∂t acquires several additional contributions in the regulated system,
which in the new steady state do not have to  and in general will not  vanish individu-
ally. A case where this is still true is the one where one has at least as many conservation
laws in the unregulated systems as perturbed species, and the coeﬃcient vectors with
which these species enter in the conservation laws are linearly independent. But this is
a condition that would have to be checked explicitly for any given reaction network.
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6.2.4 Examples
We have seen that there are two potential contributions to the perturbed steady state
contributions but now want to get further insight into when these contributions appear
in practice and what their relative importance is. To do this we will look at some
example networks and analyse the diﬀerent contributions obtained from χ and U . In the
graphical representations we are generally using dimensionless quantities and therefore
are plotting χ˜ki(t) = ykχki(t)y
−1
i and U˜ij = yiUijy
−1
j .
We ﬁrst consider the example network shown in Fig. 6.2(a), with three complex formation
























Figure 6.2: Sketch of three simple model protein interaction networks. (a) Protein
1 reacts with protein 2 to form complex 3, and in reverse 3 can dissociate into 1 and
2. There are two analogous reactions where 1 reacts with 4 to form 5 and 2 reacts
with 4 to form 6, and the reverse dissociations. The subnetwork species were chosen
to be species 1, 2 and 3 and the bulk to be 4, 5 and 6; (b) An extension of (a) with
a conformational change between species 5 and 6; (c) An extension of (b) with an
additional conformational change between species 1 and 2.
For this schematic example we work in dimensionless units for times and concentrations.
When the subnetwork is at steady state there is detailed balance in the bulk (excluding
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the perturbation term). There is also detailed balance in the subnetwork so that for
any possible steady state all the reactions inside the subnetwork have zero ﬂux. We can
see this by looking at the separate reactions. Species 3 in the subnetwork changes only
because of the ﬂux of the reaction between 1 and 2 (more precisely the net ﬂux, i.e.
the diﬀerence between the forward and backward reaction ﬂuxes), so this ﬂux must be
individually zero. The same is true for the reaction ﬂuxes aﬀecting species 5 and 6 in the
bulk. We perturb species 4 and look at how this aﬀects the subnetwork. Throughout this
section we will look at the contributions from χ and U that govern the perturbed steady
state of species 1. Fig. 6.3 shows the contributions from χ(t′) and U(t− t′) that aﬀect
the steady state of protein 1, where χ represents the change in the bulk dynamics with
the subnetwork clamped to steady state and U tells us how this change then propagates
from the boundary through the subnetwork. We can see that the only contribution to
the steady state will be from χU∞. When species 4 is perturbed, because of the detailed
balance in the bulk, the bulk reaches a steady state without any boundary ﬂuxes, where
a boundary ﬂux is a nonzero (net) reaction ﬂux in a reaction across the boundary and is
represented by a nonzero χ∞ contribution. Therefore χ(t′) approaches zero and we only
obtain contributions from the transient part of χ(t′) and the persistent part of U(t− t′).
We next extend this example to include a conformational change between species 5 and
6 in the bulk as shown in Fig. 6.2(b). There is now no detailed balance in the bulk when
the subnetwork is clamped to steady state; however Fig. 6.4 shows that we still only
obtain a contribution to the perturbed steady state from the transient part of χ and the
persistent part of U . Without detailed balance in the bulk we might have expected a
nonzero χ∞ term because we can now have a nonzero boundary ﬂux. However, although
nonzero boundary ﬂuxes are possible in principle, if we had a ﬂux across the boundary
it would lead to a continual increase in δx1 or δx2. As these species interact only via the
formation of species 3, the subnetwork could not then reach a steady state. Therefore
there can be no boundary ﬂuxes in the perturbed steady state and we again obtain only
the contribution from χU∞.
The third example we consider extends the model further to include a conformational
change in the subnetwork between species 1 and 2 as shown in Fig. 6.2(c). There is no
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Figure 6.3: Plots of perturbation and response for the example in Fig. 6.2(a). (a)
The contributions from χ on the boundary species when 4 is perturbed. (b) The
contributions from U that are needed to obtain the steady state of species 1. δx1(t) =∫ t
0
dt′ (h4χ4,1(t′)U1,1(t− t′) + h4χ4,2(t′)U2,1(t− t′)). There are no boundary ﬂuxes and
hence all components of χ(t′) decay to zero; as a consequence the perturbed steady
state of species 1 has a contribution only from χU∞. Parameters: t = 1000, reaction
rates k+12,3 = k
+






24,6 = 2, k
−
6,24 = 3, h = 0.001 and γ = 0.01.
detailed balance in the bulk and for generic rate parameters there is also a ﬂux through
the subnetwork. Fig. 6.5 shows that now χ(t′) has a persistent part and therefore we
obtain contributions to the steady state from both χU∞ and χ∞U . Overall, we see that
if a system has detailed balance in the bulk then we will only get transient boundary
perturbations, but in order to obtain persistent perturbations we need a ﬂux loop across
the boundary. Here we use the term ﬂux loop to indicate any network of boundary
ﬂuxes that travel both in and out of the subnetwork.
Whether a boundary species has a nonzero reaction ﬂux can be more clearly seen by
looking directly at the ﬂuxes of each reaction across the boundary. For a system with no
ﬂux loops across the boundary we would expect that the total ﬂux across the boundary
would be zero both before and after perturbation. However for a system with both a
persistent and transient contribution from χ we would expect to see a positive ﬂux
through part of the boundary and a negative ﬂux through other boundary species, both
before and after perturbation, indicating a ﬂux loop.
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Figure 6.4: Plots of perturbation and response for the example in Fig. 6.2(b). (a)
The contributions from χ on the boundary species when 4 is perturbed. (b) The
contributions from U that are needed to obtain the steady state of species 1. There
are no ﬂux loops and therefore there is only a contribution from χU∞. Reaction
rates and other parameters as in Fig. 6.3 with λ56 = 0.5, λ65 = 1.



























Figure 6.5: Plots of perturbation and response for the example in Fig. 6.2(c). (a) The
contributions from χ on the boundary species when 4 is perturbed are persistent. (b)
The contributions from U that are needed to obtain the steady state of species 1. There
is a contribution from both χU∞ and χ∞U . Reaction rates and other parameters as
in Fig. 6.4 with λ12 = 0.5, λ21 = 1.
For the systems in Fig. 6.2 the ﬂux across the boundary into species 1 is k+14,5x1x4 −
k−5,14x5 and similarly the ﬂux into species 2 is k
+
24,6x2x4 − k−6,24x6. The systems in
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Figs. 6.2(a) and 6.2(b) both have zero ﬂuxes into species 1 and 2 both before and after
a perturbation. However, it can be seen in Fig. 6.6 that the example in Fig. 6.2(c) has
a negative ﬂux into species 1 and a positive ﬂux out of species 2 both before and after





Figure 6.6: The ﬂux loop of the example from Fig. 6.2(c). The arrows indicate
the direction of the ﬂuxes. Before perturbation the ﬂux is 0.05. The ﬂux changes
linearly with h when the system is perturbed; quantitately (ﬂux before - ﬂux after
perturbation)/h = 0.307.
6.2.5 Application to EGFR
We have shown that the response of the subnetwork to a bulk perturbation can be split
into two contributions. We now consider applying our results to the model of epidermal
growth factor receptor detailed in Section 4. Initially we focus on perturbing the bulk
species Shc. We choose a destruction rate γShc = 0.01s
−1 and, where a concrete per-
turbation size is needed, hShc/yShc = 0.001s
−1 so that from (6.2.32) the perturbation
increases the steady state concentration of Shc by 10%. The chosen regulation timescale
is 1/γShc = 100s, which is longer than for the typical protein reactions in the EGFR
network model [13] but still short in absolute terms. Smaller values of γShc give qual-
itatively similar results; however the dynamics take place on the regulation timescale.
Therefore decreasing the size of γShc and hShc while keeping the size of the perturbation
ﬁxed will result in a longer time taken to reach the steady state.
Looking at the contributions to the new steady state from χ and U we notice that within
the network we obtain two diﬀerent types of contributions from the perturbation. The
boundary perturbation χ from Shc on phosphorylated EGFR (RP) is purely transient
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whereas the contributions from χ which give the eﬀect of the perturbation onto the other
boundary species also have a persistent part. This can be seen in Fig. 6.7. The perturbed















Figure 6.7: The boundary perturbation χShc,RP is purely transient, while the per-
turbation of the other boundary species, Grb2, SOS and Grb2-SOS (GS), also have a
persistent part.
steady state of the subnetwork species will have a contribution from ∆χ¯Shc,RPU∞RP,s ,
where s denotes the subnetwork species of interest. This contribution will be from
the persistent part of URP,s but not the transient part, because there is no persistent
contribution from χ∞Shc,RP . The contributions to the steady state through the other
boundary species will feature both transient and persistent parts from both the boundary
perturbation and subnetwork response. Fig. 6.8 shows the contributions from U that
are needed to obtain the steady state of phosphorylated EGFR (RP).
The reason that Grb2, SOS and Grb2-SOS (GS) have a persistent contribution to the
perturbation is that there is a ﬂux loop through these reactions across the boundary
between subnetwork and bulk. If we look at the ﬂuxes across the boundary before
perturbation as shown in Fig. 6.9 we ﬁnd that the ﬂux through phosphorylated EGFR
(RP) is zero, but there is a small ﬂux through the other boundary species. Looking at
the subnetwork ﬂuxes into Grb2, SOS and out of Grb2-SOS (GS) we see that for the
system to be in steady state there must be a boundary ﬂux into Grb2 and SOS and out
of Grb2-SOS (GS). This leads to a ﬂux loop through the three species, and the boundary
perturbations of these species can therefore have persistent parts. On the other hand
one has only a transient contribution to the boundary perturbation on phosphorylated
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Figure 6.8: The contributions from U that are needed to obtain the steady state
of phosphorylated EGFR (RP): (a) persistent contributions; (b) zoom on the region
t′ close to t, to make the transient contributions visible. t = 105s, γ = 0.01s−1 and
h/y = 0.001s−1.
EGFR (RP).
6.2.5.1 Changing the perturbed species
We can use plots of the matrices ∆χ and U∞, and χ∞ and ∆U as a simple way to
obtain an understanding of how the perturbation propagates to the boundary and then
from there aﬀects the subnetwork. We focus in the following on ∆χ and U∞ because for
the EGFR network the combination of these two terms gives the dominant contribution
to the overall steady state response to the perturbation.
So far we have looked at perturbing Shc. Among the four boundary species of our
subnetwork, this only interacts directly with phosphorylated EGFR (RP), which receives
no net ﬂux from the bulk. Therefore it is harder to interpret the eﬀects of Shc as it only
has an indirect eﬀect on most of the boundary species. We therefore consider perturbing
two other species which interact more strongly with the subnetwork: Shc-Grb2 (ShG),
which interacts directly with phosphorylated EGFR (RP), Grb2 and SOS, as well as
phosphorylated Shc (ShP), which interacts directly with phosphorylated EGFR (RP),
Grb2 and Grb2-SOS (GS). Phosphorylated Shc (ShP) reacts with Grb2 to make Shc-
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Figure 6.9: Net ﬂuxes across the subnetwork and boundary of the EGFR network.
The arrows represent the direction of the ﬂuxes and the colour scale represents the ﬂux
strength. The ﬂuxes through phosphorylated EGFR (RP) balance, but there is a loop
of (weak) net ﬂuxes through Grb2, SOS and Grb2-SOS (GS).
Grb2 (ShG); thus expect the entries of χ for the perturbation eﬀect on Grb2 to be
rather diﬀerent in the case where we perturb ShP (a reactant) or ShG (a product).
Figure 6.10(a) shows the vectors hT∆χ when the perturbed species is Shc, Shc-Grb2
(ShG) and phosphorylated Shc (ShP). All systems have γ = 0.01s−1 and h/y = 0.005s−1.
The results are intuitively reasonable: a perturbation towards increasing concentration
of ShG has a positive eﬀect on Grb2 (more ShG can decompose into Grb2), whereas a
perturbation creating more ShP has a negative eﬀect on Grb2 (more ShP to soak up
Grb2 and produce ShG). We can also see that after a perturbation of Shc there is a
negative eﬀect on phosphorylated EGFR (RP) as more Shc will react with RP to make
RSh; however there is also a negative eﬀect on the other boundary species which is
harder to interpret in this way. We see in Figures 6.10(b) and 6.10(c) that the matrices
U∞ encode similar eﬀects for propagation of the perturbation from the boundary into
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the subnetwork, though with some quantitative diﬀerences. The latter arise from the
fact that the unperturbed system, whose behaviour U∞ describes, is slightly diﬀerent in
the two cases, one having a nonzero destruction rate for ShG and the other for ShP. The
plots of U∞ have some noticeable features such as the self-response terms, i.e. the eﬀect
of a boundary species on itself is always positive. Similarly we can see that a boundary
perturbation of Grb2 has a (weak) negative eﬀect on SOS but a (weak) positive eﬀect
on Grb2-SOS (GS).This is to be expected because Grb2 reacts with SOS to make GS,
hence we would predict that an increase in Grb2 would decrease the amount of SOS and









































Figure 6.10: Matrix plots of (a)hT∆χ from systems with Shc, ShG and ShP as the
perturbed species; (b)U∞ when ShG is the perturbed species; (c) U∞ when ShP is the
perturbed species. For all the examples γ = 0.001s−1 and h/y = 0.005s−1. To make
the results easier to see there are only labels on the key subnetwork species.
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6.2.5.2 Timescale separation
There is a diﬀerence in timescale between protein interactions and gene regulation as
discussed in Section 6.1. This can be seen by looking at the the various contributions
to χ and U ; however the timescale separation is not always visible when analysing
the concentration timecourses themselves as found from solving the linear projected
equations.
Fig. 6.11 shows that if we perturb Shc by applying rates of γ = 0.01s−1 and h/y =
0.001s−1 then all the contributions from χ(t′) show timescale separation, i.e. well de-
ﬁned and distinct phases of evolution on proteomic and gene regulation timescales,
respectively. Similarly if we look at the contributions from U we also see timescale sep-
aration as shown in Fig. 6.12. However this separation is not necessarily seen when we
look at the timecourses found by solving the projected equations, or equivalently carry-
ing out the convolution (6.2.13). Fig. 6.13 shows that the timescale separation is visible
in the time course of RP but not the one of Grb. Looking at the expressions for the
time courses written in terms of exponentials of time, one ﬁnds that both time courses
have contributions with rates of O(γ), thus varying only on regulation timescales, and
contributions with proteomic rates of O(s−1). In the case of RP these fast contributions
have prefactors that are large enough for us to see the faster protein timescale. Most
other subnetwork species have fast contributions of small amplitude, and therefore when
we look at their time courses we only see the eﬀects on the gene regulation timescale.
6.2.6 Building memory functions from response functions
Response functions are obtained by perturbing a bulk species and looking at the eﬀect
this has on the boundary species. We digress brieﬂy to ask if there is a way to represent
memory functions as superpositions of response functions. This would be intuitively
plausible as memory consists of an initial perturbation in the subnetwork propagating
out into the bulk, and then back from there to the subnetwork.
Let us consider a baseline system where there is a destruction rate γi acting on every bulk
species δxi that directly interacts with the boundary species we are interested in. If we
take that boundary species and look at the corresponding response functions obtained
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Figure 6.11: Log plots of the χ contributions for all the boundary species  see
legends  when Shc is perturbed. All the plots show timescale separation.
by perturbing each of its bulk reaction partners we can build up the memory function




Using the deﬁnition of R in (6.2.7) we can then write the memory function in terms of
response coeﬃcients as
M(∆t) = Ls,bR(∆t) (6.2.35)
Intuitively, then, any memory function is a linear combination of appropriate response
functions.
Going back to the example of EGFR, consider the boundary species SOS. SOS interacts
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Figure 6.12: Log plots of a subset of the U contributions from the boundary species
needed to obtain the responses of RP and Grb.
with ShP-Grb2 (ShG) to create Shc-Grb2-SOS (ShGS) and with RP-Shc-Grb2 (RShG)
to create RP-Shc-Grb2-SOS (RSHGS). The rate of complex formation for the reaction
with ShP-Grb2 (ShG) is 0.03nMol−1s−1 and the rate of complex formation for the reac-
tion with RP-Shc-Grb2 (RShG) is 0.01nMol−1s−1. Considering the reaction rates and
response functions from perturbing each of these bulk species we can obtain the self
memory function of SOS as
MSOS,SOS(∆t) = 0.03yShGRShGS,SOS(∆t)− 0.03yShGRShG,SOS(∆t)
+ 0.01yRShGRRShGS,SOS(∆t)− 0.01yRShGRRShG,SOS(∆t)
(6.2.36)
Figure 6.14 conﬁrms that the self memory function of SOS found from response functions
in the manner above is the same as the original memory function. It would be interest-
ing to investigate further whether there is a connection to the Fluctuation Dissipation
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Figure 6.13: Plots of time courses for phosphorylated EGFR (RP) and Grb2 on a
normal time scale and a log time scale. The log plots show timescale separation for
RP but not for Grb2. γ = 0.01s−1 and h/y = 0.001s−1.
Theorem. One could start by looking at systems where there is detailed balance as then
the memory function is the correlation function of the random force, so that (6.2.35) has
the typical FDT character of relating a correlation function to a response.
6.3 Nonlinear response
Analysing linear response allows us to understand how bulk perturbations inﬂuence the
subnetwork dynamics, but the results are only accurate for small values of h/γ (see
Fig. 6.15). We would also like to be able to model experiments such as gene knockdowns
where the change in concentrations of the perturbed bulk species is larger and so we
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MSOS,SOS from response to ShG
MSOS,SOS from response to ShGS
MSOS,SOS
Figure 6.14: The self memory function of SOS found from summing up the response
functions relating to its bulk interaction partners compared to the original self memory
function of SOS. The two main contributions are from the perturbation of ShP-Grb2
(ShG) and Shc-Grb2-SOS (ShGS).
need to be able to analyse nonlinear responses.






















Figure 6.15: The solutions to the linearised and nonlinear reaction equations for
Grb2, after perturbing Shc, plotted against hShc/γShcyShc. With a ﬁxed γ of 0.01s
−1.
To ﬁnd the form of the nonlinear projected equations we use the perturbed exponential
operator (6.2.1) and then calculate the memory function in the same way as in Sec-
tion 6.2. We will include all terms up to quadratic order in δx as well as terms of O(h)
and O(hδx). This is due to the fact that we expect δx ∼ O(h/γ) (see (6.2.32)) and as we
are considering nonlinear dynamics we want to keep all terms in the projected equations
up to O(δx2). With the scaling of δx ∼ O(h/γ) then terms of hδx ∼ O(δx2γ), which is
small compared to δx2. We nevertheless keep these terms, as in the linearised dynamics
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one similarly needs to keep both O(δx) and O(h) = O(δx γ). However, we discard terms
of O(h2) = O(δx2 γ2) as these are even smaller and should be irrelevant compared to
both the leading terms of O(δx2) and the ﬁrst subleading O(δx2 γ) corrections.
We ﬁrst look at the perturbation on the memory function as deﬁned in equation (5.2.5).
As before we consider only bulk perturbations and therefore δLai = 0 whenever ai is
any subnetwork concentration or product of subnetwork concentrations. Applying the
operators deﬁning the memory function to such a subnetwork observable we thus ﬁnd












where we have inserted L = L0 + δL and exploited the fact that Lai = L0ai. The ﬁrst
term of (6.3.1) is the original memory function without perturbations and the last term
contains two δL operators. It will then contribute only at O(h2) and we will discard it
as explained above.
To evaluate the second and third term of (6.3.1), one notes that where δL acts on linear
observables resulting from the operators on its right being applied to ai, it produces zero
or constants. These do not contribute to the memory function by the same arguments
as given for linearised dynamics in Sec. 6.2.
When we apply δL to quadratic observables, on the other hand, it will map these to
linear observables. Overall, and assuming that third order terms on δx can be ignored,
δL can then be represented as a matrix of the following form:
H =

0 0 0 Hs,sb 0
0 0 0 0 Hb,bb
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

(6.3.2)
where the nonzero entries are all O(h).
Now let zT = (δx, δx2)T as before, then writing the middle two terms of (6.3.1) in
the form of matrix operators we ﬁnd that the ﬁrst O(h) contribution to the memory
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Together these two terms give us the O(h) contributions to the memory function.
When we insert the perturbed memory functions into the projected equations (5.2.3)
they are multiplied by past concentrations ﬂuctuations, i.e. O(δx), or products of such
ﬂuctuations, O(δx2). To be systematic we therefore only include the O(h) correction of
the memory function in terms of the ﬁrst type (linear memory), but discard it for the
second type (quadratic memory) where it would constitute a contribution of O(hδx2) =
O(δx3 γ2). It is also worth pointing out that the h-dependent terms in the memory
functions do not change the boundary structure, i.e. it is still only the boundary species
in the subnetwork that contain memory terms in their time evolution equations.
We can provide a similar analysis to obtain the extra contributions to the random force.
Using the exponential expansion (6.2.1) we ﬁnd





where the ﬁrst term is the original random force contribution. The second term of (6.3.5)
























Here the ﬁrst term of (6.3.6) is the contribution from the linear observables that arise
to the right of δL, and is explained in Sec. 6.2. In the second term we retain only the
terms of O(hδx), i.e. discard the ones that result from the quadratic components of z.
We now have all the elements for describing the full projected subnetwork dynamics of
a perturbed system.
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6.3.1 New steady state
The steady state of the nonlinear perturbed projected equations cannot be found directly
by splitting into transient and persistent contributions in the same way as for the linear





)T collect the linear and quadratic subnetwork observables, then we can





M + hTχ (6.3.7)
whereM also includes terms of O(h) and χ is the integrated response function as used
for the linearised dynamics. We can then solve these equations numerically to ﬁnd
the nonlinear perturbed steady state δxs. The matrices Ω andM contain nonlinear
contributions that mean it is not obvious whether there is a nonlinear analogue of the
linear boundary structure, i.e. the decomposition into χ and U . This question would
merit further study. One could also look in more detail at how signiﬁcant the O(h)
contribution inM is, i.e. how much the predicted steady state is aﬀected by these terms.
It should be emphasised that although we are only calculating the projected equations
to O(h) and O(hδx) in h, when we solve the nonlinear steady state conditions we do
obtain solutions that in principle involve all orders of h.
For a large subnetwork there will be a substantial set of nonlinear equations to solve;
one way to tackle this is to proceed by iteration. We know that for small perturbations,
i.e. small values of h/γy, the steady state found from linear response must be close to
the result from nonlinear response. Therefore for larger systems we can calculate the
linear response for a small perturbation and then use this result as the starting point
for our iteration to obtain the required nonlinear response. Typically we proceed by
considering values of h increasing or decreasing away from zero, so that the continuity
of the solution with h can be exploited.
Fig. 6.16 illustrates for some of the species from the EGFR network that the linear
response is only accurate for relatively small perturbations when compared to a direct
solution of the full (subnetwork and bulk) system of steady state conditions. The ﬁg-
ure also shows that the nonlinear perturbed projected equations are more accurate for
positive perturbations and show somewhat larger deviations for negative perturbations,
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Figure 6.16: Steady state response vs. the size of the perturbation for the true reaction
equations and the nonlinear and linear projected equations. We have perturbed Shc in
the bulk with a degradation rate γ = 0.01s−1 and varying values of h. The plots show
how this aﬀects the steady state of (a) phosphorylated RP; (b)Grb2.
i.e. knockdowns, which have a comparatively larger eﬀect on the steady state. We no-
tice also that in Fig. 6.16(a) when the value of h/γy is large the sign of the nonlinear
response can be diﬀerent to the sign of the linear response, and this qualitative eﬀect is
well captured by the nonlinear projected equations.
Finally, we can also use the projected equations to obtain the time courses of the non-
linear response to a perturbation. To solve the equations we write them as a set of
diﬀerential equations using an extended version of the method for solving the projected
equations without perturbations (see Appendix B). Fig. 6.17 shows for the example in
Fig. 6.2(c) that the nonlinear projected equations are a more accurate representation of
the dynamics and provide a substantial improvement in accuracy for large perturbations,
whereas as expected for smaller perturbations the diﬀerences are modest. We do not
include time courses for EGFR here due to numerical complications that we encountered
in solving the full nonlinear projected equations for this larger system.
6.3.1.1 Including copy number ﬂuctuations
In this chapter I have used the projection method to analyse the response of protein
interaction networks to perturbations. The results have been compared to deterministic
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Figure 6.17: Steady state and timecourses for δx1 in the example in Fig. 6.2(c) for
the true reaction equations and the nonlinear and linear projected equations when δx4
is being perturbed. (a) Steady state vs. perturbation; (b) h/γy = 0.1; (c) h/γy = 0.5;
(d) h/γy = −0.5.
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reaction equations. However, it is also possible to compare the results to chemical
Langevin equations where the account for a ﬁnite level of copy number noise rather
than taking  → 0 as we have done so far. Fig. 6.18 shows a solution of the Langevin
equations for δx1 and δx2 for the example shown in Fig. 6.2(c) with diﬀerent values of
, for the case when a perturbation of h/γy = 0.1 was applied to δx4. As expected, as 
increases the amount of variation in the results also increases.
To assess systematic eﬀects from the presence of copy number noise, for each value of 
we averaged over three runs and looked at the diﬀerence between this ﬁnite-noise steady
state and the steady state found from the noise-free projected equations. Figure 6.19
shows that as the size of  increases the deviation between the steady state predicted
by the projected equations and the true mean steady state of the chemical Langevin
equations also increases. This is again as expected, and applies to the steady state of both
δx1 and δx2. More importantly, we see that the -dependence of the steady state is rather
weak in the example shown, and of the order of the diﬀerence in predictions between the
noise free reaction equations and the projected equations. Thus to a ﬁrst approximation
we can say that moderate copy number noise does not qualitatively change the accuracy
of the projected equations, although clearly this working hypothesis should be checked
across a range of initial conditions, perturbation strengths and indeed protein interaction
network structures.





















on δx1 ( = 0.1)
δx1 ( = 0.01)
δx1 ( = 0.001)
δx2 ( = 0.1)
δx2 ( = 0.01)
δx2 ( = 0.001)
Figure 6.18: The timecourses for δx1 and δx2 in the example in Fig. 6.2(c) for
the chemical Langevin equations when δx4 is being perturbed with a perturbation of
h/γy = 0.1.
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Figure 6.19: The diﬀerence between the steady state solutions to the projected equa-
tions, reaction equations and (on average) chemical Langevin equations with a pertur-
bation of h/γy = 0.1, for (a) δx1 and (b) δx2. Lines for the mean Langevin equation
solution are only guides to the eye.
6.4 Summary
We have extended the projection approach to also include perturbations, which were
modelled as simple creation and destruction terms in the equations as might be expected
due to gene regulation processes. We ﬁrst considered linear response where we found that
we can split the response into two parts: the propagation of the perturbation through the
bulk and on to the boundary, and the response to the boundary perturbation throughout
the subnetwork. These two terms can then each be split into transient and persistent
parts. We have also shown that we can use the projected equations to describe nonlinear
response, and obtain more accurate results. This makes the analysis more applicable
to experimental situations, where large perturbations such as knockdowns are the rule




When modelling a subnetwork embedded in a bulk network it is widely acknowledged
that the presence of a surrounding bulk system generates extrinsic noise on the subnet-
work dynamics [9, 10]. The projected equations describe the evolution of conditional
averages where a component of the extrinsic noise that aﬀects the conditional averages
comes from the bulk initial conditions. This is represented by the random force where
every boundary species has a random force contribution. The random force can then be
used to try and understand the statistical properties of this component of the extrinsic
noise. We also want to analyse the accuracy of the projected equations when we have a
random force that is not in steady state.
In this Chapter I will begin our analysis of the properties of the random force. In
Section 7.1, I look at the accuracy of the linearised projected equations. I then analyse
diﬀerent approximations that can be used to represent the random force in Sec. 7.2.
Finally, in Sec. 7.3, I look at the nonlinear dynamics and the accuracy of the equations
with diﬀerent approximations of the random force.
7.1 The accuracy of the projected equations
To analyse the projected equations we have previously assumed that the bulk is at steady
state and therefore the random force is set to zero. We want to look at how accurate our
results will be if the bulk is not at steady state. We start with the linearised dynamics
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and sample bulk initial conditions from Gaussian distributions centered around zero
with a variance equal to 〈δx2〉 = y. This is the small ﬂuctuation limit of copy number
ﬂuctuations for each individual bulk species following Poisson statistics. We ﬁx the
subnetwork initial conditions and then solve both the reaction equations and projected
equations using the sampled nonzero bulk initial conditions. Repeating this process, we
get at each point in time a distribution of predicted (conditionally averaged) subnetwork
concentrations, one according to the projected equations and one according to the full
reaction equations. Our goal is to assess how close these two distributions are, i.e. to
quantify how well the projected equations capture ﬂuctuations due to variation in bulk
initial conditions.
One possible measure of similarity between the true distributions p(δx) and q(δx) is
the Kullback-Leiber (KL) distance [73]. For the linearised dynamics all distributions
are Gaussian, and if we focus on the distribution of a single concentration then the KL
divergence between two univariate Gaussian distributions, the true distribution (full
reaction equations) p(δx) = N(µ1, σ
2
1) and its approximation (projected equations)















To evaluate this we then just need to collect the relevant means and variances.
Another measure that can be used to look at the accuracy of the projected equations is











where Cij is the correlation matrix of the concentration ﬂuctuations predicted by the
reaction equations and Cˆij the correlation matrix from the projected equations. This
measure has the advantage of picking up also the accuracy of correlations in the ﬂuc-
tuations between diﬀerent concentrations, while the single-variable KL is insensitive to
these.
Firstly we consider the model network from Fig. 7.1, and use the single-variable KL
divergences to quantify the accuracy of the projected equations. We sampled 200 bulk
initial conditions and then calculated the KL between the distributions predicted by the
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linearised reaction equations and the linearised projected equations. In the latter, the
full time-dependence of the random force from (3.1.10) is accounted for. Fig. 7.2 shows
that the projected equations are very accurate when we include the random force, with
the KL divergence being close to zero. Indeed for linearised dynamics the projected
equations should be exact once the random force is included, so we would expect the KL





Figure 7.1: Sketch of example protein interaction network.






































Figure 7.2: The KL divergence for the example in Fig. 7.1, comparing the linearised
reaction equations with the linearised projected equations with the full random force;
the KL values are small and are nonzero only because of the ﬁnite number of samples
taken. Dotted: results when the random force is approximated as an initial kick plus a
constant. Shown are the KL divergences between the projected and real distributions
of (a) δx1(t); (b) δx2(t).
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7.2 Approximating the random force
In practice we do not want to have to explicitly calculate r as a function of time. We
therefore want to see if there are simple ways of approximating the random force. To
help us understand what the statistics of the random force are, Fig. 7.3 shows a self-
correlation and a cross-correlation function between random forces. One sees that the
random forces in general have constant pieces for large times, as well as short timescale
contributions. Our aim is to propose a simple approximation that can capture both







































Figure 7.3: Correlators of the random force for the example network in Fig. 7.1 show
short-time variation as well as constant parts for longer times, though quantitatively
the latter are quite small.
force correct as that might be expected to be dominant in determining the random
force-dependent perturbation of the steady state concentrations. This approximation
would amount to replacing r(t) by r∞ = limt→∞ r(t). We will see below, however, that
this is too naive to give accurate approximations to the random force eﬀects on the
subnetwork concentrations.
To understand in more detail what properties the approximated random force should













′)Mβα(t− t′) + rα(t) (7.2.1)
In the current case of linearised dynamics, we use for the aα the concentration (devi-
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ations) in the subnetwork as before, denoted collectively by δxs. To write down the
solution of the projected equations in the presence of nonzero random forces, we can ex-
ploit a helpful analogy with the treatment of external (bulk) perturbations in Chapter 6,
where we introduced the Green's function U(t) for the unperturbed system, which is
characterized by the rate matrix and memory function. In terms of this Green's function,






dt′ rT(t′)U(t− t′) + δxsT(0)U(t) (7.2.2)
The second term depends only on the subnetwork initial conditions and not the random
force, so we will ignore it in the following discussion. Taking a Laplace transform of the
random force-dependent term, this reads
δxˆs
T
(z) = rˆ(z)TUˆ(z) (7.2.3)
where rˆ(z) is the Laplace Transform of the random force. Decomposing Uˆ(z) and rˆ(z)

































We show below that the apparently divergent ﬁrst term does not contribute; the last
term vanishes for z → 0. In the two remaining ﬁnite contributions, the small z-limit
gives






dt′ [r(t′)− r∞] ≡ ∆r (7.2.6)
and similarly ∆Uˆ(z → 0) = ∆U , so that
δxs(t→∞) = rT∞∆U + ∆rTU∞ (7.2.7)
This decomposition is directly analogous to equation (6.2.17) in Chapter 6, with the
contributions being respectively the transient response to the persistent part of the
random force, and the persistent response to the transient part of the random force.
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The analysis so far tells us that we will get the correct random force-dependent steady
state from an approximate form of the random force as long as the approximation pre-
serves both r∞  as in the naive approximation discussed above  and ∆r. Our proposal
is then to construct the approximation by concentrating the transient part of the ran-
dom force into a spike at t = 0, speciﬁcally
r(t) = r∞ + ∆r(t) ' r∞ + δ(t)∆r (7.2.8)












M(t− t′) + r∞ + ∆rδ(t) (7.2.9)
Integrating a small time interval around t = 0 then shows that the eﬀect of the δ-piece of
the random force is equivalent to a random change in the initial subnetwork conditions,
by an amount ∆r.
To see how the above approximation is implemented in practice, we recall that in terms
of the subblocks of the matrix L representing the adjoint Fokker-Planck matrix operator
the random force is written as
rT(t) = δxb(0)TeL
b,btLb,s (7.2.10)
which after Laplace transforming reads
rˆ(z) = δxb
T
(0)(z −Lb,b)−1Lb,s = δxbT(0)Rˆ(z) (7.2.11)
where Rˆ(z) is the Laplace transform of the impulse response function deﬁned in Chap-
ter 6.
Then if ρ¯ and l¯ are the right and left eigenvectors and µ the eigenvalues of the matrix





















There are further possible simpliﬁcations to the random force approximation which
would be to take into account only one of the two pieces of the random force, either
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the transient or the persistent one, the latter corresponding to the naive approximation
discussed above.
We can use the eigenvector structure of r∞ and U∞ to show that the ﬁrst term in (7.2.5)
vanishes. Let ρs and ls be the subnetwork components of the right and left eigenvectors































b,b = 0 because l¯β is an eigenvector with zero eigenvalue of L
b,b. We have
also used the fact that Lb,sρsα +L
b,bρbα = 0 as in Sec. 6.2.2.1.
7.2.1 Examples
We ﬁrst consider the example from Fig. 7.1 where the random force has both a constant
(persistent) term and short time (transient) piece. Fig. 7.5(a) shows that in this case
just taking the persistent piece of the random force is not a good approximation as the
KL divergences that result are very large.
Looking at the random force for δx1 in the example for a range of diﬀerent initial
conditions (see Fig. 7.4) we see that the constant pieces of the random force are very
small. This clariﬁes why we cannot approximate the random force purely as a constant,
but need to include also the transient part of the random force. We therefore analyse
the projected equations with the random force from (7.2.9).
In Fig. 7.5(b) we observe that the KL divergence resulting from this more sophisticated
approximation is close to zero, except initially  here the fact that we are not captur-
ing the time-dependence of the transient part of the random force evidently matters.
Beyond this early time regime, the values of the KL divergence are close to those we
found previously when using the full time-dependent random force, as shown in Fig. 7.2.
Put diﬀerently, the KL divergences from our approximation are indistinguishable from
zero within the accuracy of our sampling. We show in the ﬁgure also the results for
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Figure 7.4: (a) The random force of δx1 with a sample of diﬀerent initial conditions.
(b) There is a small but nonzero asymptote on each curve.
approximating the random force purely by its transient piece. These are essentially in-
distinguishable from the approximation that includes also the persistent contribution,
in line with our earlier observation that in this example the persistent contribution is
very small.
Returning to the naive approximation of approximating the random force only by its
persistent piece, the reason for the large KL divergences that result can be seen by
looking at the ratios of the variances in the predictions from the full reaction equations
and approximated projected equations. Fig. 7.6 shows that there is a large diﬀerence
in the variance of δx1 taken from the reaction equations compared to the projected
equations with constant random force and therefore the second term in equation (7.1.1)
will be very large. Intuitively, the persistent only random force approximation leaves
out the dominant source of noise and so drastically underestimates the variance. On
the other hand, approximating using only the transient part, or the transient plus the
persistent part, gives variance ratios that are close to unity except in the early time
regime; see Fig. 7.6(b).
The above conclusions for this simple example system are conﬁrmed when we look at
the mean square error of the correlation matrices, which is sensitive also to correlation
between ﬂuctuations of diﬀerent subnetwork concentrations. In Fig. 7.7 we see again
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r.f. δ-fn + constant
r.f. δ-fn
(b)
Figure 7.5: The KL divergence for δx1 in the example model, for diﬀerent choices
of the random force. (a) The random force is approximated by a constant, i.e. only
the persistent part is retained. (b) The random force is approximated by a δ-function
(transient piece) and constant (persistent) piece, and only a δ-function; the results are
indistinguishable visually.































r.f. δ-fn. + constant
(b)
Figure 7.6: The ratio of the variances for δx1 predicted by the full reaction equations
and the projected equations with diﬀerent choices for the random force. (a) Ran-
dom force approximated using only the persistent piece. (b) Full random force, and
approximation with a random force retaining both the transient and persistent piece.
that approximating the random force by a constant is not a good approximation of the
random force: the mean square error is approximately one, which is indicative of the
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approximate covariance matrices having much smaller entries than the true ones. On
the other hand the error is small for the δ-function approximation with or without the
constant piece (transient only and persistent plus transient, respectively), showing that
both give good accuracy and that the persistent piece is not necessary to achieve this.













r.f. δ-fn. + constant
r.f. δ-fn
Figure 7.7: The mean square error of the correlation matrices of the example network
for diﬀerent approximations of the random force.
Next we consider the EGFR network to see how a larger system is aﬀected by the presence
of the random force resulting from random bulk initial conditions. Fig. 7.8 shows that
the KL divergence for the projected equations with the full time-dependent random
force, random force approximated by a δ-function plus constant part, and random force
approximated by a δ-function are close to zero. For the ﬁrst case this is expected as
the linear projected equations should be exact; for the other two we observe again that
approximation errors are signiﬁcant only during an initial period of around 10s. By
contrast one observes that approximating the random force as a constant, i.e. by its
persistent part, does not at all give a good approximation as indicated by the extremely
large KL values. As before one can check that these result from a serious underestimation
of ﬂuctuations. Looking at the mean square error of the correlation matrices we again
see in Fig. 7.9 that there is a large diﬀerence in the correlation matrices of the reaction
equations and projected equations with random force approximated as a constant. On
the other hand, if we approximate the random force only by using the short time piece
without the constant part r∞, then we obtain results that are almost the same as when
we include the constant part.
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r.f. δ-fn. + constant
r.f. δ-fn.
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Figure 7.8: The KL divergence for proteins from the EGFR network for the full time-
dependent linear random force and its various approximations. (a) Phosphorylated
EGFR (RP); (b) Grb2; (c) Phosphorylated EGFR (RP).










r.f. δ-fn. + constant
r.f. δ-fn
Figure 7.9: The mean square error of the correlation matrices for the EGFR subnet-
work, for diﬀerent approximations of the random force.
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7.3 Nonlinear dynamics
To model the nonlinear dynamics we also need to consider the best approximation of the
random force. When we consider linearised dynamics the time evolution noise averages
to zero, so the time evolution of the conditional averages that the projected equations
track is by this source of noise. This is no longer the case with the nonlinear dynamics
where in order to be able to calculate the memory functions in closed form we had to
take the limit  → 0. We will therefore assume that there is a separate parameter 0
setting the strength of ﬂuctuations in the bulk initial conditions. This means we will
sample bulk initial conditions with variance equal to 〈δx2〉 = 0y. We sampled 100 bulk
initial conditions and then calculated the KL divergences for diﬀerent approximations
of the random force as before.
In this initial exploration of random force eﬀects in nonlinear dynamics, we consider the
nonlinear projected equations with only the linear random force, i.e. not accounting for
terms proportional to squares of bulk initial concentrations (see eq. (3.2.42)). We sam-
pled bulk initial conditions with 0 = 0.001 and the subnetwork initial conditions were
chosen to maximise nonlinear eﬀects subject to the constraint that the conserved quan-
tities have the same value as at the steady state. Fig. 7.10 shows that this gives a good
approximation to the reaction equations. This encourages us to try the approximation
from (7.2.9) and we can see that even for the nonlinear dynamics we obtain reasonably
accurate results when using this approximation. The quality of the approximation does
diﬀer depending on what concentration we focus on to assess ﬂuctuations, with the ﬂuc-
tuations of phosphorylated EGFR (RP) being captured more accurately that those of
Grb2. We would also expect that decreasing the size of 0 would give us results closer
to the results of the linear dynamics.
An interesting feature in the KL divergence for phosphorylated EGFR (RP) is that it has
a dip around t = 15s. To try and understand the reason for this we look at histograms
at t = 10s, t = 15s and t = 20s to compare the results of the reaction equations and
projected equations with the time-dependent linear random force, as shown in Fig. 7.11.
We see that the histograms of the reaction equations and projected equations are diﬀerent
either side of the dip at t = 10s and t = 20s, but overlap more at the dip, accounting
for the smaller KL divergence at this timestep.
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r.f. δ-fn. + constant
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r.f. δ-fn. + constant
(b)
Figure 7.10: KL divergence between the predictions of the nonlinear reaction equa-
tions and projected equations, for the ﬂuctuations of (a) phosphorylated EGFR (RP)
and (b) Grb2. Shown are the results for the full time-dependent linear random force
and its approximation as a sum of transient and a persistent piece.
7.4 Summary
We have analysed the random force contribution to the projected equations and have
seen that it is possible to approximate the linearised random force by a δ-function
and constant piece, which respectively capture the transient and persistent parts of the
random force. The ﬁrst contribution has the simple eﬀect of perturbing the subnetwork
initial conditions randomly. The combined transient plus persistent approximation
gives accurate results for both the linearised and nonlinear dynamics, while the naive
approximation, retaining only the persistent piece of the random force, is generally poor
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Figure 7.11: Histograms of the reaction equations and projected equations with
time-dependent linear random force, for phosphorylated EGFR (RP) at (a) t = 10s (b)
t = 15s (c) t = 20s. At t = 15s the histograms show the most overlap.
because it drastically underestimates the strength of random force-induced ﬂuctuations.
One obvious avenue for future work would to avoid the decoupling between  and 0
in the ﬂuctuation analysis for nonlinear dynamics. To avoid this somewhat artiﬁcial
separation, one could go back to  = 0 but solve the full nonlinear reaction equations
including explicit stochasticity in the time evolution, averaging over multiple realisations
to obtain true conditional averages of subnetwork concentrations for given subnetwork
and (randomly sampled then ﬁxed) bulk initial conditions. Distributions of these could
then again be compared to the predictions from the projected equations, which would
now be approximate, not only in their treatment of the random force, but also via the
fact that the memory functions used are those for → 0 rather than the actual nonzero
. Clearly the need to simulate stochastic nonlinear dynamics and to do so repeatedly
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to obtain accurate conditional averages would add substantially to the computational
eﬀort for such numerical experiments, so we have not pursued them within the scope of
this thesis.
An alternative approach would be to step away from the projection approach with its
focus on conditional averages and switch to techniques that can track all sources of ﬂuc-
tuations including the stochasticity in the time evolution. Path integrals are a promising





In this thesis, I have considered how to describe the dynamics of a subnetwork embedded
in a bulk network. In Chapter 2, I looked at how to describe reaction equations for
the dynamics of biochemical networks and introduced the projection method. I also
summarised some diﬀerent approaches to model reduction and subnetwork analysis.
Chapter 3 focused on applying the projected equations to protein interaction networks
and how to calculate the memory functions. The projection approach allows one to
obtain a set of dynamical equations for the concentration of molecular species in a cho-
sen subnetwork that form part of a larger protein interaction network. These projected
equations are closed, provided one neglects so-called random noise terms that represent
one component of extrinsic noise, while the intrinsic noise can not be represented explic-
itly because the projection method only looks at evolution of conditional averages. For
the linearised dynamics, the projection method gives results that are fully consistent
with an explicit elimination of the bulk variables. Non-trivially, I was able to apply
the projection method also to the full nonlinear dynamics, where in the limit of low
copy number noise I found explicit formulas for the memory functions. These memory
functions provide the weights, as a function of the time diﬀerence, with which past sub-
network states aﬀect the present time evolution. I showed that they can be calculated
from appropriate matrix representations of the dynamical (Fokker-Planck) and projec-
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tion operators. In Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 I analysed in some detail the properties of
the linear and nonlinear memory functions, including their amplitudes and timescales.
These provide insights into how the subnetwork interacts with the bulk, with e.g. nega-
tive memory amplitudes requiring the existence of ternary subnetwork-subnetwork-bulk
complexes. Memory functions will also have contributions from species in the bulk that
do not react directly with the subnetwork. The eﬀects from these species will appear in
the full time dependent memory function and could be analysed by looking at how plots
of the memory function change when diﬀerent bulk structures occur.
In Chapter 4, I applied the projection method to the EGFR network of Kholodenko
et al. [13]. Here I illustrated the boundary structure of memory functions i.e. only
species in the subnetwork that interact directly with the bulk have memory functions.
I also showed how memory function amplitudes relate to subnetwork-bulk interaction
structures. To understand memory function timescales, I used a channel decomposition.
This is based on the fact that memory is generated by the past subnetwork state ﬁrst
aﬀecting the bulk and then feeding back to the subnetwork at some later time. I showed
that accordingly each memory function can be viewed as a sum of contributions from
the diﬀerent source and receiver channels in this feedback process. This allows one
to identify which channels dominate the memory eﬀects. The interpretation of each
dominant channel could now be explored by designing experimentally tractable studies
to interrogate parts of the subnetwork. I also gave a quantitative comparison of the
accuracy of the projected equations versus simpler memoryless approximations. This
showed that including nonlinear terms in the memoryless approximations does little to
reduce approximation error, because the main error comes from neglecting linear memory
terms. The nonlinear projected equations, on the other hand, were signiﬁcantly more
accurate than other approximations, by at least four orders of magnitude compared to
the nearest memoryless competitor.
After analysing the projected equations I then looked in Chapter 5 at how the projection
approach could be extended to systems involving enzymatic reactions represented as
Michaelis-Menten terms. I started with a careful discussion of the conditions under
which enzyme reactions represented in mass action form become equivalent to Michaelis-
Menten kinetics. The result is a convenient scaling, of fast enzyme reaction rates and
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simultaneously low enzyme concentrations, that exactly reproduces Michaelis-Menten
equations in the limit where the relevant fast rate parameter γ grows large. Applying this
construction, one can map a protein interaction network with Michaelis-Menten reactions
to one with only unary and binary reactions; the main task is then to understand
what limit is approached in the projected description when γ → ∞. By analysing
what fast enzyme degrees of freedom feature in the rate matrix and memory functions
that deﬁne the projected equations, I showed that it is possible construct the projected
equations directly in the large γ-limit, for both linearised and nonlinear dynamics, using
a quasi-steady state elimination. This gives us eﬀective unary reaction contributions to
represent the Michaelis-Menten dynamics, with concentration-dependent reaction rates
in the nonlinear case, and so allows one to constuct the projected equations without ever
introducing enzymes explicitly. The resulting method signiﬁcantly widens the range of
biochemical reaction systems to which the projection approach can be applied; as one
example I showed an application to a subnetwork of the EGFR reaction network of
Kholodenko et al. [13].
In Chapter 6, I extended the projected equations to include perturbations by adding
terms to the reaction equations that represent gene regulation. I ﬁrst considered linear
response where I showed that it is possible to split the eﬀects of a bulk perturbation into
the response from the perturbed bulk species onto the boundary and a perturbation of
the boundary into the whole subnetwork. Both these terms can be split into transient
and persistent contributions. If there is no ﬂux across the boundary then I only obtained
a transient perturbation and a persistent response; however in Section 6.2 I showed that
a ﬂux across the boundary will result in both a transient perturbation and a persistent
response as well as a persistent perturbation and a transient response. This is illustrated
with some small example networks. I also showed in Section 6.2.5.2 that adding gene
regulation terms to the projected equations results in two timescales for the dynamics.
A fast protein timescale and a slow gene regulation timescale. In Sec. 6.3 I looked at
nonlinear response and I showed that this is more accurate for large perturbations, for
example, gene knockdowns.
Finally, in Chapter 7, I analysed the eﬀects of the random force when the bulk is not in
steady state. I looked at diﬀerent approximations of the random force and found that
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one needs to keep the short time piece of the random force, which can be represented
as a δ-function and an integral over the short time random force, to obtain an accurate
result. This section links nicely with the perturbation calculation which helps with the
understanding of why one needs both parts of the random force.
Projection operators have been applied to biochemical reaction networks by Thomas
et al. [33]. Their method focuses on networks where there is timescale separation such
that reactions in the bulk occur on a faster timescale than reactions in the subnetwork.
The method developed in this thesis can be applied more generally to networks where
there are no restrictions on the speed of reactions of the subnetwork and bulk. A beneﬁt
of the method of Thomas et al. [33] is that they explicitly track the noise and obtain a
subnetwork with a new diﬀusion term that contains eﬀects from both the subnetwork
and the bulk. The projection approach shown in this thesis involves conditional averages
and therefore we do not explicitly keep track of such dynamical noise. It would be
possible to extend our approach to include intrinsic noise by integrating out the original
bulk reaction equations directly. We would then have a set of subnetwork equations





b,b(t−t′)Lb,s. If we were to assume the bulk was fast we should
then obtain the noise term from Thomas et al. [74].
8.2 Future work
The work I have presented in this thesis could be extended in a number of ways. The
nonlinear subnetwork dynamics were obtained by including all possible products of sub-
network species (Section 3.2.2). This ensured that the random force was also zero to
second order at zero time when we set the bulk initial conditions to zero. It would be
interesting to investigate the tradeoﬀ between computational eﬃciency and obtaining
projected equations that are accurate due to small random force terms. If one includes
all possible subnetwork products in the subnetwork then the projected equations are
accurate but it is less eﬃcient to calculate and solve them. Including in the subnet-
work only the products that appear directly would make the memory function easier
to calculate; however there would be components of the random force which would not
automatically be small when the bulk is initially in steady state.
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Throughout I have used the EGFR model from Kholodenko et al. [13] as my example
network and selected a subnetwork and bulk; however there are many more known
species that make up the EGFR network [49, 75]. It would then be possible to apply
the projection method using a model with the network from Kholodenko et al. [13] as
the selected subnetwork and the other known species as the bulk.
In the larger EGFR network not all rates are known, and even in the exisiting model of
Kholodenko et al. [13] a number of rates are order of magnitude estimates. Using rate
parameters sampled from a distribution as bulk reaction rates we could then look at the
eﬀects of a large unknown bulk on the subnetwork and at how much variation there is
in memory functions when bulk rates are sampled [8]. This approach could also be used
for more abstract models, for example, we could look at the limit of a very large (or
inﬁnite) bulk and how the distribution of the bulk reaction rates  as well as e.g. the
connection structure of the bulk  aﬀects the memory functions.
The memory function gives us information about how the subnetwork interacts with the
bulk. In this thesis I have considered the forward problem of obtaining the projected
equations and memory functions from the properties of the bulk. It would be useful to
consider the inverse problem and use the memory function to try and learn something
about the structure of the bulk. This could be achieved by ﬁrst assuming the bulk
has a simple form e.g. a tree. Then starting from this known structure of the bulk
we can look at the form of the memory function. We can then see if it is possible
to reverse the process so that we can ﬁnd the structure of the bulk by looking at the
memory function. In particular, we could try and identify the structure of the bulk
that is directly connected to the boundary. We could then try and extend this to more
complicated bulk structures, including loops. The inference of the structure of the bulk
would ﬁrst be done on model networks and then we may want to look at candidate bulk
structures based on the structure of the EGFR network. This could be extended to
models where we have experimental data. We would look at how to construct memory
functions from data [76] and could then use this memory function to see what we can
say about the structure of the bulk.
The projected equations have a boundary structure. If we have knowledge of a subnet-
work that is embedded in a bulk network then the boundary structure could be used
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as a starting point to identify which subnetwork species are on the boundary. If we
assume that we have timecourse data for the subnetwork then we can work out the rate
of change for each subnetwork species. If it is an interior species then we should be able
to write this rate of change as a function of the other subnetwork species; however if it
is a boundary species then this shouldn't work as we will be missing some information
from its reactions with the bulk. This would enable us to tell which parts of the network
are strongly connected to the bulk.
Chapter 6 shows the eﬀects of perturbing the bulk. This work could be made more
biologically applicable by comparing our results with experimental data taken, for ex-
ample, from gene knockdown experiments. This would allow us to see the accuracy of
the results from the nonlinear response.
The projection method with gene regulation could be extended by using more ﬁne-
grained models, for example, by using models that also include mRNA. We could then
investigate how diﬀerent separations of the subnetwork and bulk aﬀect our results. For
example, we could keep the protein interactions in the subnetwork and put the mRNA in
the bulk. This could help us to see the best eﬀective coarse graining of the model so that
we know what information can be put in the bulk without losing too much knowledge
of the system.
It would also be interesting to connect the theoretical results from this thesis with re-
sults from experiments. Firstly, we could look at what happens to the memory functions
from the EGFR model if one of the nodes is removed. We could also look at additional
examples of signalling pathways and how changes to rate constants aﬀect the rest of
these networks. These predictions could then be tested experimentally by using gene
knockdowns to compare the predictions from the projected equations with the experi-
mental results.
There have also been siRNA screens where a network is taken and speciﬁc nodes are
knocked down one at a time. We could compare results from the projection approach
with results from these siRNA screens. For example, Carlin et al. [77] look at the pro-
teins which interact with Cdc42. We could then look at whether the projection approach
would highlight the same Cdc42 interactors as being important.
We have analysed the random force statistics in Chapter 7; however this work could be
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extended by doing more calculations to obtain a better understanding of the eﬀects of
the random force. We could look at using diﬀerent divergence estimators that will allow
more than just results for single species. This would give us a more detailed evaluation
of the accuracy of diﬀerent approximations of the random force. It has been shown [47]
that extrinsic noise can have large eﬀects on biochemical networks. Further analysis of
the random force will also allow us to understand more about this component of the
extrinsic noise.
It would be interesting to extend the projection method to also include eﬀects of intrinsic
noise. At least heuristically this could be done by adding noise back into the projected
equations. For the linearised dynamics the projected equations could be calculated by
integrating out the bulk stochastic reaction equations and substituting the solutions
into the equations for the subnetwork species. The ﬁnite copy number noise then has
an intrinsic part ηs and an extrinsic part ηb from the integrated out bulk - which is no
longer white noise [33]. The extrinsic noise then has two contributions; the ﬁrst from
ηb and the second from the bulk initial conditions which is the random force. We could
also look at including intrinsic noise into the equations for the nonlinear dynamics by
only considering linear noise terms i.e. O(δx). It would be interesting to see how
the presence of intrisic noise aﬀects the structure of the memory functions. We could
also use path integrals to obtain an eﬀective description of subnetwork dynamics that







Appendix A: Protein species Table
EGF Epidermal Growth Factor
R Extracellular domain of the monomeric EGFR
Ra EGF-EGFR complex
R2 (EGF-EGFR)/(EGF-EGFR) dimer also known as Ra:Ra dimer
RP Tyrosine phosphorylated EGFR
PLCγ Phospholipase Cγ
Grb Growth factor receptor-binding protein 2 (Grb2)
Shc Src homology and collagen domain protein
SOS Son of Sevenless homolog protein
E1 Enzyme for MM reaction between R2 and RP
ER Enzyme complex for MM reaction between R2 and RP
E2 Enzyme for MM reaction between PLCγ and PLCγP
EP Enzyme complex for MM reaction between PLCγ and PLCγP
E3 Enzyme for MM reaction between Shc and ShP
ES Enzyme complex for MM reaction between Shc and ShP
RPL RP-PLCγ












PLCγPI PLCγP translocated to membrane structures
Table A.1: Abbreviations used for EGFR network components following Kholodenko
et al. [13], including a description of each enzyme added to the system to account for




We can solve the projected equations by writing them as a set of diﬀerential equations.













′)Mβα(t− t′) + rα(t) (B.0.1)































where we can write equations for the caα(t) as
∂
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caα + rα(t) (B.0.6)
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with initial conditions caα(0) = 0.
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Appendix B: Projected equation solver
B.1 Projected equations with perturbations



















hβRβα(t− t′) + rα(t)
(B.1.1)
We must therefore also include the response function when solving the equations. The
nonlinear projected equations have extra contributions to the memory of O(h). We can





contains the O(δx) and O(δx2) memory contribution as well as the O(hδx) terms from
(6.3.3). We write the O(hδx) terms from (6.3.4) as
∑
a
m′aβα · (t− t′)e−λa(t−t
′) (B.1.3)





























































caα + rα(t) (B.1.7)
The time derivative of the caα is
∂
∂t














Appendix B: Projected equation solver










and we can then write
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To solve the projected equations we must solve equations (B.1.7), (B.1.8) and (B.1.10)






Protein interaction networks don't always have a unique steady state, but can also exhibit
bistability or oscillations. Negative feedback and ultasensitivity or eﬀects from multisite
phosphorylation can cause oscillations in mitogen-activated protein kinase cascades [78,
79]. To look at what happens with the projection approach when there is an oscillating








where S and P denote constant substrates and products [81]. This gives the diﬀerential
equations
∂tX = k1SX − k2XY
∂tY = k2XY − k3Y
(C.0.2)
and solving these equations gives oscillatory solutions for X and Y as shown in Fig. C.1.
This system can be converted into a standard system with binary reactions if we assume



















Figure C.1: The phase portrait of the original system (C.0.1).
These equations have the conservation law X + Y + S = C, where C is the constant
total concentration. If the total concentration is large then (C.0.3) looks like the original
system (C.0.1). This is because taking the original system of equations (C.0.4) and
replacing S with the conservation law we obtain
∂tX = k1(C −X − Y )X − k2XY
∂tY = k2XY − k3Y
(C.0.4)
When C is large such that k1C = k˜1 then we ﬁnd that k1(C −X − Y )→ k˜1 because X
and Y are bounded as it is an oscillating system.
To convert the system to ﬁt in with a binary and unary reaction system complexes can






















The fact that the original system oscillates suggests that there should also be parameter


















Table C.1: The reaction rates needed to make system (C.0.5) oscillate. One could
take the unit of concentration to be nMol and of time to be seconds.














































Figure C.2: The solutions to (a) the projected equations; (b) the projected equations
without the memory function.
to oscillate the drift matrix A from (3.1.13) must have imaginary eigenvalues. A set of
reaction rates that will cause oscillatory relaxation in the system are shown in Table C.1.
In this example the steady state value of X is unconstrained, setting this to be 0.5 to
match the original system ensures that the equations for the ﬂuctuations about the mean
steady state oscillate around a stable ﬁxed point.
Applying the projection method to this system where the subnetwork is chosen to be
(δS, δY ) and looking at the linearised dynamics we ﬁnd that the equations containing
only the rate matrix but no memory function don't oscillate, but require the memory
function to obtain the oscillations, as shown in Fig. C.2. This shows the importance of
the memory function if we want to obtain an accurate description of the dynamics.
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